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Abstract
The instrumentation of radiation detectors for high energy physics calls for the de-
velopment of very low-noise application-specific integrated-circuits and demanding
system-level design strategies, with a particular focus on the minimisation of inter-
ference noise from power management circuitry. On the other hand, the aggressive
pixelisation of sensors and associated front-end electronics, and the high radiation
exposure at the innermost tracking and vertex detectors, requires radiation-aware
design and radiation-tolerant deep sub-micron CMOS technologies.
This thesis explores circuit design techniques towards radiation tolerant power
management integrated circuits, targeting applications on particle detectors and
monitoring of accelerator-based experiments, aerospace and nuclear applications. It
addresses advantages and caveats of commonly used radiation-hard layout techniques,
which often employ Enclosed Layout or H-shaped transistors, in respect to the use
of linear transistors.
Radiation tolerant designs for bandgap circuits are discussed, and two different
topologies were explored. A low quiescent current bandgap for sub-1 V CMOS
circuits is proposed, where the use of diode-connected MOSFETs in weak-inversion
is explored in order to increase its radiation tolerance.
An any-load stable LDO architecture is proposed, and three versions of the design
using different layout techniques were implemented and characterised.
In addition, a switched DC-DC Buck converter is also studied. For reasons
concerning testability and silicon area, the controller of the Buck converter is on-
chip, while the inductance and the power transistors are left on-board.
A prototype test chip with power management IP blocks was fabricated, using
a TSMC 65 nm CMOS technology. The chip features Linear, ELT and H-shape
vi
LDO designs, bandgap circuits and a Buck DC-DC converter. We discuss the design,
layout and test results of the prototype.
The specifications in terms of voltage range and output current capability are
based on the requirements set for the integrated on-detector electronics of the new
CGEM-IT tracker for the BESIII detector. The thesis discusses the fundamental
aspects of the proposed on-detector electronics and provides an in-depth depiction
of the front-end design for the readout ASIC.
Key words: LDO, Bandgap, DC-DC, ASIC, CMOS, Power Management, High
Energy Physics.
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Chapter 1
The Development of the Front-End
ASICs in High Energy Physics
1.1 High Energy Physics Research
The object of high energy physics is to research the high energy photons and particles.
One of the purposes is to research the origin of the world. For example, what is the
matter composed of, how does the mass produce and so on. The normal research
method is using an experimental application to detect the high energy photons and
particles directly or indirectly.
Normally, the high energy photons and particles have two kinds of sources. One
source comes from the high energy accelerator with the collider, the other source
comes from the space. Up to now, the biggest and the highest energy collider is
the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) at CERN, as shown in Figure 1.1. There are four
experiments: CMS, ALICE, ATLAS and LHCb.
The LHC is about 27 kilometers long and 100 meters under the ground. The
protons are accelerated up to 1.4 GeV , and through the Proton Synchrotron (PS),
they can be accelerated up to 26 GeV . In 2012, the Higgs boson particle has been
detected for the first time at LHC.
Other high energy accelerators with experimental application are for instance
the BEPCII with BESIII (at IHEP, Beijing, China), the SuperKEKB with BELLEII
(at KEK, Tsukuba, Japan), and so on. The higher energy accelerators experiments
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Fig. 1.1: LHC including the CMS, ALICE, LHCb and ATLAS detectors
planed in the near future include the CEPC in China and the ILC in Japan, as shown
in Figure 1.2.
Fig. 1.2: Comparision of CEPC, ILC and the present accelerators
Besides the collider, there are also other kinds of physics applications, such as the
synchrotron radiation source, the spallation neutron source and so on. High energy
physics applications benefits all of us in many aspects, especially in the nuclear
medicine such as the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the positron emission
tomography (PET), the Gamma Knife, the Proton knife and so on.
High energy physics investigates also the high energy photons and particles
coming from the space. The main purpose is the history of the evolution and the
origin of the universe.
1.1 High Energy Physics Research 3
Because of the presence of the high energy photons and particles in the cosmic
rays, this kind of research does not need accelerates and just need detectors. Research
can be classified space detectors, ground detectors and underground detectors.
For space detectors, the platform includes the space station, satellite, and the ball
based. Such as the AMS, HXMT, DAMPE and so on. The AMS is shown in Figure
1.3.
Fig. 1.3: AMS installed in the International Space Station
The newest detector facing the space high energy photons and particles is the
HXMT satellite, which is made by IHEP, Beijing, China. The HXMT has been
launched in June, 2017, and is shown in Figure 1.4. The HXMT can detect the low
energy, the middle energy and the high energy X rays from 1 keV up to the 250 keV .
Fig. 1.4: Illustration of the payload configuration on the HXMT satellite
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The ground detectors are mainly built on the high plateau area where the air is
thin and dry. Such as the ARGO which is in the Tibet, China, which can detect the
high energy particle indirectly.
The underground detectors are built in very deep places, the main purpose is
to detect the high energy particles which can be filtered by the mountain and the
ground, such as the neutrinos, the dark matter particles and so on.
The development of high energy physics requires the use of the detectors and
the corresponding front-end readout electronics. Because of each is unique, the
front-end electronics is not available in the market. This need to design a custom
Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) to be used in the detectors. Next
section is about the front-end ASIC suitable for high energy physics detectors.
1.2 Power management status in front-end ASICs
By investigating the ASIC of high-energy physics front-end electronics, it is found
that most of the ASIC chips do not integrate power management and use exter-
nal power supply. Comparing with the external power supply, the on-chip power
management system has three advantages:
The first advantage is that it can improve the load respond ability of the front-end
electronic. Off-chip power supply will have the parasitic inductance brought by the
pins and bonding wires, which is about between a few nH to a few tens of nH. When
the front-end electronic current changes rapidly, not only the interference voltage is
generated by the parasitic inductance, but also the reaction speed is delayed. The
on-chip power supply is more suitable in such situations.
The second advantage is that the power supply area can be reduced. The on-chip
power supply system can save the additional package area, so it is suitable for area
sensitive applications.
The third advantage is that the common power management chips have poor
radiation resistance. Even if there is the commercial shelf chip with good anti-
radiation capability, it will be expensive, long delivery period or difficult to buy
(later discussing further). Designing one new power management can integrate
radiation-aware methods.
1.2 Power management status in front-end ASICs 5
In order to understand the current state of power management in front-end
electronics in the field of high energy physics, this thesis researched the main high
energy physics experiments. The following three tables are for the ASICs being used
and ready to be used in some of the world’s major high energy physics experiments.
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1.2 Power management status in front-end ASICs 9
From these tables above, it can be seen that the main front-end electronics ASIC
chips running in high-energy physics experiments are off-chip power management
systems (red fonts). Among the next-generation experiments, there are three on-chip
power management systems for front-end electronics ASICs, integrating DC/DC
and LDO circuits (blue fonts) on-chip. The table reflects that the integrating power
management system on the front-end chips is a relatively new direction and is a field
worthy of research and exploration.
1.2.1 Radiation-aware Demands in High Energy Physics Appli-
cations
Because of the main purpose of high energy physics application, which is detecting
the photons and particles, the radiation effect is inevitable. Different surroundings
have different radiation-aware demands. So the front-end design must consider the
special radiation environment.
Before the design of the electronics, the demand of the radiation must be clear.
Some radiation effect depends on the continuous working time, some radiation effect
are random but depends on the LET. For example, the applications used in space
must consider the radiation from the sun, the cosmic rays, and so on, different orbits
(height and inclination) have different radiation-aware demand. The LHC at CERN
demands the anti-radiation effect up to 1 Grad(Si) and 1016 Neutrons/cm2 in 10
years.
From the applications environment, the kinds of high energy particles and photons
should be clear, and the quantity and density state can also be gotten from the
simulation or from real measurement data. According to the real radiation situation,
what kinds of radiation-aware components and what kinds of ASIC technology can
be selected.
Another important situation should be taken into account. The United States
has a national law, which is the "Export Administration Regulations" of the Bureau
of Industry and Security. This national law forbids the American components,
which have the above 100 krad(Si) anti-radiation ability, to export to the non-NATO
organization including P.R.C. But most of the radiation-aware components comes
from the United States. So when buying these components from the United States
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and using it the projects in P.R.C, there will be some problems even through the third
part country.
1.3 Context and Motivation
The radiation-aware power management circuit for the front-end ASIC is motivated
by the need of the CGEM-IT detector which is shown in Figure 1.5. It is used in
the BESIII project at IHEP, Beijing, China. The CGEM-IT multichannel front-end
ASIC is named TIGER and it is made using the UMC 110 nm technology.
Fig. 1.5: Cylindrical GEM detector Inner Tracker (CGEM-IT)
When designing this CMOS front-end circuit, there was not enough space for
the LDO on-chip and just integrated the voltage and current bias circuit. So the
radiation-aware components are needed for the power supply of the TIGER, as
shown in Figure 1.6. But because of the USA law mentioned in the last section, the
high-quality anti-radiation power supply components cannot be imported to P.R.C.,
even through the third country. So it is necessary to design the radiation-aware power
supply ASICs.
At the same time, the voltage and current bias circuit in the first version TIGER
have not been designed properly, affecting the baseline holder. The result is the
baseline voltage uncontrolled shift. So the power management including the power
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Fig. 1.6: TIGER chip bonded to the board
supply and bias circuit should be investigated carefully. The result of the research can
be used in the TIGER likely front-end circuits in high energy physics applications.
The CHIPIX65 project is another motivation for this power management design.
This project uses the TSMC 65 nm technology, and its purpose is to exploit the 65
nm CMOS advanced technology used in the new generation pixel detectors. This
innovative 65 nm CMOS chip will be used in the experiment with extreme particle
rates and radiation at future High Energy Physics colliders.
This CHIPIX65 project gives the opportunity to tape out for verifying the power
management CMOS design on-chip, and the new power management chip is the
CHIPIX65-LDO-BUCK. If this kind of power management is successful, it not only
can be used in the CHIPIX65 project but also can be used to other similar projects.
The TSMC 65 nm technology has another superiority about the radiation-aware
design. That is the radiation transistor model. This model is made by Mohsine
Menouni and his colleagues [4] at CERN, and though this radiation transistor model
the 200 Mrad(Si) and 500 Mrad(Si) Total Ionizing Dose (TID) radiation effect can
be simulated.
1.4 Thesis Outline and Original Contributions
the main content of the thesis is designing one radiation-aware power management
ASIC named CHIPIX65-LDO-BUCK, which can supplies the TIGER front-end chip
used in the BESIII experiment. And this thesis deals with the design by TSMC
65 nm technology, which includes three kinds of LDOs, two kinds of bandgaps,
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one kind of switch DC-DC and one current source. The three kinds of LDOs use
three kinds of NMOS transistors: the standard transistor, the H shape transistor and
the ELT transistor. The two kinds of bandgaps use two different circuit structures,
which can used in the advanced technology. The DC/DC type is buck, and it works
together with three LDOs, two bandgaps, to get one good power management for the
front-end circuit.
This thesis consists of seven chapters and one appendix.
The Chapter 1 introduces the development of high energy physics applications
and the main stream front-end ASICs are introduced. Then the power management
system, used in such front-end ASICs based on the features of high energy physics,
is introduced. At last, the context and motivation for this thesis are introduced.
The Chapter 2 mainly focuses on the radiation effect on CMOS technology
such as the TID, SEE. Based on this analysis, some radiation-aware methods are
introduced. This chapter offers a new kind of shape transistor, the H shape transistor,
which has a good radiation-aware ability. This transistor has some advantages such
as the smaller size, and the better symmetry. Although the radiation-aware ability of
H shape transistor is less than the Enclosed Layout Transistor (ELT), it is enough for
the most radiation applications.
The Chapter 3 introduces the bias and the power management issues in the multi-
channel front-end. As the nuclear detector channels developing, the multichannel
front-end becomes the mainstream. This needs the special bias circuit including the
voltage and current bias. After that, the power supply to the front-end is described,
which provides different kinds of power supplies. At the end, the auxiliary issues in
the front-end are studied.
The Chapter 4 goes through the building blocks of the CHIPIX-LDO-BUCK: the
radiation-aware LDO and bandgap. Differently from the classical LDO, this chapter
uses the new architecture to design the LDO, which is suitable for the analogue
digital mixed circuit. Then the bandgaps are described, and a new type of bandgap
is introduced, which does not use the OPA, so the bandgap saves a lot of power
consumption.
The Chapter 5 talk about the BUCK block of the power management. The BUCK
is the most used switch DC-DC conversion in the front-end, and this chapter designs
the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) generator, the comparator with the compensation
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circuit. These circuits can work together with the off-chip inductor, capacitor, and
the power MOSFETs, and output the lower voltage with high efficiency.
The Chapter 6 covers the layout design of the power management CMOS ASIC
which uses the TSMC 65 nm technology. The pads distribution with the anti-ESD
design is also included. Then the test board is designed. At last, test of the ASIC,
read out the data, and compare the post simulation result with the test data.
The Chapter 7 deals with the outlook and conclusion.
The Appendix A introduces the CGEM-IT front-end design, which is the appli-
cation background of the power management. This chapter describes the CGEM-IT
detector principle, and gives out the design details of the preamplifier and the shaper
with the baseline holder.
The original contributions of this thesis are as following. The first one is the H
shape transistor. This is one new structure which have some radiation-aware ability
for the TID radiation. Comparing the ELT structure, the H shape structure have less
anti-radiation ability, but it uses less area, and it can get more flexible size (CMOS
ratio). It can also use the normal simulation model to extract parasitic parameters for
the post simulation, and contrasting to this, the ELT need special simulation model.
The H shape transistor is more suitable for the radiation-aware (light anti-radiation)
design.
The second original contribution is the new structure bandgap without OPA. This
kind of bandgap not only can work in very low supply voltage (low to 0.9 V ), but
also use very few current. Comparing the bandgap with OPA, all the current is used
for the temperature compensation, this new structure has more current efficiency.
Moreover, this kind structure uses the PMOS, instead of the parasitic triode, as
the negative temperature coefficient generator. Comparing the classic triode, the
PMOS has better anti-radiation ability. This kind of structure is more suitable for the
advanced technology ASIC in high energy physics application.
Chapter 2
The Radiation-Aware Methods on
CMOS Technology in High Energy
Physics
In high energy physics applications, most of the electronics is exposed to the high
energy photons and particles. Generally, there are two kinds of high energy physics
application situations. One is to detect high energy particles in space such as the
space station (AMS, HERD etc.) or the dedicated satellite (EXOSAT, BeppoSAX,
DAMPE, HXMT etc); the other is to detect high energy particles at accelerators such
as at LHC at CERN, BELLE at KEK, BESIII at IHEP etc. The electronic equipment
will encounter different high energy photons and particles according to the different
situations. The space radiation effect is shown in Figure 2.1.
Fig. 2.1: Space radiation source and the possible damage effect
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2.1 Interaction between High Energy Particles and
Semiconductor Material
The nature of the radiation effects is due to high energy photons and particles
interacting with the material such as the semiconductor, and changes the electron or
atomic nucleus of the semiconductor, then changes the character of the semiconductor.
So the first thing is to explain the interaction between the high energy radiation and
the material.
The high energy photons, such as X-rays or gamma rays, can produce photoelec-
tric effect, Compton scattering effect and pair production effect in the semiconductor
material. And the high energy particles will mainly produce the ionization effect in
the semiconductor material.
When the energy of the photons is about several keV , the main effect is the
photoelectric effect. Some electron-hole pairs can be generated when a high energy
photon is absorbed in the material. In the photoelectric effect the photon energy is
fully absorbed by one of the electrons of the inner shells (K and L shells). Therefore
the electron gets a large kinetic energy which will be lost crossing the material,
causing the creation of electron-hole pairs.
When the energy of the photons is about several hundred keV (corresponding to
an X-ray or gamma ray), the main effect is the Compton scattering effect. When
a high energy photon interacts with a quasi-free electron (of the external shells) a
Compton scattering occurs, as shown in Figure 2.2. Some energy is transferred from
the photon to the electron and on the contrary the photon energy is lowered.
Fig. 2.2: Compton effect diagram
When the energy of the photons is above 1024 keV , the main effect is the pair
production effect. If the energy of the photons is high enough, when the photons go
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through the nucleus, under the nuclear coulomb field, the high energy photon will
create a pair of one positron and one negative electron. And then the positron stops
in the material, and annihilates with an electron of the material, producing a photon
pair. The secondary energy photons will continue to interact with the semiconductor,
and thus form the showering, get a lot of low energy photons and electrons. Pair
production effect is shown in Figure 2.3.
Fig. 2.3: Pair production effect diagram
All these three effects result in the production of one electron with a certain
kinetic energy (depending on the effect and on the energy of the photon), which has
been, partially or totally, transferred by the photon. Then this electron will deposit its
energy in the medium. In a semiconductor material the deposited energy during the
slowing down of the electron can produce a small or a large number of electron-hole
pairs.
The high energy particles which can radiate the semiconductor are divided into
two classes: charged particles and neutral particles, such as neutrons. When the
neutron occurs the elastic collision with the nucleus in the semiconductor lattice,
if the neutron kinetic energy is high enough, it will hit the nucleus out and make
the lattice having some defect. The defect lattice will influence the character of the
semiconductor.
The high energy charged particles are mainly electrons, protons, and heavy ions.
The effect between the charged particles and the semiconductor is the electromagnetic
interaction, including the ionization, hit out, coulomb scattering and so on. Among
them, the main radiation effect is the ionization. When the incident charged particle
interact with the orbital electrons, by means of Coulomb interaction, a loss of the
energy occurs. At the same time, the orbiting electron get some energy.
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When the orbiting electron gets enough energy to overcome the bond of the
nucleus, the orbiting electron becomes a free electron. This is the ionization. The
result of the ionization is positive ions and free electrons. If the inner shell electrons
are thrown out, the outer electron will transfer into the inner shell for filling, at the
same time an X-ray or an Auger electron is emitted. If the orbiting electron gets
fewer energy and thus cannot overcome the bond of the nucleus, the orbiting electron
will transfer to an higher energy level. This is the excitation of the atom. The atoms
of the excited state are not stable, so after a short time, they will go back to the
ground state. When this course happens, the released energy will be in the form of
fluorescence.
To measure the ionization effect, the normal method is to measure the lost energy
(−dE/dx) of particles through some material. The −dE/dx can be expressed by the
Bethe Bloch formula (2.1).
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where c is the speed of light, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, β = v/c is the particle
speed, e and me are the electron charge and rest mass respectively. Here, the electron
density of the material can be calculated by
n =
NA ·Z ·ρ
A ·Mµ (2.2)
where ρ is the density of the material, Z is the atomic number, A is the relative atomic
mass number, NA is the Avogadro number and Mµ is the Molar mass constant. The
high energy charged particle ionizing the semiconductor is shown in Figure 2.4.
In addition, the main radiation damage caused by the high energy photons is
also ionizing effect. Because these high energy photons (X rays or γ rays) will
be converted into high energy electrons, protons, and ions in a very short time.
These second charged particles will ionize the semiconductors and result in the main
radiation damage. The different radiation effects caused by the particles and photons
are shown in Figure 2.5. The more electron-hole (e-h) pairs means the more radiation
damage.
From Figure 2.5, it can be found that the heavy ions will give the largest radiation
damage. But the heavy ions are rare. The protons will be often a lot in these
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Fig. 2.4: Ionization effect diagram
Fig. 2.5: Schematic view of the density of e-h pairs caused by different radiation
situations, and the proton can also create a large number of e-h pairs. So the protons
often cause the main radiation damage.
2.2 Radiation Effects on CMOS Semiconductor
According to the radiation process, the radiation effect can be divided into two classes.
One is the accumulation radiation effect, and the other is the non-accumulation
radiation effect. The slow accumulation effect includes the ionization effect (Total
Ionizing Dose, TID) and the non-ionization effect (Non-Ionizing Energy Loss, NIEL).
The non-accumulation radiation effect is named the Single Event Effects (SEE). The
TID and NIEL depend on the time, but the SEEs are random. The SEEs depend
on the position of the hits, the energy, the ionization state of the particles and the
working state of the circuit.
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The NIELs are often caused by the high-speed neutrons and can kick the nucleus
out of the lattice, therefore resulting in the displacement effects. The displacement
effects often happen in the bipolar technologies and the optoelectronic devices.
CMOS technology devices will not be influenced. The CMOS devices are mainly
affected by the TID and the SEE. The radiation effects on the electron devices can
be seen in Figure 2.6.
Fig. 2.6: Radiation effects on the semiconductor devices
2.2.1 TID Effects on CMOS Technology Devices
TID is the measurement of the total dose, which is the deposited energy in the
material. The unit is Gray in the International System (IS), but the radiation effects
community still often uses the old unit, rad(Si). One should get used to both of
them, because the dosimeter persons speak about Gray, whilst electronic engineers
working on the effects always speak about rad(Si). Luckily, the equivalence between
the two is easy to count:
1 Gray(Gy) = 100 rad (2.3)
In CMOS technology devices, the TID is mainly caused by the ionizing radiation
effect. The high energy photons and charged particles will produce many electron-
hole pairs in the CMOS device, especially in the oxide place. The TID mainly
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happen in two places. One is the gate oxide, and the other is the insulating oxide (or
the field oxide). The insulating oxide is the LOCOS in the old technology and the
STI in the recent technology.
Threshold Voltage Shifts
The TID effect course in the gate oxide is shown in Figure 2.7. The charged particles
ionize the oxide of the gate, and then the electron-hole pairs are produced.
Fig. 2.7: TID effect on the gate oxide
The ionized electrons will go to the gate side easily under the electric field, and
at the end go out of the CMOS. In contrast, because of the ionized holes bigger size
and slower moving speed, most of the holes will stay in the oxide. In absence of
electrons, the hole cannot recombine and are trapped in the oxide. Therefore, the
gate oxide will accumulate plenty of holes with much positive charge.
To the transistors, this positive charge will change the threshold voltage. To
the NMOS transistors, the threshold voltage is positive, so the trapped positive will
reduce the threshold voltage. To the PMOS transistors, the trapped positive holes
will also reduce the threshold. But because the threshold voltage is negative, the
absolute value increases. The changed threshold voltage Vox is
∆Vox =− qCox (∆N) (2.4)
where q is the electron charge 1.6×10−19 C; Cox is the specific gate capacitance,
the unite is F/m2; ∆N is the surface density of the trapped holes; the unit is m−2.
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Besides the trapped holes in the gate, the radiation also creates the interface states
between the oxide and the crystalline silicon. The build-up course of the interface
states is very slower than the direct hole trapping, so the device characteristics will
change continue even if the irradiation action has stopped [1].
The polar of the interface states depends on the CMOS type, so it is amphoteric.
The interface states can be the donors or the acceptors. A donor trap releases an
electron when it passes from below to above the Fermi level, whereas an acceptor
trap captures an electron when it passes from above to below the Fermi level. The
interface oxide trapped charge is responsible for a variation ∆Vin in the threshold
voltage: this can be positive or negative.
∆Vin =−QinCox (2.5)
where Qin is the interface trapped charge, positive or negative, and Cox is the specific
gate capacitance, the unit is F/m2.
If a transistor is radiated when the gate is biased to a certain working voltage,
the gate electric field will depart the electron-hole produced by the radiation. If it
is a NMOS, the gate working voltage is positive, so the holes will move towards
the interface between the gate and the channel; the electrons will be attracted to
the boundary between the gate and the electrode. If the transistor is a PMOS, the
opposite is true.
In the NMOS transistor, the holes directly trapped in the gate oxide attract
electrons in the channel and they favor the channel inversion, lowering the device
threshold voltage. The interface states, on the other hand, trap electrons becoming
negatively charged, therefore they act in the opposite direction. This is at the origin
of the “rebound” phenomenon observed in irradiated transistors, where the threshold
voltage first decreases and then somewhat recovers [1].
In PMOS transistors, the holes trapped in the oxide repel the ones in the channel,
hence they hinder the channel inversion. The empty interface states are also positively
charged and act in the same direction, therefore the effect of irradiation is to increase
the absolute value threshold voltage [5]. Based on the above analysis, the whole
voltage variation is:
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∆V = ∆Vin+∆Vox =− qCox [(∆N])−
Qin
Cox
(2.6)
where the first item is always negative, and the second item is negative to the PMOS,
positive to the NMOS.
The threshold voltage variation is shown in Figure 2.8. Where ▲ represent the
threshold voltage caused by the interface states trapping charge, and ■ represent the
gate oxide trapping charge. As the radiation going on, the NMOS TID radiation can
recover slowly, but the PMOS cannot recover by itself [6].
Fig. 2.8: Threshold voltage variation under the TID
For the threshold voltage shift caused by the TID effect, the NMOS and PMOS
can be annealing once stopping the radiation and finally, the gate oxide holes can
recover, but this course will not happen in the interface states.
There are two kinds of annealing: tunnel annealing and thermal annealing. The
tunnel annealing is caused by the quantum tunneling effect. Quantum tunneling or
tunneling refers to the quantum mechanical phenomenon where a particle tunnels
through a barrier that it cannot surmount classically.
In the classical theory, the low energy electrons cannot go through the interface
between the SiO2 and Si which has a higher barrier, but according to the quantum
theory, the low energy electron has some probability to tunneling the barrier. The
electrons from the silicon can tunnel to and recombine with the trapped near SiO2
interface. It is shown in Figure 2.9.
As a consequence of the exponential decay of the tunneling probability with the
depth in SiO2, at a given time t, the hole traps are emptying at a depth Xm(t) from
the silicon.
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Fig. 2.9: Tunneling effect on the interface
Xm(t) =
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(2.7)
where β is the tunneling barrier height parameter, and t0 is the time scale parameter.
By applying a positive bias to the NMOS gate field, it have the effect of increasing the
annealing rate. That means a positive electric field lowers the barrier for tunneling.
The second annealing effect is the thermal annealing. Electrons in SiO2 can
recombine with trapped holes; this process can be modeled with an emission proba-
bility pem of an electron from the valence band of SiO2 to the traps.
pem(T) = AT2 · exp
(
− qϕ
kBT
)
(2.8)
where A is constant depending on trap cross section, T is absolute temperature, ϕ is
the energy difference between the trap level and the valence band, q is the electric
charge 1.6×10−19 C, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Radiation Leakage Currents
As said before the TID radiation effect also produces the electron-hole pairs on
the STI or LOCOS which are made of the oxide. The STI is the newer CMOS
technology.
In CMOS technology, the channel length and the width are the two most important
parameters. To get the precise size, the gate always covers the diffusion area and
extents to the insulation area, which is the STI or the LOCOS.
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The LOCOS can form the Bird’s Beak as shown in Figure 2.10. The Bird’s Beak
not only occupies larger area but also produces the parasitic CMOS under the TID
effect, as shown in Figure 2.11.
Fig. 2.10: Parasitic CMOS formed by Bird’s beak
Fig. 2.11: Parasitic CMOS schematic
The radiation effect on the LOCOS oxide is the same as the gate oxide. The
parasitic channels are between the source and drain terminals under the bird’s beak
region. In the NMOS transistor, the holes trapped under the bird’s beak can invert the
parasitic NMOS channel even if the main NMOS is off. And the parasitic transistor
located at the channel boundaries will be conducted, then the leakage current appears.
Like the gate oxide, the interface states here also counteracts this course. So after
a delay time, the function of the interface states will play a part. The leakage current
increase at first, and then decrease after a certain time even at that time there are
higher doses. At that time there is the sufficient number of interface states appearing.
The parasitic transistors in parallel with the main device feature a different width W
but the same length L.
In the PMOS transistors, the current carriers in the channel are the holes, so the
holes created in the bird’s beak by the TID cannot invert the channel, so the parasitic
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transistor cannot form. So there is not the leakage current in the PMOS. So This
effect exists only in NMOS transistors.
In the newer STI technology insulation oxide, there is not the bird’s beak, but
also have the parasitic CMOS phenomenon under the TID radiation [7]. The STI
architecture is shown in Figure 2.12.
Fig. 2.12: STI architecture and the parasitic channel
The reason is that under the electric field of the gate voltage, the holes caused by
the TID can accumulate on the steep slope of the STI, which instead of the bird’s
beak effect in the LOCOS.
The current caused by the parasitic transistor on both sides of the channel is just
one kind of the leakage currents. Besides this, there are also other three kinds of
leakage currents. They are the leakage current between the N diffuse of different
NMOS, between the N different of the NMOS and the NWELL, and between
different NWELLs respectively. The parasitic conductive path is formed between
the diffusion areas of two different devices. It is shown in Figure 2.13.
In this Figure, the polysilicon here can play a role of the gate to absorb the
electrons and leave the holes on the substrate. The polysilicon maybe come from
some polysilicon resistors or some dummy transistor. The holes trapped in the oxide
can form an inversion layer at the boundary between the STI and the substrate. At
this time, the different adjacent N+ diffusion has different potential, then the parasitic
current can flow.
This leakage current in the STI or LOCOS has the relationship with the thick
of the oxide and the layout. So even using the same design, different process and
technology will have the different leakage under the same TID radiation.
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Fig. 2.13: Cross-sectional diagram indicating: (1) drain-to-source leakage and (2) leakage
between the n+ source/drain region of an n-channel device and the n- well region of an
adjacent p-channel device.
2.2.2 SEE Effects on CMOS Technology Devices
The single event effects (SEE) comes from the interaction of an individual particle
with the circuit. There are many kinds of SEE effects, including SET (single event
transient), SEU (single event latch-up), SED (single event disturb), SEFI (single
event functional interrupt), SEGR (single event gate rupture), SEB (single event
burnout) and so on.
Among them, some SEEs produce the soft errors which means these errors can
be repaired, and some SEEs produce the hard errors, which means this kind of errors
often result in the device damage.
The soft SEEs include the SEU, the corruption of a single bit in a memory array;
the MBU, the corruption of multiple bits due to a single particle; the SET, an error
signal induced by an ionizing particle.
The hard SEEs include the SEGR, rupture of gate oxide occurring especially in
power MOSFETs; the SEB, the burnout of a power device; the SEL, the activation
of parasitic bipolar architectures, leading to a sudden increase of the supply current.
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In CMOS technology, the main SEE effects are the SEU/SET and the SEL.
SEE/SET Effect
The SEU/SET mainly results in the flipping of one or more bits in the digital registers.
In general, this is a threshold phenomenon that depends on the Linear Energy Transfer
(LET) of the impinging particle, because the deposited charge must be sufficient to
change the status of the circuit node. The smaller the node capacitance, the more
probable the upset. It is shown in Figure 2.14.
Fig. 2.14: Single Event Upset (corruption of logic state)
The LET threshold depends on the ratio between the node store charge and the
charge resulted from the particle radiation. When using the advanced technology
with the lower voltage and smaller node capacitance, the node charge will reduce, so
it seems the bit will more sensitive to the particle radiation. But this is not the case.
Some semiconductor companies have researched the SEU LET for a long time. They
find, to a simple one bit, it is harder to flip over under the same particle radiation,
and to the whole chip, it is easier to happen the SEU. It is easy to understand because
the advanced technology has more bits than the old technology [5]. It proves that
not only the node capacitance and the supply voltage, but also the sensitive area and
the charge collection efficiently will play an important impact on the single particle
radiation.
Recently, most of the semiconductors companies which do not do the radiation
tolerant components also research the SET sensitive for their products. The reason is
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the products can suffer the neutron radiation which can play a part when using the
advanced technology [8]. Most of the neutrons come from the cosmic rays, and the
neutrons especially the thermal neutrons can raise the Failure In Time (FIT), reduce
the MTBF, and therefore shorten the lifetime of the products.
The possible reason is that the thermal neutrons or the slow neutrons with around
25 meV have a large cross-section for interaction with an isotope of Boron (10B). In
the natural Boron, the Boron (10B) occupy about 20%. So when a semi-conductor
uses the boron doping, there a radiation effect could happen. Then ionizing particles
such as the Li and Alpha particle can be produced, which can upset the digital node.
It is shown in Figure 2.15. If this mechanism can be verified, the semiconductors
will not use the Boron doping and raise the FIT of the components [9].
Fig. 2.15: Fission of (10B) induced by the neutron
Another important upset mechanism appears in the advanced technology in recent
years. It is the SET (Single Event Transient). When the particle hit the combinatorial
logic, the induced pulse can propagate through the logic unit until reach a register
where it can be latched. It is shown on the left picture in Figure 2.16. It can be
seen that the signal flipping consist of two parts: one has no relationship with the
frequency, which is the SEU; the other is linearly proportional to frequency, which is
the SET.
In the low-frequency system, some SET errors can recover and disappear by
themselves. But in the high-frequency system, the SET errors can be transferred to
the register and be latched. So reducing the frequency is one method to lower the
single particle flipping.
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Fig. 2.16: SET source and the result
SEL Effect
The SET is the signal event latch. When the NMOS and the PMOS are near together
in the P-substrate, there will be two parasitic triodes, which are shown in Figure
2.17.
The triode, another name is BJT (Bipolar Junction Transistor), is composed by
two PN junctions which use the same common P terminal or the same common N
terminal. In Figure 2.17, the P diffusion in the PMOS and the Nwell make up one
PN junction, and the Nwell and the P-substrate make up another PN junction. Both
of the two junctions use the same N terminal, so they compose the PNP triode which
is the vertical PNP.
On the other hand, the N diffusion of the NMOS and the P-substrate make up
one PN junction, the P-substrate and the Nwell make up another PN junction. Both
of them use the same P terminal, so they compose the NPN triode which is the lateral
NPM.
Fig. 2.17: Cross section of parasitic transistors
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At the same time, normally the P-substrate and one of the N diffusion in the
NWLL will connect to the GND; the Nwell and one of the P diffusion in the PMOS
will connect to the VDD. Together with the parasitic resistor Rwell and Rsub, the
Latch-up circuit will form which is shown in Figure 2.18. The Q1 and Q2 represent
the PNP and NPN triodes respectively.
Fig. 2.18: Schematic of parasitic transistors
If the trigger current flows into the Rwell and Rsub, the two parasitic resistors
will have the voltage drop. When the voltage drop can reach above 0.7 V , it can
switch on the triodes, and then the two triodes can form the positive feedback. When
the current flowing through the Psub, it raises the base voltage of Q2, the Rsub
current will be enlarged by the NPN triode, so it can enlarge the Rwell current. After
that, the current through the Rwell can switch on the Q1, at the same time, the Rwell
current will be enlarged by the PNP triode. This enlarged PNP current again flows
through the Psub and enlarges the NPN current. When the trigger current flows into
the Pwell, the positive feedback is the same.
The trigger current not only results from the cosmic rays, the accelerator, and
other high energy physics application surroundings but also comes from the static
electricity, the interface I/Os or other disturb which can easily inject the current
through the pads and the interface. The interface circuit will more easily cause the
latch-up problem.
When the latch-up happens, because of the positive feedback, the latch-up is
equivalent to create a short path from the power supply and the ground. The short
circuit can burn the device at the end. When this situation happens, the best method
is cutting off the power. And then after a few time, restart the device again.
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From the beginning of CMOS technology up to now, the latch-up problems
always trouble the designer. Although the STI, the retrograde wells, and the lower
supply voltage of the advanced technology have released the latch-up problem, the
latch-up cannot be immune. It also depends on the layout.
From what discussed above, if the latch-up happens, the following conditions
must be satisfied. (1) both triode’s conduction creates a low resistance path between
VDD and GND. (2) the product of the gains of the two transistors in the feedback
loop, b1×b2, is greater than one. The b1, b2 here are the gains of the Q1, and b2
respectively.
2.3 Radiation-Aware Methods on CMOS Technology
Devices
According to the radiation effects on CMOS technology devices, the main radiations
are the TID, SEE/SET and the SEL. So the radiation-aware methods against these
are introduced. Meanwhile, as the technology advanced, some of these methods are
improved.
2.3.1 Radiation-Aware Methods for TID Effects
The TID effects on CMOS technology devices include the threshold voltage shifts,
the leakage current, mobility degradation, and the sub-threshold slope change. The
most influential are the threshold voltage shifts and the leakage current [10].
Radiation-Aware Method for Threshold Voltage Shifts
To the threshold voltage shifts caused by the TID effect, the ionized electron-hole
pairs are produced when the high energy charged particle going through the gate
oxide. So the thinner the gate oxide, the fewer electron-hole pairs produced. Mean-
while, the interface states also depend on the oxide thickness, and the advanced
technology will get the fewer interface states effect [11].
At the same time, the thinner gate oxide, the easily the electron in the silicon
can go through the interface between the oxide and the silicon, and then remove the
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trapped charge through the quantum tunneling effect. The more advanced technology
can get the thinner gate oxide, and therefore get the fewer threshold voltage shifts.
This has been confirmed since by several sources on commercial grade gate oxides
of the advanced CMOS in Figure 2.19.
Fig. 2.19: Threshold voltage shift in different CMOS technologies
In this figure, the different technology nodes cause the different threshold voltage
shifts. The test is under the same 1 Mrad(Si) of TID on the NMOS transistor
samples.
When 1 Mrad(Si) is applied to the NMOS, it can be seen that at the 180 nm or
below, the tOX is less than 4 nm, and the threshold voltage shift Vth is less than 10
mV . The 1 Mrad(Si) TID is suitable for many space applications.
When using the 130 nm or 90 nm, the gate oxide thickness is about 2 nm, and the
threshold voltage shift just 1 mV to 3 mV . It is at the same level with the statistical
strategy error. When using the 2 nm thick oxide, the dose of the order 10 Mrad(Si)
also can be ignored.
From what discussed above, the threshold voltage shifts mainly depend on the
technology node. Fortunately, the current mainstream CMOS technology used in the
front-end of high energy physics applications is less than the 180 nm. When used in
the normal radiation surrounding, the threshold voltage shifts can be negligible.
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Radiation-Aware Method for Leakage Currents
While the thickness of the gate oxide decreases, the STI or the LOCOS oxide does
not change a lot. So the radiation effect on the STI or LOCOS does not reduce much.
A significant amount of trapped holes and interface states are formed in the thick
oxide.
As said before, there are four kinds of the leakage current caused by the TID,
one is in the parasitic NMOS at the edge of the NMOS, and the three other kinds of
leakage current (NMOS to NMOS; NMOS to NWELL; NWELL to NWELL) are
the current between two different N+ diffusion.
For reducing the leakage current, the key point is to cut the possible conductive
paths between drain and source of the same transistor and between the diffusion area
belonging to different devices. This can be achieved by employing Enclosed Layout
Transistors (ELT) and guard rings.
The ELT is edge-less transistors using the annular gate shape. This geometry
reduces leakage current due to cumulative effects in NMOS, even at very high total
doses, which is on the cost of a larger area. The PMOS will not generate the parasitic
transistor and will not result in the leakage current. Therefore, PMOS do not require
ELT shape. The ELT transistor is shown in Figure 2.20 which gives the difference
between a standard device and an ELT transistor.
Fig. 2.20: Standard transistor (left) and the typical enclosed layout transistor (right)
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From the figure, it can be seen that the gate of the ELT fully encloses one terminal
of the electrodes. The transistor thus becomes asymmetrical, because the external
electrode is larger than the internal one.
This asymmetry introduces a difference in the output resistance, so always the
inner electrode is the drain, not only because of the inner electrodes having less
parasitic capacitance, but also the less resistance. Figure 2.21 shows the radiation-
aware effect by the ELT transistor.
Fig. 2.21: 130 nm technology transistor leakage current under the different radiations
From the figure, the ELT can really reduce the leakage current. The annular gate
prevents any conductive path between drain and source, thereby solving the issue of
device level leakage. To cut possible parasitic paths towards neighboring devices, a
ring of P+ substrate contact (P+ guard ring) is needed to surround the transistor.
The leakage current of the standard transistors have the common characteristics
that the leakage current raises up as the more radiation and decline down as the
radiation further growth. This can be explained by the interface state which plays a
role after a certain time.
The use of ELTs allows us to implement circuits with extremely good radiation
hardness comparing the standard CMOS technologies. Using the ELT for the designs,
the ASICs tolerating more than 100 Mrad(Si) of total ionizing dose have been
reported. Although it greatly enhances the TID tolerance, the adoption of ELTs in a
design has also several drawbacks:
• Enclosed layout geometries occupy more area;
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• Calculating the effective aspect ratio of an ELT is not trivial and the compli-
cated formulas must be used;
• Matching between ELT devices is somewhat worse than standard ones;
• It cannot get the small aspect ratio.
Based on this drawback, this paper offers a new radiation-aware structure, the
H shape layout, which is shown in Figure 2.22. In this kind of transistors, the gate
oxide forms the H shape. The S and D terminals are on the two sides, which are
half surrounded by gate oxide. When use the simulation software to post simulate
the H shape transistors, the width is a litter larger than the designed oxide width.
This difference comes from the wider gate oxide on the two terminals. The Cadence
software has not such shape transistors simulation model. When using the H shape
transistors to replace the standard transistors, it needs to change the H shape to
suitable size in order to make the post simulation width and length to be almost the
same with the standard transistors size.
Fig. 2.22: A new kind of radiation-aware structure
The H shape structure combined with the advantages of the linear and ELT
structures. Though not so thoroughly like the ELT, the H shape structure transistors
cut the main leakage current road at the edge of the transistors. But a little current
will exit at the two sides of the transistors. So the radiation-aware ability of the H
shape transistors maybe not so strong as the ELT, but in most application, they are
enough to use.
The advantage is the symmetry and small aspect ratio. So it can match better than
the ELT and have the small aspect ratio. In addition, this kind of structure occupies
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less area than the ELT transistors. Thus the H shape structure transistors are more
suitable for the compact radiation-aware CMOS design than the ELT.
To the leakage current between the different N+ diffusion of the two neighboring
devices, the best method is using the guard ring. The guard ring can reduce the
leakage current, which is shown in Figure 2.23.
Fig. 2.23: Guard ring effects cutting the leakage current of the different N+ diffusion parts
In the P+ substrate, the P+ guard ring is needed to surround the N+ diffusion.
The reduced the leakage current by the guard ring can be seen in Figure 2.24. The
X-axis represents the TID radiation, the Y axis represents the leakage between the
Nwell containing the PMOS transistors and the NMOS transistors. The NoGuard
line means the Nwell do not use the guard ring to reduce the leakage current; the
FullGuard line means the Nwell has a full guard ring, and the PartialGuard means
the Nwell has the guard ring with a broken for the direct polysilicon connection
between the NMOS gate and PMOS transistors.
From the result, the guard ring really reduces the leakage current even under the
10 Mrad(Si). When no guard ring, the leakage current ascend at first and descend
later. It can be explained that the interface state have a role after a certain time [12].
The second method is that it should forbid the polysilicon (such as the polysilicon
resistors) with the voltage between the neighboring N+ diffusion devices, in order to
not separate the electron-hole pairs caused by the radiation.
2.3.2 Radiation-Aware Methods for SEU/SEL Effects
The main SEE effects on the CMOS technology devices are the SEU/SET and the
SEL. These SEU/SET effect mainly happens in digital circuits, and the SEL effect
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Fig. 2.24: Guard ring anti-leakage current effects
mainly happens in both of the analogue and digital circuits. If the front-ends of
high energy physics applications are just analogue circuits, such as the preamplifier,
the shaper or the power management circuits. The anti-SEL methods are enough
for the design. If front-ends are mix-circuits, the anti-SEU/SET methods must be
considered.
Radiation-Aware Method for the SEL Effect
The SEL effect is caused by the latch up in CMOS technology devices. Based on
the ELT effect theory, there are the two methods to prevent the latch up effect. One
method is based on the transistor level design, and the other is based on the systems
level design.
The transistor level design includes two ways: the one is reducing the gain
product b1×b2 (reference Figure 2.18, the b1, b2 here are the gains of the Q1, and
b2 respectively.), and the other method is reducing the nwell and substrate resistance
(Rwell and Rsub respectively), producing lower voltage drops.
To reduce the gain product, there are two methods. One is increasing the doping
density of the base terminal in the parasitic triode, and the other is enlarging the
base terminal area. The triode work principle is: when the base terminal are positive
enough relative to the emitter, the emitter will emit a lot of electrons to the base
terminal. At the same time the base terminal will also send the holes to the emitter,
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but because the holes number is a little and the speed is slow, this part could be
ignored. Since the base terminal is lightly doped and the thickness is very thin, so
a few of holes will combine the electrons from emitter. Most of the electrons will
flow into the collector terminal in the lift time by the inertial effect. So the key point
is to reduce the gain. There are two ways, one is to enlarge the doping of the base
terminal, which can recombine the electrons from emitter more easily. The other
is to enlarge the base terminal area, which makes the electrons from emitter to the
collector more difficult.
Based on the triode work principle, there are two tricks to reduce the gains. One
trick is making the n+ layer buried in well to reduce the gain of Q1, and the other is
moving n-well and n+ source-drain further apart in order to increases the width of
the base of Q2. Fewer β2 gain also reduces the circuit density. The STI technology
could reduce the gains, because in the STI the thickness between substrate and the
nwell is thicker than the non STI technology. It is shown in Figure 2.25. The figure
shows that because of the STI technology, the base terminal of the parasitic triode is
larger than the LOCOS, so it can reduce the electrons going through.
Fig. 2.25: Structure of the Shallow Trench Isolation
Though the guard ring cannot reduce the base terminal area, but it can boost the
doping density. It is shown in Figure 2.26. Because the guard rings have the heavier
doped than the nwell or the substrate, they could easily absorb a lot of electrons from
the emitter. To some point, the guard rings are likely the collectors. So the n+ guard
rings in nwell and p+ guard rings can reduce the gain of the parasitic triode.
To reduce the well and substrate resistances, one skill is reducing the Rsub
by making low resistance contact to GND, and reducing the Rwell by making low
resistance contact to VDD. The specific operation is making nwell connectors and the
substrate connectors as many as possible. The second skill is making the guard rings
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Fig. 2.26: Reducing the sensitivity to Latch up by guard rings
around p- and/or n-well, with frequent contacts to the rings, reduces the parasitic
resistances. The third one is using higher substrate doping level reduces Rsub, such
as the epitaxial wafers technology which can be seen in Figure 2.27.
Fig. 2.27: Epitaxial wafers profile
The epitaxial wafer technology is that on the substrate, which is the lightly doped,
there is the epitaxial layer which is heavily doped. The typical resistivity of the
lightly doped wafer is about 20-50 Ω · cm and the heavily doped wafer resistivity
is about 20 Ω · cm. The resistors will be built on the heavily doped wafer which
provides the low impedance path which can reduce the parasitic resistance. So it
can reduce the sensitivity for the latch-up. At the same time, because of the reduced
parasitic resistance, the nwell connectors and the substrate connectors are not needed
so much.
The other radiation-aware method is the systems level design. The first item is to
prevent the "hot plug in and out". It means that when the power supply is switch on,
do not plug in or out some device on the board. The "hot plug in and out" can result
in the large current on the pads of the components which can trigger the latch-up.
The second item is the I/O pads must be protected by the anti-ESD protection
methods, which can clamp the pads voltage to the power supply or ground, and all
the transistors connecting to the I/O pads must have the guard ring.
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The third one is the circuits especially the digital circuits should avoid any
transistors switching at the same time, which can result in large current going into or
out of the chip. The sudden large current can easily trigger the latch up.
Radiation-Aware Method for the SEU/SET effect
The SEU or SET effect mainly happen in the digital circuits, which results in the
flipping of one or more bits in the registers or the memory cells. Some of the
SEU/SET have less harm, but some others, which can influence the configuration
pattern or the states of a Finite State Machine (FSM) controlling the key operation,
must be dealt with carefully.
The Hamming encoder, CRC32, or other kinds of encoding technology can
be used for transferring the FSM. These special encode technologies can find the
transfer errors and it can repair one or two error bits by themselves. These encoding
methods are realized on the cost of the higher power consumption and more area.
The more common anti-SEU/SET technology is the Triple Module Redundancy
(TMR). It is usually used in the crucial registers such as the SRAM configuring the
FPGA. The TMR architecture is shown in Figure 2.28.
Fig. 2.28: Triple Module Redundancy (TMR)
The Triple Module Redundancy uses one or more voters, and the more voters has
the better effect but needs more additional transistors. Normally, one voter is enough.
To reduce the SET, it can use less frequency clock and also the time redundancy with
TMR.
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The time redundancy technology (shown in Figure 2.29) can reduce the SET
error, but the timing constraints delay must be taken into the account. The Majority
voter must wait a certain time to receive the three registers information. If some
SET happens, after a certain time, the SET can recover, so this time redundancy
technology can reduce some SET errors.
Fig. 2.29: Time redundancy with TMR
In the process technology level, to reduce the SEU effect, it can use the special
process technology, such as the epitaxial substrates, the SOI and so on. The SOI
introduces a kind of insulator onto the surface of the silicon substrate such as the
sapphire, silica and so on. Generally, the insulator is the silica (SiO2), which is
shown in Figure 2.30. But the SOI technology cannot reduce the TID effect.
Fig. 2.30: Cross view of the SOI structure
The SOI makes every transistor insulate from each other, and makes an end to
the SEE including the SEL, SEE, SET and so on in principle.
On the transistor level, increasing the critical node charge by the larger node
capacitance is also one design method. This way can be easily realized by using
the larger transistors or adding the "extra" metal to metal capacitors onto the nodes,
which can make the nodes more difficult to set up. Besides these, there are also some
special architectures which can be useful to the SEU/SET effect.
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Because most of the SEU/SETs are soft errors. When SEU or SET happens, the
last method is to restart the circuit. The SEU and SET will disappear after a short no
power supply time.
Chapter 3
Bias and Power Management Issues
in Front-End ASICs
3.1 Power Management in Front-End ASICs
In general, the power management is used for disposing of the power and ground
system, which also includes the voltage and current supply. The power management
includes the switch DC conversion, low drop out voltage, voltage reference, voltage
and current bias, the current source, high voltage supply, the power grid distribution
and so on.
Power management is one of the important modules which can affect the per-
formance of front-end ASICs. According to different front-end features, there are
different power managements.
From the previous chapters, the full front-end includes not only the analogue
circuits (such as the preamplifier and the shaper), but also some digital circuits (such
as LVDS transfer cells). Even some analogue digital mixed circuits may be included,
such as ADC, DAC, TDC and so on. Whatever included in all cases, the analogue
circuits are needed.
To digital circuits, power management requirements are not so critical. Digital
circuits will work well as long as the power management can output enough current,
and the ripples have less effect to the digital state.
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To the analogue circuits and the mixed circuits, the power management is very
important. For example, if the power supply for ADC is not clean, the resolution
of ADC will be weak. The preamplifier is also sensitive to power supply. Power
management can affect the energy noise and the time jitter. To reduce the effect of
the analogue circuits from the digital, the analogue circuits and the digital circuits
should be separated.
Normally, power management of front-end ASICs is divided into three parts. The
first one is the power supply, which can offer enough power to the core and the other
circuits. The second one is the bias design, including the voltage and current bias
circuits. These bias circuits are used for setting the ASICs work state. The third one
is the auxiliary power management, including the power and ground line distribution,
the power network, the IR problem design and so on.
According to different places, there are two kinds of power managements: on-
chip power management and off-chip power management. In early time, not only
the power supply, but also the bias circuits come from the off-chip, such as the early
front-end products of IDEAS company. Recently, as the integration level is higher,
some power managements have been moved onto the chip.
When using the off-chip power management, the commercial power management
components are normally selected. When purchasing this kind of components, the
quality grade and the temperature range must be considered according to the different
applications. For example in environments with very low temperature, or very high
radiation surroundings, the power management should be suitable.
In front-end ASICs of high energy physics, the bias and power management
are playing more important roles. As the technology progress, they will have more
influence to key parameters. As high energy physics detectors become smaller and
more density, such as the silicon micro strip detectors and silicon pixel detectors, the
discrete circuits are not suitable. So the on-chip CMOS front-end ASICs become
the mainstream technology, which have fewer volume, fewer parasitic parameters
and lower power consumption. As CMOS technology developing, the cost is also
decreased rapidly.
Desiring less power consumption and less volume, front-end ASICs need inte-
grate more circuits, including ADC, DAC, LVDS, the power supply and so on. So
nowadays, the mixed circuits front-end ASICs become the mainstream.
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Under Moore’s Law, the number of transistors per square inch on integrated
circuits (IC) becomes twice every 18 months, which is shown in Figure 3.1. Up to
2016, the digital techniques have got to the 18 nm and the analogue techniques have
got to the 40 nm [13]. The space between the transistors is smaller. In this situation,
the digital circuits are easy to influence the analogue circuits through the same power
supply and the substrate, so it needs better power supply including the current and
voltage bias.
Fig. 3.1: Moore’s law in recently years
At the same time, along with the less channel length, the electric field strength
between the drain and source will become larger. If the power supply does not
decrease synchronized, transistors will be breakdown by the strong electric field.
So to protect the transistors, the power supply must decrease synchronized as the
proceeding advanced [13], as shown in Figure 3.2.
Fig. 3.2: Power supply variation as the advanced process
From the above figure, it can be seen that core CMOS transistor power supply
has decreased to about 1 V . This situation gives a big challenge to design good
power supply, bandgap, voltage bias, current bias and so on.
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Although the advanced techniques are good for digital circuits, it has some
drawbacks for analogue circuits. As the power supply decreases, the dynamic range
becomes smaller, which will result in lower gain, and give some difficult for low
noise. Considering the cost and performance, front-end ASICs in high energy physics
often use the technology from 65 nm to 180 nm in these days. For example, BESIII
CGEM-IT front-end ASIC named TIGER uses 110 nm UMC technology, and the
CERN LHC third generation pixels detector project uses 65 nm TSMC technology.
The both projects use 1.2 V as the power supply.
There are some challenges of the power management design in deep sub-micron
technology. To the bandgap, the challenge is that, because of the low-power supply,
the output of bandgap should be less than 1 V . So the classical architecture, which
gives out the 1.25 V solid voltage, cannot be used. It must use the low voltage
structure, which can give out the low voltage.
For the LDO, the challenge is that the intrinsic gain of short channel transistor
will be lower, and the error amplifier will get less gain. So the LDO output will have
more deviation from the desired voltage. When adding some cascade to boost the
gain, it will introduce more poles to the error amplifier and it can result in the LDO
system unstable.
To the switch DC-DC converter, the problem, which exists in the LDO, also
present, because it also needs one error amplifier. The output amplitude of one
ramp generator is limited by the power supply, so when designing the compensation
network, the capacitor and resistor will be large, and the input voltage will be also
limited.
As gate oxide becomes thinner, gate leakage current becomes larger by the
quantum tunneling effect. So how to control the quiescent current is the large
problem in all advanced technology.
Power management includes not only the power supply circuits which give good
power to the analogue and digital parts, but also the current and voltage bias which is
often be ignored. The power management also includes the auxiliary power circuits,
such as on-chip power and ground distribution grids, bonding wires, pads distribution,
potentials of the substrate and nwell connectors.
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3.2 Current and Voltage Biases
The current and voltage biases are key parts, which makes front-end circuits have
a good performance. But they are often be overlooked in front-ends especially the
muti-channel systems.
They are always thought simply, so they are often left behind to be designed.
But the bias voltage and current often introduce some problems, such as the limited
area, the introducing noise, the PSRR. When these problems appearing, there are
often no enough time and area to solve them. For example, when designing the
BESIII CGEM-IT detector front-end CMOS ASIC (the TIGER first version), the
bias current circuits introduced much noise into the preamplifier. But there was not
enough time to optimize it, at the end added a lot of Ncap capacitors to solve it,
which needed more area.
On the other hand, power consumption and area are often not considered by
designers from beginning, so designers always leave small margin to the power and
area. These situations make the bias circuits limited by area and power consumption,
which make the design difficult.
The main aim of bias circuits is to adjust the circuits onto a right DC working
points. There are two kinds of bias circuits: the voltage bias and the current bias.
The voltage bias is always produced on the current bias, so designing a fine current
bias circuit is the first key point.
3.2.1 Current Bias Design in Multichannel Front-Ends
Most front-end circuits in high energy physics are multichannel systems. In this
situation, the ideal solution is that every channel has it own bias cells, but in fact
they are always limited by the area and power consumption, so normally it needs
some channels sharing one same bias voltage and current. A simple bias block [1] as
shown in Figure 3.3.
In the simple bias schematic, RBIAS series connected to a transistor is used
for producing the suitable current, then this current is transferred to every channel
through current mirrors. But this simple current bias has some problems.
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Fig. 3.3: A simple current bias schematic
The first problem is that the bias current is easily affected by the power supply,
so the PSRR is very poor. In the mixed circuits, the power supply lines are often
influenced by digital circuits. This kind of disturbance can transfer the noise into the
bias current circuits, and then further transfer into all the channels.
The second drawback is the IR drop problem. Because the power and ground
lines have some parasitic resistance. When the current flowing through the power
and the ground lines, there must be some voltage drop along the lines, this voltage
drop is called IR drop. The channels, which are nearer the bias circuits, will have
fewer IR drops, and the channels which are farther will have larger IR drops. So it
will make the channels have different relative bias voltage, increasing the channel
inconsistency. The problem will be more serious when there is only one bias circuit,
especially all the channels at one side of the bias circuit.
The third one comes from the common gate line, which is common to all channels,
so there will be cross-talk when one channel disturbs the gate line. Especially when
the PMOS is large, parasitic capacitance between the gate and drain will be large
(sometimes dozens of pF), then the drain voltage will influence the common gate
line through the parasitic capacitance. This situation can easily happen on the input
transistor of front-end circuits. To release these problems, the book [1] gives out
some solutions.
The merit of voltage transferring bias in multichannel system is that it can save
routing lines, and the drawback is the large IR drop. Contrasting with this, the current
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transferring bias has the advantage of less IR drop problem but has more complex
routing. The following circuit integrates the both advantages.
Fig. 3.4: An excellent current bias schematic[1]
In Figure 3.4, M1 and M3 form the periphery cascode architecture. And M2 and
M4 form the channel cascode. The two cascodes form the cascode current mirror.
The gate voltages of M3 and M4 are almost the same. Because in the gate line there
is almost no current, voltage drop can be ignored. At the same time, the source
voltages of M3 and M4 are also almost the same, because of the operational amplifier
of the channel and the negative feedback circuit. So the currents of M3 and M4 can
be determined by the aspect ratio. To get a precise ratio, the lengths of M3 and M4
are normally set the same, so the current ratio just depends on the width ratio [1].
Because this bias architecture transfers the voltage through gate line, one gate line
can transfer to multichannel. But the operation amplifier also occupies some area, so
a compromise method is the receiving circuit can be shared by the nearby channels.
In this situation, even there are some IR drops, they can be ignored, because the
sharing channels are very close. For example, if one such receiving current circuit
can share the current bias with four channels each side. A 64 channel front-end just
needs seven receiving circuits to finish the bias current.
From what discussed above, to get a better suitable current bias, the trade-off
between the complex, the area, and the current accuracy must be considered case by
case.
At the end, the quantum tunneling effect must be considered especially in ad-
vanced deep sub-micron technology. The tunneling effect can enlarge the gate
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leakage current of transistors. It can reach up to pA level and vary as temperature.
One coin has two sides. When designing the very small current bias, this leakage
current may influence the bias current. Sometimes the leakage current can reduce the
impedance of the gate and finally influence the pole points. On the other side, when
the pA level current needs be designed, it is hard to use the normal method to realize
it. In this situation, it can use the gate leakage current to realize it. Considering the
variation with temperature, enough margin must be left. One MOS capacitors is a
fine device to realize the gate leakage current, because it can control the area of gate
area easily.
3.2.2 Voltage Bias Design in Multichannel Front-Ends
The current bias has been discussed, the next important one is the voltage bias.
Voltage bias is normally to bias the gate voltage of transistors. And voltage bias is
generated based on the bias current.
The gate voltage of transistor is used to set the DC operating points, and to be
sure the transistors working in the right state (such as the saturated state, the sub-
threshold state, the linear state, etc). And some cascode gate voltage also determines
other transistors state. So voltage bias must be designed carefully and the voltage
work points should be robust.
At the same time, the transistor work state and gate points can be affect by their
parameters, but the parameter may change a few as the temperature variation and
different chips. So the voltage bias should have the same trend with biased transistors.
In order to realize this purpose, the bias transistor should be the same polar with
the biased transistors. That means using the NMOS transistors to bias the NMOS
transistors, and using the PMOS transistors to bias the PMOS transistors.
The voltage bias circuits are normally not the core circuits, so the designer often
leaves this part a few power budget and area. Normally one voltage bias circuit can
give out different bias voltages. When the voltage bias used in the multichannel
circuit, one bias voltage bias may be shared by several channels.
Since bias circuits only support other analogue circuits by providing their DC
voltages, the designer normally wants to minimize the bias circuit area and power
consumption. Hence, one bias circuit is usually shared by several sub-circuits. An
important practical consideration is, therefore, how to distribute the bias circuit
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across the chip effectively, without subjecting them to noise and inaccuracies caused
by the mismatches.
Most of the bias circuit’s outputs will be the gate voltages, which are used to
bias current sources or bias the cascode transistors. When distributing these bias
voltages, the devices, which are required to operate as current mirrors, should be
placed in the same sub-circuit in near physical proximity, in order to ensure good
matching between those devices. To reduce the noise, at the gates there are often
some capacitors to filter the high-frequency noise.
3.3 Power Supply in Front-End ASICs
Normally the front-end electronic modules have the long-distance from energy
supply. In order to save energy, the long-distance transmission voltage is high, such
as the 12 V , 36 V or even higher. The dissipation power Pdiss of the power line is as
follows.
Pdiss =
(
Prate
V
)2
·Rline (3.1)
where Prate is the request power dissipation by front-end modules, V is the transmis-
sion line voltage, and Rline is the transmission line resistance. To the same power
line, the higher voltage, the lower dissipation on the transmission line.
In order to supply the front-end PCB board, there are two kinds of supplies. One
is the low voltage for components and ASICs on board; the other is the high voltage
for the detectors. Some detector even needs high to several thousands volts.
High voltage circuits are complicated and demands a higher reliability. The
feature is high voltage but very few current. The current is normally no more than 1
mA. The normal design method is the charge pump, which uses switch capacitors
to store and change the energy. Because of the complex, high voltage components
are normally designed by the high-reliability company. And the high voltage has no
relationship with front-end ASICs, so this is not analyzed in this thesis.
The low voltage converters on board have two kinds: the switch DC-DC convert-
ers and the Low Drop Out regulator (LDO). Both of them will be discussed in the
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next chapter. The power supply can be integrated into front-end ASICs or they can
be realized out of chip.
The easier way to realize power supply is to buy the commercial shelf products
(DC-DC converter or LDO) from the semiconductor companies, such as TI, Linear,
ADI and so on. In normal applications this method is enough to get a good power
supply. But this kind of way has some drawbacks for HEP applications which have
some special features.
The first drawback is the common power supply components which cannot
bear the high radiation environment. Of course the high-quality class for the space
level has the hard radiation ability. But this kind of components is very expensive
and has a long time supply circle. On the other hand, this kind of radiation-aware
components sometimes are forbidden by the United States to be used in the non-
NATO organization such as China, Russia and so on, even when these components
are not used in space or military, such as the accelerator.
When radiation is very high, there is not such kind of the power supply shelf
component. For example, the power supply used at LHC, which will run more than
10 years, can accumulate up to 1 Grad(Si) dose.
One method to deal with the radiation is to design a special power supply ASIC
chip using the radiation-aware technology. This ASIC can use the same or different
technology as front-end ASICs.
The second drawback is that the off-chip power supply cannot meet the require-
ments of excellent performance. The bonding wire may have a few nanofarads
of inductance, which can produce one large disturb to the power supply. In these
situations, the power supply circuits, designed into the front-end ASIC, are necessary.
A good power supply is one of the determines to get a good performance in
front-end ASICs. The aim of power supply is a fine voltage which can supply enough
current. The bias voltage and bias current builds on a good performance of power
supply.
Nowadays, front-end circuits of nuclear and high energy physics are often the
mixed circuit, which not only includes the preamplifier, the shaper, the baseline
holder but also includes DCA, ADC, LVDS and so on. The digital circuits are driven
by high-frequency clock, which often generates the noise to common lines shared
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with the analogue circuits. So it needs the power supply having good robust for the
disturb caused by digital circuits.
The switch DC-DC and the low drop out voltage regulation (LDO) are normally
used in power management. The switch DC-DC has higher effectiveness but low
load transient effect, the large ripple. Contrasting this, the LDO has better load
transient effect but the effect depends on the output voltage over the input voltage
and the ripple is small.
One good choice is the combination of the switch DC-DC and the LDO. The
switch DC-DC finishes the first level voltage converter with higher effectiveness,
and the LDO finishes the second voltage converter with higher quality. It is shown in
Figure 3.5.
Fig. 3.5: Combination of the switch DC-DC and the LDO
The voltage reference is another important auxiliary component, and it can output
the precise voltage which will not sensitive to the input voltage and temperature. The
difference between the voltage reference and LOD is that LDO can output the larger
current, but the voltage reference has a limited current output with good precise.
The voltage reference is normally realized by bandgap. The purpose of voltage
reference is giving the reference to switch DC-DC, LDO, current source or some
other circuits, which use the reference getting the precise voltage, current or other
important parameters.
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3.4 Auxiliary Power Management in Front-End ASICs
As said in previous, the auxiliary power management includes on-chip power and
ground distribution grids, bonding wire, pads distribution, the potential of the sub-
strate and nwell connectors and so on.
Normally, front-end circuits include both analogue and digital circuits. Some
digital and analogue circuits use different power lines, but they share the same
substrate. The noise generated by digital circuits can compromise the performance
of analogue circuits [2, 14–19], as shown in Figure 3.6.
Fig. 3.6: Noise couple through the substrate
The digital circuits inject some noise into the substrate through three methods.
The first one is that when digital output states change, some electrons (in the electric
field) accelerate and produce the impact ionization effect if the electron speed is
enough high. The impact ionization produces the electron-hole pairs and the holes
will be absorbed by the substrate.
The second one is that the output of digital will couple the signal into substrate
through CDigSub, which is formed by the reverse junctions between the output and
substrate.
The third interference pathway is as follows. When switching action happens,
the power and ground will charge or discharge electrodes quickly, so there will be
fast current going through the pads, which have inductance caused by the bonding
wires and the power line. There will be voltage variation including the inductor and
resistor voltage drops. The third pathway is the main disturb [16], and it becomes
more important in deep sub-micron technology [18].
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Fig. 3.7: Power supply influenced by the digital circuit
The inductance of bonding wire is about 1 nH/mm. The current going though
the wire bonding will generate the bounce voltage [2], as shown in Figure 3.8.
∆V ≈ RC · Idd +Lb · ∂ Idd∂ t (3.2)
where RC is the resistance of power line, Lb is the bonding inductance, and Idd is the
transient current caused by digital switching.
The higher digital clock frequency, the more deteriorating for analogue design.
The disturbing voltage is also proportional to the bonding wire inductance as shown
in Figure 3.8. Given the bonding wire is about 5 mm length, the bonding inductance
is about 5 nH. RC is normally from 1 Ω to 10 Ω, and here sets it 5 Ω. When the
current varies from 10 mA to 20 mA within 1 ns, the ∆V = 100 mV . It is harmful for
analogue circuits.
Fig. 3.8: Different bonding wires inductance simulation results
So the shorter bonding wire, the better for the power supply quality. Another
method is using the flip-chip package to replace the bonding wire package [20].
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From Figure 3.7, it can be seen that the analogue circuit power supply is easily
influenced by digital circuits if they share the common power supply. So normally
the analogue and digital circuits had better use the separated power supply lines. But
in this case, they cost extra pins and area. Sometimes the pins are limited, especially
in front-end circuits, which cost more pins by multichannel. In this situation, the
digital and analogue circuits have to share one pad. Figure 3.9 shows the comparing
between three kinds of pad strategy [2].
Fig. 3.9: Pads strategy between the analogue and digital circuits
In Figure 3.9, the first pad layout is the best one, which has been said before.
The middle one can also be accepted, because there are the resistor, inductor and
capacitor to filter the disturb. The last one is the worse one, because it does not make
full use of the pins and the external decoupling capacitors.
The above content is about how digital circuits to generate the noise into the
substrate. Not only digital circuits, some analogue circuits can also generate the
same kind of noise. Such as the fast comparator output signal, which has the same
noise production process. Another is the class AB output. When the class AB begins
work, the current variation from the quiescent to active state is very large. It can also
produce the same noise effect.
From Figure 3.10 a), it can be seen that the voltage bounce in power line pads
can directly transfer the noise to the nwell connector. Then it can be transferred to
substrate through couple capacitors between the nwell and substrate. The voltage
bounce in ground line pads can directly be transferred to substrate, which connects
to ground lines.
In order to reduce the substrate influence, the substrate connector and the nwell
connector had better own their self-pads, like Figure 3.10 b). Although Vsub and the
ground will connect off-chip at the end, the voltage bounce caused by the bonding
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Fig. 3.10: Noise couple caused by the bonding wires
wire and the wire resistance will reduce a lot. Even the substrate and nwell also cost
two other pins.
To the sensitive transistors, such as the input transistor of preamplifier, there are
also three methods to influence it. The first one is changing the bulk potential which
is the fourth terminal of the transistor. That disturbing the bulk potential means to
change the threshold voltage, and then transfer the disturb into the drain current.
Another is to use the coupling capacitor of junction capacitance. The voltage noise
can couple to the nwell, then disturb the sensitive transistor gate or source. The third
is the substrate noise transferring to the ground line, which connects to the substrate
on-chip or off-chip. On-chip connector have a larger disturb.
Based on the above analysis, for the multichannel front-end circuit design, there
are the following notes which must be considered.
The first one is the first stage of preamplifier, which includes the input transistors.
It needs separated power supply, ground, the substrate bias and the nwell bias. It is
better to have separated pads. It can reduce a lot of digital disturb and the analogue
fast signal disturb.
The second one is that the analogue and digital circuits should be separated as
much as possible. And it is better to shield the analogue block by the guard rings and
the special isolation trenches. Although the whole substrate is at the same potential.
Separating the different blocks is also useful for not affecting each other.
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The third one is the reasonable arrangement of the power and ground distribution.
Reducing IR drop as much as possible. To reduce EMC, the power and ground lines
should be alternated arrangement. And there should be enough pads to get a lower
bonding wire inductance.
The fourth one is the off-chip decouple capacitors connecting to the power line,
which should be as near as possible to power pads. If there is empty space on-chip,
this empty space should fill capacitors to decouple the power line for the low noise.
Chapter 4
The Transistor Design of the LDO
and Bandgap IP Blocks Using 65 nm
CMOS Technology
The front-end power supply is one of the key components that affect circuit per-
formance. As the increasing integration degree of the front-end ASIC of high
energy physic such as LHC at CERN or BESIII at IHEP, the request of integrating
power management with the front-end ASIC increases. Normally power supply of
a front-end is voltage supply. There is two types: switching voltage converter and
low-dropout voltage supply (LDO).
Regardless of the power supply, an accurate reference voltage is required to
obtain a fixed voltage, which is insensitive to input voltage and temperature. This
reference voltage is typically realized by a bandgap voltage. The classic bandgap
voltage is about 1.25 V , which is almost the same as the silicon bandgap voltage.
This chapter and the next chapter will focus on switching DC-DC, LDO and
bandgap reference. These three circuits are used to form a power management. The
switch DC-DC changes the input high voltage to a lower voltage to complete the
first conversion; then the LDO changes the switching DC-DC output to the desired
voltage to complete the second conversion. The bandgap output voltage is used as a
reference for LDOs and switch DC-DCs. This power management has high power
efficiency (because of the switching DC-DC) and high quality power output voltage
(because of the LDO).
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4.1 The Design of LDO
4.1.1 Introduction
In high energy physics applications, low dropout regulators (LDOs) are widely
used in front-end circuits, especially analogue and hybrid ASIC. Comparing with
switching conversions, LDOs are simple. Without inductors, LDOs are more compact
and therefore smaller and cheaper (consuming less area).
At the same time, LDOs have excellent output ripples performance, so they are
more suitable for the front-end of HEP applications. Of course, LDOs have some
drawbacks. The main problem is that the LDO efficiency depends on the ratio of the
output voltage to the input voltage. Fortunately, this shortcoming can be released by
one former switch DC-DC conversion.
Most front-end circuits use CMOS technology which has excellent cost effective.
So in this chapter, CMOS technology is used to design LDOs.
In high energy physics applications, analogue and digital circuits are often
designed together in the front-end design. A power supply is therefore required,
which has very little ripple and fast step response recovery time. And it should avoid
digital circuits influencing analogue circuits. To reduce the amount of heat generated,
the power supply should have higher efficiency. From the above, LDOs used in HEP
applications should have fast recovery time, low dropout, and low noise. It is shown
in Figure 4.1.
Fig. 4.1: LDO output to the analogue circuit with lower noise
In the traditional LDO architecture, it is difficult to meet these demands. So in
this paper, a new LDO topology is introduced. This LDO architecture can be suitable
for different output capacitors, regardless capacitance value and the parasitic ESR.
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The drop out voltage can be less than 100 mV . When the input is 1.5 V and the
output is 1.2 V , the LDO and switching DC-DC efficiency are at the same level. This
LDO can provide more than 0.6 A current.
4.1.2 Conventional Linear Regulator Topology
A conventional LDO consists of a passive element called power transistor, an error
amplifier, a voltage reference usually produced by one bandgap on the negative
terminal of an error amplifier, and a feedback from a voltage divider resistor, as
shown in Figure 4.2. In order to obtain a lower drop-out voltage, it uses a PMOS
as the power transistor. The divided resistors can provide a series-shunt negative
feedback to the error amplifier positive terminal.
Fig. 4.2: Classical LDO architecture: PMOS (left) and NMOS (right) power transistors
There are two types of power transistors: NMOS transistors and PMOS tran-
sistors. They have different pros and cons. The NMOS power transistor has lower
output impedance 1/gm and has fast response to load current variation. But the
drawback is the higher dropout (Vds+Vgs). When using one PMOS as the power
transistor, the drop out will be low to Vds and thus improve high power efficiency.
But the output impedance will be high up to Rds which is larger than 1/gm, therefore,
its load response capability is very poor. It can refer to Table 4.1. So a new LDO
architecture is needed, which can improve the contradiction structure.
The maximum current of the LDO depends on the size of the power transistor.
When the maximum current is several hundreds of mA, the width of the power
transistor may reach several millimeters. In this case, the gate parasitic capacitance
will be large enough that the output of error amplifier has a low frequency pole.
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Table 4.1: Different power transistors
Parameter NMOS PMOS
Vdropout VSD(sat)+VGS VSD(sat)
Io(max) Low High
Ro 1/gm(MOS) rds
At the same time, the output filter capacitors are often large value, so it will
produce another low frequency pole at the output terminal. In this case, the LDO
system will have two low frequency poles, and thus it will be unstable. In order to
keep LDO systems stable, conventional LDOs have two compensation circuits: an
external compensate circuit and an internal compensate circuit [21].
When using an external compensation circuit, the main pole is at the system
output. The error amplifier output will be the second pole. So the output terminal
requires a large value capacitor and it must be larger than a certain value. Because of
the large capacitance value, output filter capacitors are often placed outside the chip.
Compensate capacitors should have a high ESR, which can play a low zero point.
A low ESR (such as the high-density ceramic capacitors) will introduce a high zero
point, if the high zero point is large than the unit-gain frequency, the zero point will
not play a role.
ESR is a parasitic resistance, and the different values depend on the process. It
is therefore difficult to control the ESR to a specific value. The conventional LDO
with the external compensation capacitance is not suitable for high energy physic
front-end which requires small area, especially for the multichannel detectors.
When using internal compensation, the main pole will be at the output of the
error amplifier, and the second pole will be at the output of the system. So the
compensation capacitor should not exceed a certain certain value. In this case, when
the load current changes, the output voltage needs more time to recover than the
external compensation. See the Table 4.2 for their advantages and disadvantages.
When analogue and digital designs are combined, the output load current often
changes a lot due to the switching action of the comparators and digital circuits. So
the internal compensation is not suitable for HEP front-end applications.
External compensation has better performance, but it requires a large output
capacitor with some ESR, so it is also not suitable for the ASIC design. In order to
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Table 4.2: External and internal compensations table
External compensation Internal compensation
Dominate
Pole
Output pole po Error-amplifier pole pa
Co Limit Greater than Cspeci f ied Less than Cspeci f ied
Load-Dump
Response
Better,lower ∆VOUT Worse, larger ∆VOUT
PSR(or A−1IN ) Better Worse
Integration Off-chip Co On-chip Co
Application Higher power, larger load
dumps
Lower power smaller load
dumps
get a better LDO for front-end circuits, a new LDO is essential, which does not care
the output capacitance load and has a low dropout voltage.
4.1.3 Circuit Design Description
Most classic LDO devices use external compensate, because of their excellent
performance. With the development of sub micron CMOS technologies used in
high-energy physics front ends, LDOs are often used in large numbers. The classical
external compensate LDO cannot be used, because every such LDO requires an
external capacitor and the dedicated output pins. Typically, there are not many areas
and pins in the front-end CMOS ASIC. Using this structural approach, an any-load
stable LDO is created [22], as shown in Figure 4.3.
Fig. 4.3: A new LDO architecture
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In this circuit, the four transistors on the left (M0, M1, M2, M3) and the current
source I0 consist of an error amplifier, and the M4, M5 consist of a super source
follower. Because there is a negative feedback in the super source follower [23], the
output impedance becomes smaller from 1/gm4 to 1/(gm4 ·gm5 ·Ro4).
The error amplifier and super source follower can be used to build a two stages
system, which can be unconditionally stable with any capacitor load when limiting
the first stage voltage gain. The method to limit the first stage gain is reducing the
impedance of the M4 gate. So M0/M1 and M2/M3 length should be reduced [24, 25].
By the same principle, in the super source follower, in order to get the uncondi-
tional stability, the voltage gain of M4 should be controlled, which is about gm4 ·Rp5.
The Rp5 is the equivalent resistance at the gate of M5. Lower Rp5 can be gotten
through shortening of the M4 channel length. The function of C0 is not compensation.
It is used for steadying the gate of M4 in order to make M4 as one common gate
transistor when M4 and M5 form the negative feedback.
Another difference with the conventional LDO is the power supply of error
amplifier. In this architecture, the error amplifier is powered by Vout, not by the
VDD, so VDD will have less influence on the error amplifier. It makes the system
have better PSRR.
According to the above analysis, the appropriate transistor size is obtained as
shown in Table 4.3 (using TSMC 65 nm technology).
Table 4.3: Transistor sizes for the circuit of the new LDO (W/L unit: µm; R unit: Ω)
M0 = 20/1 M1 = 20/1 M2 = 15/1 M3 = 15/1
M4 = 800/0.6 M5 = 12/0.6 M6 = 144/0.6 M7 = 57600/0.2
M01 = 20/1 M02 = 20/1 R1 = 10 k R2 = 10 k
R3 = 150 R4 = 400
4.1.4 Radiation-Aware Design
This thesis designs three kinds of LDOs. One uses standard NMOS transistors, one
uses H shape NMOS transistors, and the last one uses ELT NMOS transistors. In the
future, when there is an opportunity to perform radiation testing, the three LDOs can
be compared to each other, and the anti-radiation capability of the H shape and ELT
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transistor can be obtained. The radiation effects on the CMOS technology LDO are
TID and SET.
LDOs are implemented by the TSMC 65 nm CMOS technology, and according
to Chapter 2, the technologies below 90 nm are less sensitive to TID radiation. The
advanced technology can reduce the threshold voltage shifts caused by TID. Another
radiation-Aware method is to place the guardrings around most transistors in order
to reduce the leakage current caused by TID.
Besides the methods for TID, when doing the layout, as much as the substrate
connectors and nwell connectors are placed, in order to reduce the parasitic resistance
of the parasitic triodes. The purpose is reduce SET chance.
As described in Chapter 1, Menouni and his colleagues [4] at CERN developed a
TID radiation transistor model for the standard transistors. So the standard transistor
LDO can be simulated using the radiation model. This model includes 200 Mrad(Si)
and 500 Mrad(Si) transistors. Using this model transistor to simulate, the result can
show the LDO TID radiation effect under 200 Mrad(Si) and 500 Mrad(Si). Here
simulates the load variation, which is one of the key parameters. The result is shown
in Figure 4.4.
Fig. 4.4: LDO radiation simulation comparison
The figure shows that before the radiation the maximum simulation current is
about 800 mA (when testing the actual LDO, the value may be reduced because of
parasitic parameters). After 200 Mrad(Si), the simulation maximum current will
drop to 690 mA, and after 500 Mrad(Si), the simulation maximum current will drop
to 600 mA. 200 Mrad(Si) is already a large number, which can only happen in very
high energy experiments, such as the LHC. In the BESIII experiment or normal space
experiments, the TID is less than 300 krad(Si). So the LDO can withstand the TID
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radiation effects in BESIII experiment. According to the TID production mechanism,
the H shape LDO and ELT LDO should have better anti-radiation ability.
4.1.5 Simulation and Layout
The new architecture LDO is realized by TSMC 65 nm technology. The input is 1.5
V and output is 1.2 V . The output can be adjusted from 1.1 V to 1.3 V by the parallel
resistors with the feedback divided resistors.
One of the other important parameters is the load transient response, especially
in the analogue and digital hybrid circuits. Since the digital circuits can cause the
load current variation a lot, this load variation can affect the power line voltage and
then affect the analogue power supply. Through simulation, when the load current
changes between 0 to 0.6 A, the recovery time is less than 200 ns, as shown in Figure
4.5.
Fig. 4.5: Load transient response
Dropout voltage is the minimum voltage different between the input and output
voltage when LDO work normally, so it determines the LDO highest efficiency. The
dropout voltage has a relationship with the output current. The smaller load current,
the lower dropout voltage. So when an LDO outputs the larger current, there will be
the fewer dropout.
Using one PMOS transistor as the power device, the drop out voltage can be very
low. Through simulation, at the output current (0.6 A), the dropout voltage can reach
about 100 mV . It is slightly larger than the light load dropout voltage (36 mV ), as
shown in Figure 4.6, but it is lower than most commercial LDOs of the same level.
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Fig. 4.6: Drop out voltage with output 0 A
Another important parameter is load regulation. This parameter reflects the
output voltage variation when the load current changes. A good LDO should have a
small load regulation.
Normally there are three regulation comparing standards, different companies
choose different standards. One is to compare the output voltage variation when
given the solid load current variation, the unit is volt; another is comparing the ratio
of the output changed voltage to the original output voltage for a given solid load
current change, the unit is percentage; the third is to compare the ratio between the
output voltage variation and the load current variation, the unit is the Ω.
Here uses the third standard, and the unit is V/A or Ω. Through simulation, the
load regulation is about 1.47 mV/A. That means when the output current changes 1
A, the output voltage changes 1.47 mV . It is shown in Figure 4.7.
Fig. 4.7: Load regulation of the LDO
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The input voltage can also affects the output voltage, and this parameter is line
regulation. The power supply of LDO usually comes from other power converters.
The power lines have some resistance. Therefore, the power supply may be unstable.
The LDO requires a good line regulation to reject the power supply variation.
The line regulation is shown in Figure 4.8. From this figure, it can be seen that the
LDO regulation range is from 1.28 V to 1.79 V . When the power supply changes in
this range, the output voltage changes from 1.1971 V to 1.2007 V . The LDO line
regulation is about 7 mV/V or 0.7%.
Fig. 4.8: LDO line regulation
Power supplies usually come from switch DC-DC converters and is connected
to other digital circuits. The switching DC-DC output ripples are often large and
digital circuits always produce some noise back to the power supply. So it needs
LDOs to filter this ripple or noise. If LDOs have a bad line regulation, these power
supply noise will shift to the LDO output and therefore influence output voltage
quality. Based on this reason, LDOs should have better PSRR. A good PSRR should
be larger than 40 dB. The LDO PSRR is shown in Figure 4.9. From the figure, at
low frequency, the PSRR is about 43 dB, which is good. But at the middle and high
frequency, the PSRR is not good, which need to be improved on the next step.
Layout of LDOs
Power management requires three LDOs to provide the front-end ASIC. One is used
for the pre-amplifier, one is used for the other analog circuit, and the last one is used
for the digital circuit. Three supplies can reduce the noise crosstalk between different
circuit parts. In order to compare the different LDOs anti-radiation capability, this
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Fig. 4.9: PSRR of the LDO
thesis uses three kinds of NMOS for the LDOs: the standard transistor, the H shape
transistor and the ELT transistor. When doing the radiation test in the future, the
different LDO appearance can be gotten in different radiation environments. The H
shape and ELT transistors are shown in in Figure 4.10.
Fig. 4.10: The H shape (left) and ELT (right) transistors
The three LDO layouts are almost identical except for the NMOS transistors. So
here only the H-shaped LDO layout is given as an example, as shown in Figure 4.11.
This layout shows that approximately half of the silicon area is occupied by the
capacitor, and power PMOS transistor occupies most of the left silicon area. A key
point of a large PMOS is to output a larger current. Another key point is to reduce
parasitic resistance. So the large power PMOS consists of many small width parallel
transistors.
Large capacitance, which need large area, is independent of stability, but it can
reduce fluctuations in transient load voltage. So the output capacitance occupies
much area. In order to convenient layout, three LDOs are located at three different
corners, where can use more pads for the large current.
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Fig. 4.11: The H shape LDO layout
4.1.6 Conclusions
To compare this work to other LDO designs, FOM (figure of merit) is required,
with a focus on recovery time, power current density, and dropout voltage. These
parameters are key parameters for high energy physics applications.
FOM = K · Vout pp
Iout pp
· Iq ·Vdo (4.1)
where K is the power current density, K = Area/Imaxcurrent . Vout pp is the output
voltage peak to peak voltage; Iout pp is the output maximum test current variation; Iq
means the quiescent current; Vdo is the drop out voltage.
When using this FOM to compare LDOs, the less FOM value, the better suitable
for front-end circuits. The performance of this work and other designs are shown in
Table 4.4.
As can be seen from the above table, this work performance is suitable for
high energy physics design. The main purpose of this work is to examine this new
architecture in 65 nm technology. It will work together with the switching DC-DC
for the power management. At the same time, this work can do the technical reserves
for the future.
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Table 4.4: Parameters comparing of different LDOs
Parameter Unit [26] [27] [28] [29] this work
Year 2013 2015 2016 2016 2017
Technology µm 0.11 0.18 0.5 0.18 0.065
Vin V 1.8−3.8 1.4−1.8 2.3−5.5 1−1.4 1.4−2
Vout V 1.2 1.2 1.2−5.4 0.9 1.1−1.3
Iout(MAX) mA 200 100 150 0.5 600
Iq mA 41.5 141 40 10.3 3000
Vdropout mA 200 100 150 0.5 90
Undershoot mV 385 110 96 64 500
Overshoot mV 200 85 120 64 300
Voutpp mV 585 195 216 128 800
Ioutpp mA 199.5 99.99 150 0.25 600
Set time µs 0.65 30 3 3 0.2
Area mm2 0.11 0.07 0.279 0.012 0.04
FOM µs 13.4 38.5 11.4 126 12.5
4.2 The Design of Bandgap
4.2.1 Introduction
Bandgap is a voltage reference commonly used for ADC, LDO, switching DC-DC
conversion and so on. The bandgap reference will provide a reference voltage, which
is insensitive to the power supply and temperature. The normal bandgap provides
1.25 V voltage, which is almost the same as the silicon bandgap voltage. This is the
origin of its name.
Because temperature variation can influence most process parameters. If circuits
are not sensitive to temperature, they will not be sensitive to process parameters. So
the temperature insensitive will be an importance parameter. The bandgap voltage
is often obtained by the two voltage combination: one with a negative temperature
coefficients and the other with a positive temperature coefficients.
Negative temperature coefficients (Negative-TC) are usually derived from diodes
or diode like components (such as the diode-connected triode, the DTMOS and the
sub-threshold CMOS), which all have an exponential function between the voltage
and the current. The diode current is:
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Idiode = Is · exp(Vdiode/VT ) (4.2)
where Is is the saturation current, VT is the thermal voltage kT/q. The Vdiode is:
Vdiode =VT · ln IdiodeIs (4.3)
According to the book [30], the derivation of the Vdiode temperature is
∂Vdiode
∂T
=
Vdiode−AVT −B
T
(4.4)
where A and B are constant. As can be seen from the equation, the Vdiode temperature
coefficient (TC) is related to Vdiode and absolute temperature. When the positive
TC is constant, the entire TC will have some deviation. In room temperature, the
Negative TC is about -1.5 mV to 2 mV /degree, which depends on the process.
Positive TC can be obtained by the difference of the two diodes voltages, which
have different current. It can be seen in Figure 4.12. One branch current is nIo which
is n times the other branch current Io. The difference of two diode forward voltages
is:
Fig. 4.12: Positive TC architecture
∆VDIODE =Vdiode1−Vdiode2 =VT · ln Idiode1Is −
Idiode2
Is
=VT · lnn (4.5)
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When the Positive TC circuit and the Negative TC circuit work together, it can
obtain almost independent temperature circuit, as shown in Figure 4.13.
Fig. 4.13: Bandgap principle diagram
where PTAT is proportional to absolute temperature and CTAT is inversely
proportional to absolute temperature. When setting the parameters to make the
two complementary TC cancel each other, the output voltage will not sensitive to
temperature.
To realize PTAT, the key feature is the voltage and current of device with an
exponential relationship. Besides the diodes, the diode-connected triodes, the sub-
threshold transistors and the dynamic threshold transistors (DTMOST) also have
such feature and they can be used in the bandgap. CMOS technology can realize
the diode on-chip, but diodes often have one 1.00-1.05 uncertain VT coefficient.
The diode-connected triodes do not have such a VT coefficient. Therefore, CMOS
technology usually uses the diode-connected triode for the bandgap.
Some kinds of special triodes can be realized by CMOS technology, as shown in
Figure 4.14. These triodes are parasitic triodes including lateral PNP, lateral NPN
and vertical PNP.
Among the three kinds of parasitic triodes, the gate of vertical PNP triode is
thinner than the lateral triode. So the vertical transistor has the larger current gain
coefficient β , and it has more gain than the other two lateral triodes. It is important
to note that when using the parasitic triodes, it cannot use guard rings. Since guard
rings can reduce β , which makes the gate absorb more electrons from the emitter.
Based on this reason, vertical PNP transistors are more commonly used in CMOS
technology. However, when using this vertical PNP, the collector terminal must be
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Fig. 4.14: Special triode using CMOS technology
restricted to the ground, which limits its application, however, it is suitable for the
classical bandgap. It is shown in Figure 4.15.
Fig. 4.15: Classical bandgap technology
In this bandgap, the vertical PNP transistors are implemented by PMOS, and the
amplifier forms two feedbacks. One is positive feedback, and the other is negative
feedback. The amplifier A, M2, R1 and Q2 constitute negative feedback: when VB
increase, the output of A rises, which reduces the M2 current I2. The reduced I2, the
resistance of R1 and Q2 decrease VB. The negative feedback coefficient is:
βN = gm2 · (R1+ 1gm,Q2 ) (4.6)
Using the similar method, the positive feedback consists of the amplifier A, M1
and Q1. The positive feedback coefficient is:
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βP = gm1 · 1gm,Q1 (4.7)
In order to keep the system stable, the negative feedback coefficient must be
larger than the positive feedback coefficient, in order to make the whole system
negative feedback. It is better to choose βN ≈ 2 ·βP, in order to have a fine transient
response even there is a large capacitance on the output [30]. Due to the system
negative feedback, VA and VB will maintain the same potential.
When VA equals to VB, and the M1,M2 have the same size, the current I1 and I2
are the same. Q2 is N times Q1, so the Q2 current is about 1/N Q1. There will be
PTAT between the Q1 gate voltage and the Q2 gate voltage VA. VB is the same as VA,
so the R1 voltage will be PTAT. And then the R1 current I2 is also PTAT.
I2 =VT · lnNR1 (4.8)
When M3 has the same parameters as M2, M3 current I3 will be the same as I2.
When PTAT I3 flowing through R2, there will be the PATA voltage produced by R2.
Adjust to suitable ratio, the PATA R2 voltage is added to the CATA voltage VQ3 to
get the temperature nonsensitive output VREF .
VREF = I2 ·R2+VBE3 = R2 · lnNR1 ·VT +VBE3 (4.9)
In this equation, VT = kB ·T/q has the positive TC, and VBE3 has the negative
TC. In room temperature the VT temperature coefficient is:
dVT
dT
=
d(kB ·T/q)
dT
=
kB
q
=
1.38 ·10−23 J/K
1.6 ·10−19 C = 0.086 mV/K (4.10)
The positive TC depends on the current and process, and its range is from -1.5
mV to -2 mV . So lnN ·R2/R1 range is from 16 to 22. The larger ratio R2/R1 requires
less N, vice versa. The VT is 25.9 mV in room temperature, so the PATA voltage
range is from 416 mV to 570 mV . When this voltage is added to a diode voltage of
0.7 V , the whole voltage is approximately 1.2 V . The final output is about 1.2 V ,
depending on the current and the process.
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In most bandgap circuits, there is one "degenerate" bias point. Before the circuits
works, there is a stable state, in which no current flows in the circuits. For example,
in a classical architecture, when the output of amplifier is at high potential, such as
VDD, and the VA,VB are at a low potential, such as ground. In this case, the circuit
can remain stable and no current flows through the bandgap, and the output voltage
is zero. So normally, the bandgap requires a start-up circuit, which will work at the
beginning and will no longer work when the bandgap is working normally.
4.2.2 Architecture of Bandgap
The classical bandgap output is normally 1.2 V and requires a power supply larger
than 1.2 V . In deep micro process, power supply may just be 1.2 V or less, and
output voltage is even less than 1 V . In this situation, the classic architecture will not
be suitable.
Based on the classic architecture, this thesis provides two improved architectures,
which can be used in deep micro process. They are implemented by the TSMC 65
nm technology with the power supply of 1.2 V , and the bandgap output voltage is
600 mV . One architecture uses OPA, and the other one does not use OPA.
Low Voltage Bandgap with the OPA
The classic bandgap complements the PTAT and CTAT voltage to obtain a tempera-
ture nonsensitive voltage. There is another way to get the bandgap. The first step
is to get the PTAT and CTAT current, and then sets the parameters to make them
complementary. In this case, the temperature nonsensitive current can be changed
into a temperature nonsensitive voltage through one resistor.
Banba designed such a low power bandgap, as shown in Figure 4.16 [31]. This
chapter designs a bandgap based on the Banba architecture.
In this architecture, R2 and R3 are set the same. VA, which is the forward voltage
of the diode-connected triode, is a PATA voltage, so the R2 current I1a is a PATA
voltage. When the operation amplifier (OPA) has enough gain, VA and VB will be
almost the same, and then the current flowing R2,R3 will be almost the same.
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Fig. 4.16: Banba low power supply bandgap architecture
I2a =
VB
R3
=
VA
R3
=
VBE1
R3
(4.11)
When M1 and M2 have the same size, the current I1 and I2 will be the same. I1a
equals to I2a, so I1b equals to I2b.
I2b =
VB−VBE2
R1
=
VBE1−VBE2
R1
=
∆VBE1,2
R1
(4.12)
∆BE1,2 is the difference of the two parasitic triodes base-emitter voltage.
∆BE1,2 =VBE1−VBE2 =VT ln(N) (4.13)
N is the emitter area ratio between Q1 and Q2. When M3 has the same dimension
as M1,M2, M3 current I3 is the same as I2 and I1. The final output voltage is:
VREF = I3 ·R4 = (I2a+ I2b) ·R4 =
(
VBE1
R3
+
∆VBE1,2
R1
)
·R4
=
R4
R3
·
(
VBE1+
R3
R1
· ln(N) ·VT
) (4.14)
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The bracket equation includes the CTAT VBE1 and the PTAT VT , which is like
the equation of classical bandgap. To compensate the negative TC of VBE1, the
coefficient of PATA VT is from 16 to 22, and the bracket voltage is about 1.2 V which
is nonsensitive to temperature. The output voltage will be divided by R4 and R3.
When R4 is small, there will be the small output voltage which is lower than 1 V .
The parasite triode has one drawback, which is sensitive to the radiation especially
the lower radiation rate TID. The TID radiation will damage the triode and form
absorb centers which recombine the electrons from the emitters. So it can reduce the
current gain coefficient β . When used in high energy physics environment with high
radiation, it should avoid using the triode.
There are two other methods to design the radiation aware circuits. One is using
the sub-threshold CMOS to replace the parasitic triode, the other is using the dynamic
threshold CMOS to replace the triode. Because both kinds of transistors have the
similar exponential relationship between the current and voltage. They can be used
to generate the PTAT voltage and current.
Comparing with NMOS, PMOS has a stronger anti-radiation ability. In this
design, the sub-threshold PMOS is used in the bandgap. The transistor level bandgap
is shown in Figure 4.17.
Fig. 4.17: Transistor level bandgap schematic
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This bandgap power supply is 1.5 V and the output voltage is 0.6 V . It uses the
OPA to make R1 and R3 the same voltage. M3 and M4 are diode-connected PMOS,
and the ratio of them is 8. R2 changes the PATA voltage into the PATC current.
Together with the R1 CTAP current, there will be the temperature nonsensitive
current flowing through R4, so the temperature nonsensitive voltage can be produced.
When the OPA output is the VDD and at the same time the R1 and R3 voltage is
zero, the bandgap will not work. The right dotted line includes the start-up circuit,
which is used for avoiding this situation. The start-up course is as follows. At the
beginning, when the gate of M5 is at high potential, there is not the current flowing
R4, so the output voltage is zero. M7 is switched off, and no current flows through
M6. So the drawn of M7 is high. When the M7 high drawn voltage switches on M8,
which will absorb the current of the M5 gate, and make the gate potential decrease.
The bandgap begin works. After the bandgap normally outputs 0.6 V , M7 will be
switched on, which makes M8 switch off, so the start-up circuit will not influence
the gate of M5.
Because of the finite output impedance, the output voltage will be easily influ-
enced. The output PMOS gate drain capacitance will couple the disturb onto the
OPA output. To reduce this disturb, the best method is to enlarge the OPA open-loop
bandwidth, which makes the OPA reflect more quickly. But this method will con-
sume more power. As a reference circuit, the bandgap should consume small power.
Here uses a compromise method, which uses a capacitor C1 to make the gate voltage
stable.
This capacitor C1 and the parasite gate drain capacitance Cstray will divide the
disturb voltage Vdis. So the gate voltage will change Vdis ·Cstray/(Cstray+C1). So it
needs C1 greatly larger than the parasite gate drain capacitance. But the large C1 has
two drawbacks. One is the large capacitor making the OPA unstable, and the other is
the C1 slowing down the OPA transient response. So choosing C1 is a trade off. Here
chooses C1 of 181 fC for compromise.
The OPA should have large bandwidth and high gain, so the cascode technology
is used. The OPA schematic is shown in Figure 4.18.
To reduce the input error voltage, OPA needs a large open-loop gain at least 60
dB. Because the TSMC 65 nm technology just has 10-20 times intrinsic gain, the
OPA uses an folded cascode architecture. Considering the output capacitance, the
OPA use a Miller capacitor to stabilize the OPA.
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Fig. 4.18: Transistor level OPA schematic used in the bandgap
The dotted black line is the bias voltage circuit. There is one point should be
noticed. The power supply is 1.5 V , but the core transistors maximum voltage is
1.32 V . When designing the core circuits and the bias voltage, the transistors voltage
should not exceed the maximum value of 1.32 V .
Low Voltage Bandgap without OPA
There is another kind of bandgap, which does not use the OPA. So it will consume
very few current, therefore it is more suitable for the low power situation. From the
last section Figure 4.16, it can be seen that the function of OPA makes VA equal to
VB. If there is another circuit to make the two voltages at the same, the PATA current
can be also generated. The book [30] gives another circuit to get the PTAT current,
as shown in Figure 4.19.
This circuit uses a current mirror to make up the negative feedback, in order
to maintain the X ,Y point at the same potential. Based on this PATA current, the
bandgap can be set up easily. But one of the drawbacks in this circuit is the small
feedback coefficient, which can make VX and VY have some difference. To get a
larger feedback coefficient, a new architecture is used in Figure 4.20 [32].
This bandgap realizes the reference voltage without OPA. The accuracy of
the bandgap reference comes from the matching of the transistor pairs, so these
transistors will have large length and therefore have a large area. And all matching
transistor should work in the saturation range, which have a better matching effect.
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Fig. 4.19: Alternative method of the PTAT current without OPA
In order to improve the loop gain, which can reduce PSRR, this circuit uses the
cross-coupling method.
Because no OPA used in the circuit, the power supply voltage can be lower. All
current, used to make Va the same, comes from the diodes bias current, so the current
efficiency can reach the maximum. It can realize ultra low power. However, this
circuit has some drawbacks. The output voltage depends on the diode negative TC
and the output cannot be changed easily. The diodes are not suitable for radiation
surroundings.
This chapter combines the advantages of the Banba architecture and the no OPA
architecture, then offers a new kind of bandgap, which is shown in Figure 4.21.
This new bandgap uses sub-threshold PMOS to get the negative TC, which has the
exponential relationship between the current and the voltage.
Like the OPA architecture bandgap, this new architecture also have two kinds of
feedback: the positive feedback and the negative feedback. The negative and positive
feedback coefficients are:
βN ≈ gm6 ·
(
1
gm8
+R3+Rx
)
gm3 · (R3+Rx)
1+gm3 · (R3+Rx) (4.15)
βP ≈ gm7 ·
(
1
gm7
+Rx
)
gm4 ·Rx
1+gm3 ·Rx (4.16)
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Fig. 4.20: Improved PTAT current circuit without OPA
where Rx is the dynamic resistance of both the diode-connected PMOS. When the
pair transistors match well, there is gm1 = gm2,gm3 = gm4,gm5 = gm6,gm7 = gm8.
The βN is larger than βP, so the system is negative feedback and therefore stable.
Setting the gain coefficient K is a trade off: increasing K can have a larger gain,
but it will need more area. In this design, set K = 15 for compromise. In addition,
most transistors are PMOS, only M3,M4,M7,M8 are NMOS. So this bandgap should
have a good anti-radiation ability.
The start-up circuit is in the dotted lines, which is different with the last section.
At the beginning, the gate of M11 is at high potential, and no current flows through
R3. So the drawn of M12 is low. Because of the inverter, which consists of M13,M15,
the gate of M14 is high. It can switch on M14, and then the gate of M11 changes from
the VDD to the working point, at last the bandgap starts work.
After that, the R3 voltage is high, which makes the gate of M14 low and switches
off M14. So when the bandgap works normally, the start-up circuits including
M12−M15 will not work, and consume no power.
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Fig. 4.21: A new architecture of bandgap without OPA
4.2.3 Radiation-Aware Design
This thesis designs two kinds of bandgaps. One uses the OPA, and the other does
not use the OPA. In future, when having the chance to do the radiation test, the two
bandgaps can compare each other the anti-radiation ability.
Similar with the LDOs, The main radiation effects on bandgaps are the TID and
SET, and the bandgaps use the same TSMC 65 nm CMOS technology. So they have
the better anti-TID ability. When doing the layout, all the transistor will use the
guardrings, and as much as possible the substrate connectors and nwell connectors
are placed in order to reduce the SET.
The parasitic triodes are prone to latch-up because of its thin base terminal. The
triodes are easily influenced by radiation. So this thesis uses the diode connecting
PMOS to replace the parasitic triode.
It can also simulate the radiation effect by the radiation model (200 Mrad(Si)
and 500 Mrad(Si)). Here simulates the bandgap without OPA as an example. The
result is shown in Figure 4.22.
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Fig. 4.22: Bandgap radiation simulation comparison
The figure shows that the work condition temperature upper limit reduces to
60 degree from 130 degree. The temperature coefficient becomes worse under 200
Mrad(Si) and 500 Mrad(Si) TID radiation, which is 38 ppm and 85 ppm respectively.
The radiation simulation shows that the TID radiation can worse the bandgap a
lot under more than 200 Mrad(Si) TID, especially at the high temperature. But the
BESIII experiment TID is much less than 200 Mrad(Si), and work temperature is
less than 60 degree. So the bandgap can work normally in BESIII experiment. The
transistors influenced by TID are NMOS, so the NMOS ELT layout can improve the
result.
4.2.4 Simulation and Layout
Based on the above design, the both bandgaps are simulated. The most important
bandgap parameter is the temperature coefficient in a large temperature range. In
this design, the temperature range is chosen from -30◦C to 130◦C.
The main reason for the large temperature range is to check the bandgap whether
can work normally in this range, because in some case the actual operating tempera-
ture may have such a large range. Large temperature range has an additional effect,
which can check the circuit performance in the large process variation, because the
temperature can change the process variation. (This check could be also achieved by
other means using the available device models and the appropriate simulation tools).
Not only the bandgap, other analogue circuits can use the large temperature range to
check the performance variation as the process or temperature variation.
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The temperature coefficient lower, the better. In this design, the output voltage of
bandgap changes as temperature is shown in Figure 4.23. The left curve is the TC of
bandgap without OPA, and the right one is the TC of bandgap with OPA.
Fig. 4.23: Temperature coefficient of the bandgaps, left bandgap without OPA, right bandgap
with OPA
The temperature coefficient (TC) can be expressed in the following equation:
TC =
Vbg,max−Vbg,min
(Tmax−Tmin) ·Vbg,room ·10
6 =
Vbg,max−Vbg,min
(130− (−30)) ·600 mV ·10
6
=
Vbg,max−Vbg,min
96 V
·106
(4.17)
where Vbg,max and Vbg,min are the maximum output voltage and the minimum output
voltage respectively, Vbg,room is the output voltage at room temperature. Tmax and
Tmin are the maximum and minimum temperature respectively. The TC unit is ppm,
which means one millionth.
In the left curve, the output voltage changes 0.919 mV from -30 ◦C to 130 ◦C,
which means the bandgap without OPA has the temperature coefficient 9.57 ppm. In
the right curve, the output voltage changes 0.728 mV in the same temperature range,
so the bandgap with OPA has the temperature coefficient 7.58 ppm. The bandgap
with OPA is a little better than the bandgap without OPA.
Another important feature of bandgap is PSRR, which can test the stable ability
when the power supply changes. This PSRR is Power Supply Rejection Ratio, which
is different definitions with the amplifier PSRR, which means Power Supply Ripple
Rejection.
The PSRRs of the both bandgaps are shown in Figure 4.24.
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Fig. 4.24: PSRR of the bandagps, left bandgap without OPA, right bandgap with OPA
The left curve is the PSRR of bandgap without OPA, and the right one is the
PSRR of bandgap with OPA. They are -34 dB for the bandgap without OPA and -32
dB for the bandgap with OPA. A good PSRR absolute value should be larger than 40
dB. This simulation parameter is not good with respect to 40 dB, because this design
does not use the cascode architecture. This is one point which should be improved
in future.
In order to check the mismatch influence, the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is
necessary. The MC use the random method to select the transistor parameters and
then combines these random parameters to do the simulation. Before the chip goes
to the factory, the MC simulation can check whether there is a high defect rate. The
two bandgap PSRRs are shown in Figure 4.25.
Fig. 4.25: MC simulation results of the bandagps, left: bandgap without OPA, right: bandgap
with OPA
The left one comes from the bandgap without OPA, which has σ = 14.4 mV ,
and 3σ spreads for 7.2%. The right PSRR is for the bandgap with OPA, which has
σ = 11.2 mV , and 3σ spreads for 5.6%. The bandgap with OPA has a better PSRR.
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Although this designed bandgap power supply is 1.5 V , the bandgaps should have
a good performance at the low power supply, which is useful in advanced technology.
So here simulates the output voltage versus the different input voltage, which is
shown in Figure 4.26.
Fig. 4.26: Output voltage versus the input voltage, left bandgap without OPA, right bandgap
with OPA
This figure shows that the bandgap with OPA needs a higher power supply, which
is about 1.2 V ; and the bandgap without OPA needs less power supply, which is
about 1 V . The reason is that the OPA needs a higher power supply to work. When
the power supply is 1 V or below, the bandgap without OPA will be a better choice.
The line regulations can be also gotten in this figure. Through simulation, the line
regulation of the bandgap without OPA is 14.4 mV/V and the bandgap with OPA
line regulation is 28.6 mV/V .
When using the different supply, the temperature coefficients are also different.
Figure 4.27 shows the TC at the different power supply.
Fig. 4.27: TC at different power supplies, left bandgap without OPA, right bandgap with
OPA
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The different colors represents different power supplies for more clearly. The
simulation results are shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Temperature coefficient at different power supply
Supply TC of bandgap without
OPA @ means voltage
TC of bandgap with OPA
@ means voltage
1.2 V 60 ppm@597 mV 15.6 ppm@586 mV
1.3 V 32 ppm@598 mV 13.5 ppm@593 mV
1.4 V 15.8 ppm@599 mV 13.2 ppm@597 mV
1.5 V 7.8 ppm@601 mV 8.1 ppm@601 mV
1.6 V 13.5 ppm@602 mV 15.6 ppm@603 mV
1.7 V 23 ppm@603 mV 36 ppm@605 mV
1.8 V 35 ppm@604 mV 70 ppm@608 mV
The start-up circuit makes the bandgap out of the degenerate work point and
starts up the bandgap. The simulation results of these circuits are shown in Figure
4.28.
Fig. 4.28: Start-up effect of the bandagps, left bandgap without OPA, right bandgap with
OPA
The right curve is better, and the start-up time of bandgap with OPA is just 800 ns.
Bandgap without OPA needs more than 6 µs and has some shock at the beginning.
The reason is the start-up circuit of the bandgap without OPA having a switch on
and off actions. At the same time the bandgap without OPA needs a large transistor
to reduce the mismatch, so the parasite capacitance will be large. Therefore the
start-up circuit needs much time to charge and discharge the parasite capacitance.
This start-up circuit has an advantage that it will not need to consume the power
when the bandgap work normally.
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On the other hand, the start-up circuit for the bandgap with OPA just has one
switch on action, and the transistor used in the bandgap with OPA is small, so the
parasitic capacitance is small. Based on these reasons, the start-up circuit needs less
than 1 µs. Its draw back is that it will consume some additional current when the
bandgap works normally. This two start-up circuits have different advantage and
disadvantage.
The last important parameter is the noise. When added the capacitor to the output,
the noise will be small. Here measures the noise without the output capacitors. The
output point noise simulation result from 1 Hz to 1 GHz is shown in Figure 4.29. In
the high frenquency range (larger than 1 MHz), the noise is almost zero.
Fig. 4.29: Noise simulation result of the bandagps, left: bandgap without OPA, right: bandgap
with OPA
Integrating noise from 1 Hz to 1 GHz, the noise of bandgap without OPA is 370
µV ; and the noise of bandgap with OPA is 1.58 mV . The main difference comes
from the OPA part. The OPA can output much noise to the output. So the bandgap
with OPA has more noise appearance. To compare the both noise more clearly,
detailed noise details parameters are shown in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Both bandgaps noise table
Frequency Hz Noise of bandgap without OPA Noise of bandgap with OPA
1 16 µV/sqrt(Hz) 308 µV/sqrt(Hz)
100 1.3 µV/sqrt(Hz) 25 µV/sqrt(Hz)
10 k 0.504 µV/sqrt(Hz) 2.2 µV/sqrt(Hz)
1 M 138 nV/sqrt(Hz) 360 nV/sqrt(Hz)
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Both bandgaps can be used in different situations. The bandgap without OPA
is better suited for applications that require low power voltage and low power
consumption. The bandgap with OPA is more suitable for applications which require
limited area and better spread. Table 4.7 shows the different parameters comparing
between both of them, when the input is 1.5 V and output is 0.6 V .
Table 4.7: Parameters comparison between the two bandgaps
Parameters Bandgap without OPA Bandgap with OPA
Power 75 µW 450 µW
Minimum supply 1 V 1.2 V
Area 0.077 mm2 0.0027 mm2
Noise(1 to 1 GHz) 370 µV 1.58 mV
Line regulation 14.4 mV/V 28.6 mV/V
Start-up time 6 µs 800 ns
Temperature coefficient 9.57 ppm 7.58 ppm
Corner variation 23 mV 100 mV
Monte Carlo σ 14.4 mV 11.2 mV
Layout of Bandgap
For better matching, all resistors used in bandgaps are polysilicon resistors. Some
of them use the dummies on both sides. All transistors connected to the pins are
surrounded by guard rings.
The circuits are implemented by the TSMC 65 nm technology. The bandgap
with OPA is shown in Figure 4.30. In order to protect this bandgap, P guard rings
are used. In the layout, the diode-connected PMOS matching is the key point. The
diode-connected PMOS transistors use the dummy transistors, and the two PMOS
transistors have the ratio of 1:8. For a better match, set the finger number of 2:16,
and the PMOS with 2 fingers will be evenly distributed in the other 16 fingers.
Another important point is the matching of M1,M2,M5 in Figure 4.17, the part
of the arrow pointing in the figure. They affect the output current which is not
sensitive to temperature. For better matching, three PMOS transistors use the same
transistor, just the different figures represent the different PMOS. The two blue parts
are the capacitors. One is used for the Miller capacitor, and the other is used for
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Fig. 4.30: Layout of the bandgap with OPA
stabilizing the OPA output. The small area just has the 67 µm length and 43 µm
width.
Guard rings can reduce the parasitic resistance, which can cause latch-up prob-
lems, and guard rings can also reduce leakage current caused by the TID. Therefore,
in order to obtain better anti-radiation capability, all PMOS transistors are surrounded
by P guard rings. By the same principle, all transistors used in OPA also have guard
rings.
The layout of bandgap without OPA is shown in Figure 4.31.
The two band gaps have the same part about the diode-connected PMOS. Al-
though this bandgap without OPA is 342 µm length and 213 µm width, it occupies
0.077 mm2. Some part of the layout is empty. The effective occupancy area is
approximately 0.06 mm2.
In the previous analysis, it is assumed that the resistance is not sensitive to
temperature. But in reality, different resistors have different TCs, although they are
very small. When designing a bandgap with very small TC, the resistance TC must
be considered.
Fortunately, some resistors have opposite temperature coefficients. To make the
resistor temperature insensitive, the resistor can be implemented with complementary
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Fig. 4.31: Layout of the bandgap without OPA
TC resistors such as N+ Ploy and P+ Poly resistors. Careful design of the ratio of the
two series resistors gives a temperature-insensitive resistor.
4.2.5 Conclusions
Low power consumption and low output voltage bandgap will find more applications
in advanced technologies, especially the 180 nm or below. This chapter designs
two kinds of bandgaps using some radiation aware technologies. Although the both
bandgaps perform basic functions and get a very small temperature coefficient, they
needs to be improved on some points.
One point is PSRR, which needs to be increased. PSRR is more important when
bandgap is used in hybrid circuits. Digital circuits always affect the power supply. A
lower PSRR introduces larger power supply noise into the analogue portion. One
method is to use a cascode circuits at the output.
Another point is the bandgap without OPA occupying large area. There should
be some technology to reduce the area. Small area bandgap are highly competitive
in advanced technologies, especially when bandgaps are distributed. In this case, the
bandgap not only has a few of power consumption but also has a small area. A small
distributed bandgap along with a distributed LDO will provide a better power supply
for multichannel front-end circuits.
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The last one is the limited output current, This parameter is weak and should be
strengthened. Although the bandgap is primarily used to provide a reference voltage
to some gates of the transistors. As the technology node goes down below 130 nm,
the quantum tunneling effect will play a role, which causes the gate leakage current
to increase a lot. So advanced technology requires the bandgap to have enough
current drive capability.
Finally, comparing the both bandgaps with other paper’s works, the results are
shown in Table 4.8. As can be seen from the table, the band gaps of both designs have
a low temperature coefficient. The bandgap with OPA takes up almost the smallest
area. This table shows that the work of this thesis is advanced in some parameters,
but some parameters are mid-range performance and need to be improved in the
future.
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Chapter 5
The Transistor Design of the BUCK
IP Block Using 65 nm CMOS
Technology
5.1 Introduction
There are two types of switches DC-DC in the normal power supply. One is an
isolated DC-DC, which often uses a transformer as a power converter. This DC-DC
is typically used in high power applications. Due to the isolation, the second side
has a small effect on the first side and is therefore safer. In addition to large size,
transformers are difficult to manufacture using CMOS technology. This isolated
DC-DC is difficult to integrate in front-end design.
The other is non-isolated DC-DC. They fall into two categories: switched ca-
pacitors and switches LC. The switched capacitor DC-DC implements a voltage
regulator by charging and discharging the capacitor.
Both configurations can produce boost or buck. The charge pump can even
output a reverse voltage and it does not use an inductor. However, the effect is less
than the switch LC, and the output power is limited. It is especially suitable for small
current and high voltage conditions such as PMT power supplies. PMT even requires
several thousand volts of current, but the current is less than 1 mA.
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This design uses an inductor as a power transfer to output a large current with
high efficiency. Inductors require a large area in CMOS technology. Therefore, the
inductor is usually placed outside the chip or the bonding coil is used as an inductor.
In order to improve the efficiency of the inductor, several switches DC-DC can share
one inductor.
According to the relationship between the output voltage and the input voltage,
the switch LC can be divided into three categories: [41], as shown in Figure 5.1.
One is the buck type (a), which means that the output voltage will be lower than the
input voltage; the other is the boost type (b), which means that the output voltage is
higher than the input voltage; the third is the buck-boost type (c), which means that
the output voltage can be higher or lower than the input voltage.
Fig. 5.1: Typical DC-DC converters
Typically in front-end designs, the ASIC’s voltage is less than the board’s power
supply, so the switching power supply DC-DC is typically used to lower the board
power. The buck DC-DC can be used as a first stage converter, which can be followed
by an LDO.
5.2 Architecture of the BUCK
A simple buck conversion is shown in Figure 5.1 (a), which consists of a switch, a
diode, an inductor, a capacitor and a resistive load. The switch has a stable frequency.
The relationship between the switch and Va is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2: Relationship between the switch and Va
where Ts is the frequency period, Ton and To f f are the switch ON and OFF time,
respectively. Ton/Ts is an important parameter, which is defined as the duty cycle D:
D =
Ton
Ton+To f f
=
Ton
Ts
(5.1)
When the switch is turned on, the inductor current will rise, but since the induc-
tance characteristic slows down the current change, the process is slow. By the same
principle, when the switch is turned off, current will still flow through the diode, but
the rate of current drop is small. Therefore, the buck circuit can output a continuous
current to the load, and the function of the capacitor is to reduce the output voltage
ripple.
When the buck converter is in a steady state, the rising current of each circle is
equal to the falling current. Therefore, the current integration through the inductor is
zero. This is the voltage quadratic balance. It can be derived as follows:
V = L · di
dt
(5.2)
where V is the voltage drop of the inductor; i is the inductor transient current; t is the
time; and L is the inductor inductance. This equation can be transferred as follows:
V = L · ∆i
∆t
(5.3)
∆i =
∫ ∆t
0
V
L
dt =
V ·∆t
L
(5.4)
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When the voltage second balance is applied to the buck converter, the switch on
state ∆i equal to the off state ∆i. During the on state, the inductor voltage is Vi−Vo,
and in the off state, the inductor voltage is −Vo. So there are the following equations:
Vi−Vo
L
Ton =
Vo
L
To f f (5.5)
Vo
Vi
=
Ton
Ton+To f f
= D (5.6)
Vo =Vi ·D (5.7)
Considering the efficiency of the converter η :
Vo =Vi ·D ·η (5.8)
From the equation above, the output depends on the duty cycle D. Adjusting the
duty cycle can change the output voltage. The negative feedback section can sample
the output voltage, control the duty cycle, and ultimately bring the output voltage to
the desired value.
According to the waveform of the inductor current, there are two types: continu-
ous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). Based
on the feedback control method, the buck converter can be divided into voltage
mode control (VMC) and current mode control (CMC). All of the different buck
types described above can be modulated by pulse width modulation (PWM) or pulse
frequency modulation (PFM) techniques.
5.2.1 CCM and DCM Mode
The CCM mode means that the inductor current will not be zero for one switching
cycle, so the inductor will never reset. Even if the power MOSFET is turned off, the
inductor’s inductor flux will not return to zero. The DCM mode is reversed. During
the switching cycle, the inductor current will be zero and the inductor will reset.
When the output current is large, the buck converter usually works in CCM mode, as
shown in Figure 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3: CCM and DCM modes
As the output current decreases, the operating mode will change from CCM
mode to DCM mode. In DCM mode, the power efficiency is higher and the current
ripple will be larger. In order to keep the output voltage stable, the duty cycle must
vary depending on the output current. In this design, the CCM mode is superior to
the DCM mode. To maintain the CCM mode, the output inductor can be amplified
to reduce the critical threshold output current.
5.2.2 PWM and PFM Mode
All different buck types can be modulated by PWM or PFM techniques. The PWM
regulates the output voltage and changes the duty cycle with the same switching
frequency. It is shown in Figure 5.4.
Fig. 5.4: PWM regulate mode
Due to the fixed frequency, the output noise caused by the switch is fixed, so
noise can be more easily reduced by a simple RC filter. At the same time, the power
lost through the switching power transistors is about the same whether the load is
heavier or lighter.
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The power loss of the power transistor depends on the switching frequency.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between power efficiency and output inductance. At
the same ripple level, higher frequencies require lower inductance. Therefore, the
output inductor is smaller at the expense of lower power efficiency. And when the
load current is small, the power efficiency is also low.
In PFM mode, the on (or off) state can remain exactly the same and change the
off (or on) state time for different currents. So the frequency will change accordingly.
The cycle frequency will vary depending on the load current. It is shown in Figure
5.5.
Fig. 5.5: PFM regulate mode
The figure above shows that the on state keeps the same time. It adjusts the off
state time to accommodate the load current. When the load current is large, the off
state time is shortened. When the load current is small, the off state takes a long time.
Therefore the frequency is in a variable state and is inversely proportional to the load
current.
Due to the variable frequency, the filter is difficult to design. But this PFM is
more suitable for light load currents. When the load current is small, the switching
frequency is small, so the power efficiency is high.
5.2.3 VMC and CMC Feedback Mode
According to the feedback control method, the buck converter can be divided into
VMC and CMC [42]. The purpose of the two modes is to control the PWM output.
The difference is that the CMC uses the output current for negative feedback; and
the VMC uses the output voltage for negative feedback.
The typical structure of CMC is shown in 5.6. The current mode has two
feedbacks. One is the current feedback used to control the inductor current and the
other is the voltage feedback used to control the output voltage.
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Fig. 5.6: Current control mode structure
The sample current from the inductor is converted to voltage RsiL by the sampling
resistor Rs. The voltage is then compared to the output of the error amplifier Vc by a
comparator. In a cycle, Vc is almost the same.
RsiL voltage is connected to the non-inverting input of the comparator, and Vc is
connected to the inverting input. The output of the comparator is connected to the R
terminal of the R-S latch. The truth table for R-S latch is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Truth table of the S-R latch
S R Q Q
0 0 latch latch
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
When the inductor current increases to a certain value, RsiL will be larger than
Vc. Therefore, the comparator will output a zero voltage to the R terminal of the S-R
latch and reset the S-R latch. Output Q will produce a low voltage level. Then S and
R are 0 and 1, respectively, and the output Q is 0, turning off the power transistor. It
reduces the current flowing through the inductor.
When the current drops below Vc, the comparator gives the R terminal 0. To-
gether with 0 at the S terminal, the latch outputs a latched state. It outputs the last
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state 0 to the power transistor. Therefore, the inductor current will continue to drop
until the end of this cycle. At this time, S is reset to 1. At the R terminal together
with 0, the output Q will become 1, thereby turning on the power transistor. Even if
the S terminal returns 0 after a very short pulse, the 0 of S and R locks the last state
1. So it will continue to expand the inductor current until RsiL exceeds Vc again.
The voltage control method has only one feedback, as shown in Figure 5.7.
Fig. 5.7: Voltage control mode structure
In voltage mode, the feedback sampled signal is the output voltage, sampled
by R1 and R2. The divided voltage is applied to the inverting terminal of the error
amplifier. The difference between this voltage and the reference voltage at the
non-inverting terminal will be amplified by the error amplifier.
The amplified signal will be placed on the non-inverting side of the comparator
and compared to the ramp saw signal, which is at the inverting end. The output of
the comparator will output a modifiable pulse period wave with the same frequency
as the ramp saw signal. The pulse period wave is a PWM signal that can control the
ON or OFF of the power switching transistor.
When the output voltage drops below the required voltage, the sampled voltage
will decrease. When the output of the error amplifier Ve decreases, the comparator
will output a PWM signal with a shorter ON state pulse. The shorter ON state pulse
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will reduce the power-on time, which will reduce the output current and thus the
output voltage.
The voltage feedback mode uses only one voltage feedback. Therefore, com-
paring current feedback requires a more complex compensation circuit to keep
the system stable. But the current feedback has some drawbacks. Not only is it
more complicated, but current feedback also introduces some current noise into the
feedback path, so sometimes the current feedback noise is greater than the voltage
feedback noise.
Taking into account the above analysis, the buck switch DC-DC usually adopts
CCM mode, PWM modulation and VMC feedback mode. These combination modes
are more suitable for high current loads with better noise performance.
5.3 Transistor-Level Design of the BUCK
According to the previous section, the design of the buck switch DC-DC is shown in
Figure 5.8. The buck DC-DC uses voltage feedback control and PWM modulation.
The main mode of operation is the continuous conduction mode.
The buck switch DC-DC consists of three modules. One is the converter power
block, the other is the compensator block, and the other is the modulator block. The
modulator block and compensator block consist of feedback control that controls the
output at a regulated voltage.
The buck converter converts the input voltage (2.5 V to 3.5 V ) to 1.5 V to power
the LDO. The frequency is 1 MHz, the maximum current is 1 A, the minimum output
current is 5 mA, and the voltage ripple is less than 5 mV .
Due to the limited area and pads, some components are removed off-chip, includ-
ing power switching transistors, inductors, and capacitors. These components can be
purchased from commercial companies. The rest of the buck architecture will be on
the chip. On-chip and off-chip components are shown in Figure 5.9. The red dashed
line is the on-chip portion and includes most of the buck architecture.
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Fig. 5.8: Simple buck architecture mode
5.3.1 Converter Power Stage
The converter power stage block consists of three parts. One is the driver and dead
time controller, the other is the power switching transistor (PMOS and NMOS), and
the third is the inductor and capacitor for energy transfer.
The driver and dead time controller play two roles. One is to extend the drive
current and voltage capability. Power switching transistors typically have larger
sizes to reduce on-resistance, thereby reducing power consumption. Some switching
transistor powers have a linear relationship with the transistor on-resistance.
Another role is to control the switching states of the PMOS and NMOS. The
purpose is to prevent the power switching transistors from being turned on at the
same time. Otherwise, the input voltage and ground may form a short circuit, which
increases the power consumption of the converter.
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Fig. 5.9: On-chip and off-chip components distribution
Power transistors include PMOS and NMOS. PMOS replaces the switch in
Figure 5.1 (a).The NMOS replaces the diode.
Asynchronous and Synchronous
The diode is a unidirectional switch, which makes the system asynchronous because
the forward conduction will consume some voltage. Due to the unidirectional
conduction of the diode, the system will convert from CCM to DCM when the
current is low. It is shown in Figure 5.10.
The MOSFET is bidirectional. Therefore, when MOS is used instead of a diode,
the voltage drop across the transistor is small. This synchronizes the system and
consumes less power. It is shown in Figure 5.11.
As can be seen from the two figures, the synchronous and asynchronous systems
are in CCM mode when the current is large. However, when the output current is
small, the asynchronous mode is in DCM mode, and the synchronization is in CCM
mode. Since the designed buck converter will be used for the 0.6 A output, the design
chooses a synchronous system to increase efficiency. Although it can bring dead
time and reduce efficiency at low current.
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Fig. 5.10: Diode asynchronous buck inductor currents
In order to keep the system in CCM mode, the inductor should be carefully
selected. The CCM and DCM boundaries should be studied carefully, as shown in
Figure 5.12.
where L is the inductance; Vimax is the maximum input voltage; Vimim is the
minimum input voltage; IOB is the average output current; DT is the switch on state
time; T is the frequency cycle. In order to maintain CCM, the minimum current
should be:
Imin =
1
2
∆iLmin (5.9)
Inductance Parameter
CCM or DCM mode, the current ripple, the voltage ripple and some other important
parameters can be influenced by the inductor and the capacitor, so they should be
chosen firstly [42]. According to the nature of the inductance, it can be gotten:
VL = L
dIL
dt
(5.10)
For 0 < t ⩽ DT :
iL =
VI−VO
L
t (5.11)
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Fig. 5.11: MOSFET synchronous buck inductor currents
Fig. 5.12: Current at the CCM/DCM boundary
where Vi is the input; Vo is the output; L is the inductance. So in Figure 5.12, the
current maximum rising slope is (Vimax−Vo)/L. The current minimum rising slope
is (Vimin−Vo)/L. When the switch is turned off, the inductor current will decrease,
ie:
iL =
0−VO
L
t =−Vo
L
t (5.12)
The down slope is always −Vo/L, as shown in Figure 5.12. The peak current at
this boundary can be solved as follows:
∆iL = iL(DT ) =
Vi−Vo
L
·D ·T = Vo(1−D)
L · fs (5.13)
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∆iLmax =
Vo(1−Dmin)
L · fs (5.14)
∆iLmin =
Vo(1−Dmax)
L · fs (5.15)
L =
Vo(1−D)
∆iL · fs =
Vo(1−D)
2 · IOB · fs (5.16)
As can be seen from the equation (5.16), the inductance is inversely proportional
to the frequency. The higher the frequency, the less the inductance and the smaller
the inductor area. But a larger switching frequency means higher switching power
consumption, which reduces efficiency. This is a trade-off. This design chooses a
frequency of 1 MHz for tradeoffs.
On the boundary, ∆iL is 2 times the IOB. The current ripple ∆iL and the minimum
output current IOB are also inversely proportional. The larger inductance means the
fewer current ripple and the fewer output current when working in the CCM mode.
In order to maintain a large application range, the output current ranges from 5 mA
to 1 A. Therefore the minimum output current is 5 mA.
The input voltage range is from 2.5 V to 3.3 V , which is typically used as the
voltage for the board’s power supply. When the output is 1.5 V , the duty cycle ranges
from 0.45 to 0.6. The maximum duty cycle gives the minimum inductance. Based
on these parameters, the minimum inductance can be gotten:
Lmin =
Vo(1−Dmin)
2 · IOBmin · fs =
1.5 V · (1− 1.5 V3.3 V )
2 ·5 mA ·1 MHz = 41 µH (5.17)
For nominal commercial inductance values, there is no 41 µH value. The
standard commercial value above this one is 68 µH. So here chooses 68 µH. The
next step is to choose the minimum output capacitance based on the request voltage
ripple and inductance.
Capacitance Parameter
The minimum capacitance depends on the minimum voltage ripple requested. Refer-
ring to Figure 5.13, the output capacitor has an equivalent series parameter resistance
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(ESR) rC. The inductor current flows through the shunt load resistor RL and the
output capacitor C with ESR.
The best effect is all direct current (DC) flowing through RL and all alternating
current (AC) flowing through the capacitor. In that ideal case, there is no voltage
ripple. The reality is that most of the AC current flows through the capacitor, with
very little of it flowing through the load resistor. The latter forms a voltage ripple.
Fig. 5.13: Output capacitor with ESR
The AC current flowing through the capacitor forms two voltages: the capacitor
voltage VC and the ESR voltage Vrc. The current flowing through the capacitor, ic, is
shown in Figure 5.14.
Fig. 5.14: AC current of the output capacitor
The AC inductor current can be obtained by subtracting the DC current from the
inductor current. The AC current can be seen as the CCM / DCM boundary current,
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so the equation from CCM/DCM can be used for AC current.
ic = iL− Io (5.18)
The ESR voltage Vrc is shown in Figure 5.15. The shape is the same as the AC
current. And the peak to peak ESR voltage Vrcpp is the maximum current ∆iLmax.
Referring to the equation (5.14), multiply the ESR resistance rC:
Vrcpp = rC∆iLmax =
rcVo(1−Dmin)
fsL
(5.19)
Fig. 5.15: ESR resistor voltage
The voltage across the capacitor is caused by the AC inductor current. In Figure
5.14, the shaded area indicates that the AC current is greater than zero. During this
time, charge flows into the capacitor and causes the capacitor voltage to rise. In other
parts of the cycle, AC current flows out of the capacitor and causes the capacitor
voltage to drop. Therefore, the change in the current in the shaded area causes a
change in the peak-to-peak value of the output voltage. It is shown in the graph 5.16.
The shaded area represents the accumulated charge of the inductor current. It
can be calculated:
∆Q =
1
2
· T
2
· ∆iLmax
2
=
1
2
· T
2
· 1
2
Vo(1−Dmin)
fsL
=
Vo(1−Dmin)
8L f 2s
(5.20)
The peak to peak capacitor voltage can be gotten:
VCpp =
∆Q
C
=
Vo(1−Dmin)
8L f 2s C
(5.21)
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Fig. 5.16: Output capacitor voltage variation caused by the AC current
The ESR voltage phase is different from the capacitor voltage phase, so the
overall voltage ripple is approximately equal to the sum of the absolute values of the
two voltages.
Vr ≈VCpp+Vrcpp = Vo(1−Dmin)8 f 2s LC
+
rCVo(1−Dmin)
fsL
(5.22)
The nominal ESR is approximately 200 mΩ. So there are the following parame-
ters: 
fs = 1 MHz;
L = 68 µH;
Vo = 1.5 V ;
Dmin = 1.5 V3.3 V = 0.455
rC = 200 mΩ;
(5.23)
The following equation can be gotten:
Vr ≈ 1.5×10
−9C
C
+2.4 mV (5.24)
The output voltage ripple is inversely proportional to the capacitance and is
proportional to the ESR. In order for Vr to be less than 5 mV , the capacitance should
be greater than 0.58 µF , so the minimum output capacitance is 0.58 µF .
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If the ESR is slightly greater than 200 Ω, then the output capacitor is chosen to
be 1 µF . From this equation, a higher frequency can reduce the capacitance value,
thereby reducing the size, just like the output inductor. And higher frequencies
increase switching power consumption. So this is a trade-off.
Power Loss and the MOSFET Parameters
One of the advantages of switching DC-DC is its high efficiency. Most of the power
loss is generated in the power stage block. The main power loss list is as follows:
1. The conduction loss of the output inductor PIND;
2. The ESR loss of the output capacitor PESR;
3. The conduction loss result from the resistance of the MOSFETs PCONH ,PCONL;
4. The switch loss of the MOSFETs PSWH , PSWL;
5. The reverse recovery loss caused by the body diode PDIODE ;
6. The parasitic capacitance loss in the MOSFETs PCOSS;
7. The parasitic capacitance loss on the gate PGAT E
8. The dead time loss PDEAD;
Now, when the output current is set to 1 A , the following section will calculate
each power loss and achieve overall efficiency.
Conduction Loss of the Inductor The power loss caused by the inductor comes
from two parts. One is the inductor core loss caused by magnetism. The inductor core
loss is derived from the alternating magnetic field in the core material. It depends
on the frequency and total flux swing. This part of the computation equation is very
complicated, and this power loss is small and therefore negligible.
The other is caused by the parasitic resistance of the inductor and the resistance
of the wire. Wire resistance is usually small to negligible compared to inductor
parasitic resistance.
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Fig. 5.17: Current variation of the inductor
The inductor current is shown in Figure 5.17. The inductor current consists of
the DC current IOUT and the AC current. PIND is given by:
PIND = I2RMS_L ·RDCR (5.25)
where RDCR is the parasitic DC resistance of the inductor, and IRMS_L is the effective
current value of the inductor.
I2RMS_L = I
2
O+
∆I2
12
(5.26)
where ∆I is the ripple current, typically less than 30% output current. In this design
the ∆I is 0.5% of the output current (1 A). So it can be neglected.
The inductor uses TDK’s VLP8040 with an inductance of 68 a parasitic resistance
of 0.19 Ω. Therefore, when the output current is 1 A, the inductor power loss is:
PIND = I2RMS_L ·RDCR ≈ 1 A ·1 A ·0.19 Ω= 0.19 W (5.27)
Conduction Loss of the Output Capacitor The power loss of the output capacitor
comes from the parasitic resistance ESR. ESR includes not only parasitic series
resistance but also equivalent resistance from capacitor leakage current and dielectric
loss.
Since most of the AC current flows through the ESR, the ESR power loss is:
PESR = I2RMSAC ·RESR (5.28)
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where IRMSAC is the effective current, which is ∆I2L/12, so there is the following
equation:
PESR =
∆I2L
12
·RESR (5.29)
∆IL =
VIN −VOUT
fSW ·L ·
VOUT
VIN
(5.30)
where VIN is the input voltage; VOUT is the output voltage; fSW is the switching
frequency; L is the inductance value. In this design, ∆IL is very small, less than 5 mA,
and ESR is less than 1 Ω, so this part of the power comsumption PESR is negligible.
Conduction Loss of the MOSFETs High side MOSFET causes conduction losses
when the high side MOSFET turns on and the low side MOSFET turns off during
DT:
PCONH = I2OUT ·RONH ·
VOUT
VIN
(5.31)
When the low side MOSFET is turned off and the high side MOSFET is turned
on during (1-D)T, the low side MOSFET causes conduction losses:
PCONL = I2OUT ·RONL ·
(
1− VOUT
VIN
)
(5.32)
where IOUT is the output DC current; RON is the high side MOSFET on-resistance;
ROFF is the low side MOSFET on-resistance; VIN is the input voltage; VOFF is the
output voltage.
The above two equations ignore the AC inductor current, as shown in the previous
section, because the AC current is too small.
In this design, in order to achieve compact size and low on-resistance, the
DMC2038LVT is selected as a MOSFET, including NMOS Q1 and PMOS Q2. The
NMOS on-resistance is 35 mΩ @VGS =−2.5 V, I = 1 A. The PMOS on-resistance
is 80 mΩ @VGS = 2.5 V, I = 1 A.
Based on the above analysis, the conductance of the MOSFET is:
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PCON = PCONH +PCONL = I2OUT ·
[
VOUT
VIN
· (RONH −RONL)+RONL
]
(5.33)
A lower input voltage results in higher MOSFET losses, and the minimum input
voltage of 2.5 V is used as the input voltage in this design.
PCON = PCONH +PCONL = 1 A2 ·
[
1.5
2.5
· (80 mΩ−35 mΩ)+35 mΩ
]
= 62 mW.
(5.34)
There is one point worth noting here. In order to achieve low on-resistance,
large ratio power transistors are often used, but this causes some problems. Larger
MOSFETs can reduce the on-resistance and then reduce the conductance power loss,
but increase the parasitic capacitance, which increases the capacitance power loss
and vice versa. Therefore, this is a trade-off when choosing the MOSFET size.
Switching Loss of the MOSFETs When the power MOSFET is turned on and
off, the switching losses of the MOSFET occur. Use a high-side MOSFET switch
here, for example, as shown in Figure 5.18.
Fig. 5.18: High side MOSFET switching on process
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where the green line is the gate voltage VDriver, the blue one is the drain and
source voltage VDS, and the red one is the drain current IDS. During the gate voltage
switching of the MOSFET, VDriver and VDS are not both zero in the t1 and t2 time,
the pink area. In this case, the MOSFET will consume some power. The descending
process is the same as the rising process. The high-side MOSFET switching loss is:
PSWH =
1
2
·VIN · IOUT ·
(
trH + t f H
) · fSW (5.35)
where VIN is the input voltage; IOUT is the output current; trH is the high side
MOSFET rise time; t f H is the fall time, and fSW is the frequency. Under the same
principle, the low side MOSFET power loss is:
PSWL =
1
2
·VD · IOUT ·
(
trH + t f H
) · fSW (5.36)
where VD is the forward direction voltage of the low side MOSFET body diode. IOUT
and fSW are the same with the high side MOSFET, and trH and t f H are the rising
time and falling time of the low side MOSFETs respectively. When the low side
MOSFET turns on, the VD is very low, so normally PSWL is small and can be ignored.
Therefore, the main power loss of the switch comes from the PSWH .
From the data sheet of the DMC2038LVT, the rise time and fall time of Q2
PMOS are 12 ns and 13 ns, respectively. fSW is 1 MHz, VIN is 3.3 V , and IOUT is 1
A. Substitute these parameters into the PSWH equation. The power loss is 41 mW .
Reverse Recovery Loss of the Low Side MOSFET When the buck converter
turns the high side MOSFET from OFF to ON, the body diode of the low side
MOSFET reverses its current direction from the positive direction. This course will
generate a reverse current as shown in Figure Ref Diode Power Loss.
In this figure, trr is the recovery time, and this power loss is:
PDIODE =
1
2
·VIN · IRR · trr · fSW (5.37)
where VIN is the input voltage; IRR is the body diode recovery maximum current;
fSW is the switching frequency.
In this design, the datasheet does not provide IRR and trr, but provides a reverse
transfer capacitance of 65 pF , which may affect reverse current. Since the reverse
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Fig. 5.19: Low side MOSFET body diode reverse recovery process
transfer capacitance is small, trr is only a few nanoseconds. Diode power loss is
negligible.
Power Loss on the Parasitic Capacitance at the Drain Terminal When the
current charges and discharges the capacitor, there is power loss even if there is no
dissipative component. When charging a capacitor, the energy stored in the capacitor
is:
PCAP =
1
2
·C ·V 2CAP (5.38)
where C is the capacitance, VCAP is the capacitor voltage.
During this charging process, there is a power loss that is the same as the
power stored in the capacitor. Some of the dissipated power is in the form of heat
sinking by series parasitic resistors, and other dissipated power is radiated through
electromagnetic waves.
Whenever the high-side MOSFET is turned on, the input voltage charges the
drain-side capacitor, so the power loss is:
PCOSS =
1
2
· (COSSL+COSSH) ·V 2IN · fSW (5.39)
where COSSL =CDSL+CGDL, and COSSH =CDSH +CGDH .
COSSL is the low side MOSFET output capacitance;
CDSL is the low side MOSFET drain source capacitance;
CGDL is the low side MOSFET gate drain capacitance;
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COSSH is the high side MOSFET output capacitance;
CDSH is the high side MOSFET drain source capacitance;
CGDH is the high side MOSFET gate drain capacitance;
VIN is the input voltage;
fSW is the frequency.
COSS is a variable capacitor, depending on the drain source voltage. From the
data sheet, COSS can be checked as shown in Figure 5.20.
Fig. 5.20: DMC2038LVT Q1 NMOS parasitic capacitance (left) and Q2 PMOS parasitic
capacitance (right)
It can be seen that when the drain source voltage is 2.5 V , COSSH is about 100 pF ,
and COSSL is about 120 pF . Therefore, when fSW is 1 MHz, PCOSS is approximately
1 mW .
Power Loss on the Parasitic Capacitance at the Gate Terminal When the PWM
driver turns the power transistors on and off, they charge and discharge the gate
capacitances of the high-side and low-side MOSFETs as shown in Figure 5.21.
When these output capacitors are not charged, these charges will flow into the
output, so the power stored in the output capacitors is not wasted. But when charging
and discharging the gate capacitance, all of the power stored in the capacitor will be
wasted. So the gate loss is:
PCOSS = (QgH +QgL) ·Vgs · fSW (5.40)
PCOSS = (CGSL+CGSH) ·V 2gs · fSW (5.41)
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Fig. 5.21: Switch MOSFET gate power loss
QgH is the gate charge of the high side MOSFET; QgL is the gate charge of the
low side MOSFET; CGSH is the gate capacitance of the high side MOSFET; CGSL is
the gate capacitance of the low side MOSFET; Vgs is gate driver voltage. fSW is the
frequency.
CGS is CISS-CRSS. From Figure 5.21, CGSH is about 500 pF @2.5 V , and CGSL
is about 400 pF @2.5 V . Therefore, when the frequency is 1 MHz, the gate loss is
approximately 6 mW .
Power Loss Result from the Dead Time There is a disadvantage to using a low
side MOSFET instead of a diode. When both MOSFETs are turned on at the same
time, a short circuit occurs between the input voltage and ground. To avoid this, the
system requires a dead time controller that can be inserted for a short period of time
between the N-type MOSFET action and the P-type MOSFET action.
The low-side MOSFET has turned off for a short time (tDr) before the high
side MOSFET turns on; the high side MOSFET has turned off for a short time
(tD f ) before the low-side MOSFET turns on. During the dead time, both switching
MOSFETs are turned off and the inductor current will flow through the low side
MOSFET. The equation is:
PDEAD =VD · IOUT ·
(
tDr + tD f
) · fSW (5.42)
where VD is the forward direction voltage of low side MOSFET body diode; IOUT
is the output current; tD f and tDr have been defined just now. In this design, the
dead time tD f and tDr are set to 30 ns, so the dead time power consumption is
approximately 40 mW .
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According to the above discussion, the DC-DC power dissipate is the sum of
PIND 190 mW , PESR 62 mW , PSW 41 mW , PCOSS 1 mW ,PGAT E 6 mW ,PDEAD 40 mW .
The sum is 0.34 W . The output power is 1.5 V ·1 A = 1.5 W , so when output current
is 0.6 A, the efficiency is 1.5 W/(1.5 W +0.34 W ) = 81.5%.
Dead Time Controller
The purpose of the dead time controller has been discussed in the last paragraph.
In this paragraph, the detailed design will appear [43]. The dead time controller
architecture is shown in Figure 5.22.
Fig. 5.22: Dead time controller architecture
The architecture uses NAND logic cells and delay cells to complete the control
core. The NAND logic real table is shown in Table 5.2.
Then the power transistor state changes from the ON duty to the OFF duty, which
means PMOS will change on to off, and NMOS changes from off to on. To avoid
NMOS and PMOS are on-state at the same time, PMOS should switch off firstly,
and then after a short time, the NMOS switch on. The course is as follows.
When the power MOSFET is in the ON state, this means that the PMOS is turned
on and the NMOS is turned off. The HON signal is turned off and the LON signal is
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Table 5.2: Truth table of the NAND logic
A B Y
0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
turned on. The controller output signal HIGH is turned on and the LOW signal is
turned off. Then, the power transistor state changes from the on-duty to the off-duty,
which means that the PMOS will be turned on to off, and the NMOS will change
from off to on. To prevent the NMOS and PMOS from being turned on at the same
time, the PMOS should be turned off first, and then after a short time, the NMOS is
turned on. The course is as follows.
Firstly, the controller output signal changes from on to off, which means HIGH
is on, and LOW is turned on almost at the same time. At this time, the A terminal of
NAND2 is 0, and the B terminal is 1, so the output LON does not change, and it is
still 1. The A terminal of NAND1 is 0, and the B terminal is 1, so the output is in
NAND1, and HON will change from 0 to 1. This can turn off the PMOS firstly.
After the delay of 30 ns, HON signal 1 is transmitted to NAND2, so the A and B
terminals of NAND2 are both 1, the LON changes from 1 to 0. After the inversion,
the NMOS gate LG signal changes from 0 to 1, which can be turn on, after 30 ns
delay of the PMOS turns off.
This process is similar to the above action when the system state changes from
OFF duty to ON duty. Therefore, the dead control unit can achieve a dead time of 30
ns .
The delay function is implemented by the following circuit, as shown in Figure
5.23. The delay function consists of four inverters in series and a low-pass filter. The
four inverters do not change the phase of the input signal. However, it can amplify
the drive current to make the signal clearer, thereby reducing the rise and fall times
of the power transistor gate, and reducing the gate power loss.
The delay time is mainly from the RC low-pass filter, rarely from the inverter.
The capacitor is located at the gate of the last inverter, so it takes some time to
accumulate the charge on the capacitor. When the accumulated power reaches a
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Fig. 5.23: Delay function schematic
certain point, the last inverter starts to work. The resistor and capacitor form an RC
constant of approximately 19 ns.
Although inaccurate, the RC delay time, along with the four inverter times, is
approximately 20 ns, which is almost identical to the schematic simulation results.
After the layout, the post-simulation variation changes the delay time from 20 ns to
30 ns, due to the parasitic resistance and capacitance increasing the RC constant.
5.3.2 Transfer Function and the Feedback Compensation
In this design, the feedback method selects the voltage mode. The key to feedback
design is the compensation circuit. Firstly, an open loop transfer function must be
given. The compensation design is based on functionality. As mentioned earlier, the
system is divided into three parts. The converter power stage is analyzed as follows.
Open-Loop Transfer Function
As previously mentioned, the system includes a converter power stage block, a
modulator block and a compensator block. The open loop transfer function consists
of two block transfer functions: a converter power stage block and a modulator
block.
Converter Power Stage Transfer Function The block of the converter power
stage is shown in Figure 5.24. To make it easier to calculate, the function can be
divided into two parts. One is from point D to point SW, and the other is from point
SW to Vout point.
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Fig. 5.24: Converter power stage block
The first part is very simple. The D signal is a square wave with a duty cycle of
D. From the previous section the SW DC section can be gotten:
VSW = D ·VIN (5.43)
Gainpart1 =
VSW
D
=VIN (5.44)
The second part of the function depends on the indcutor, capacitance and parasitic
resistance. For more detailed functionality, the detailed mode is shown in Figure
5.25.
Fig. 5.25: The second part of the converter power stage block
The function of the second part is:
Gainpart2 =
1+ s ·ESR ·COUT
1+ s · (ESR+DCR) ·COUT+ s2 ·LOUT ·COUT (5.45)
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Merge the two parts together, and then the whole converter power stage block
transfer function can be gotten:
Gainpower =VIN · 1+ s ·ESR ·COUT1+ s · (ESR+DCR) ·COUT+ s2 ·LOUT ·COUT (5.46)
Modulator Block Transfer Function The modulator mode consists of a PWM
comparator and a ramp sawtooth generator as shown in Figure 5.26.
Fig. 5.26: Illustration of the modulator block
In this modulator, the error signal Ve from the error amplifier will be connected to
the non-inverting terminal and the ramp sawtooth will be connected to the inverting
terminal. The comparator function compares ramp sawtooth and Ve, and outputs a
square with some duty cycle. It is shown in Figure 5.27.
According to the triangular equivalence principle, the duty cycle D is equal to
the ratio of Ve over Vosc. Vosc is the maximum ramp sawtooth amplitude.
D =
Ve
Vosc
(5.47)
The modulator block transfer function Gaincomp from Ve to D is:
Gaincomp =
1
Vramp
(5.48)
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Fig. 5.27: Illustration of the PWM generator
Combining the equations (5.49) and (5.46), the open-loop transfer function
Gainopen is:
Gainopen =
1
Vosc
·VIN · 1+ s ·ESR ·COUT1+ s · (ESR+DCR) ·COUT+ s2 ·LOUT ·COUT (5.49)
From Gainopen, it can be found that the open loop system has a double pole and
a zero point. The double pole comes from the inductor and capacitor, which makes
the system unstable. The zero comes from ESR and capacitor, which may improve
the phase margin. The low frequency gain is:
Gainlow =
VIN
Vosc
(5.50)
By solving the numerator and denominator roots, it can get the frequency of the
zero pole FESR and the double poles FLC respectively:
FESR =
1
2 ·π ·ESR ·Co (5.51)
FLC =
1
2 ·π ·√Lo ·Co
(5.52)
The bode plot of the open-loop system is shown in Figure 5.28.
The low-frequency amplitude is Vin/Vosc. As the frequency increases, the magni-
tude will drop sharply with a slope of -40 dB/dec to the zero point frequency FESR.
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Fig. 5.28: Bode plot of the open-loop system
The left zero point will cancel one pole, so the slope becomes -20 dB/dec. As the
amplitude decreases, the phase also drops rapidly. At FLC, the phase will drop 90◦.
Zero point FESR can make the phase better. But FESR depends on capacitance
and ESR. ESR is usually small, which can result in a high zero. So FESR is usually
beyond the unity gain point. In this case, the zero point is not useful for improving
the phase margin.
Due to the above analysis, the phase margin is always lower than 45◦, and the
open loop system will be unstable. It requires a compensation network to stabilize
the system.
Compensation Network
The ideal compensation network should have the following conditions:
• When the loop gain magnitude dropping through the 0 dB (the magnitude is
one), the slope should be 20 dB/dec;
• The phase margin should be larger than the 45◦;
• The F0 (the crossover frequency) as large as possible.
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The required Bode plot is shown in Figure 5.29.
Fig. 5.29: Bode plot of the desired loop gain and phase
The first step in designing a compensation network is to fix the crossover fre-
quency F0, which is also the bandwidth of the closed loop or the bandwidth of the
system. F0 determines the system response speed.
There is a trade off when fixing F0. If F0 is set higher, the system will have a
lower output impedance, and therefore respond faster for the output current and input
voltage variation. But F0 has an upper limit, which is half the switching frequency.
According to the Nyquist sampling theory, the sampling frequency must be larger
than twice the signal frequency. In this buck converter system, the ramp saw can be
seen as the signal acquisition circuit and the error amplifier output Ve is treated as a
sampled signal. When the system bandwidth is equal to or larger than half of the
switching frequency, the ramp saw will not sample the useful signal. Some system
signals are lost due to the higher frequency.
There are other limitations on the upper frequency limit. One of them is the slope
matching principle, as shown in the figure ref match slope.
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Fig. 5.30: Matching slope (up) and the no matching slope (down) voltage error
Bandwidth also suppresses high frequency ripple. When the bandwidth goes
high, the error amplifier will output a high frequency signal, and then an odd number
of Ve compared to the ramp saw will cause system instability. This is another reason
why the bandwidth is set from 0.1 to 0.5 times the switching frequency.
Another important issue with bandwidth is the accuracy of the state space mean
method. This method is the basis of small signal analysis. Use this method to analyze
the PWM generator as shown in Figure ref state space.
Fig. 5.31: State space mean method disposing the PWM
When the switching frequency is 100 kHz, and FLS is 10 kHz, the corresponding
duty cycle can be gotten by the PWM module. Using the state space mean method,
the duty cycle is a 10 kHz signal, which is the red line in Figure 5.31. So the PWM
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can be considered as a ratio part. This has been discussed in the calculation of the
transfer function of a PWM modulator. But it is not exactly the case. When doing
the Fourier analysis to the duty cycle, the duty cycle not only includes the 10 kHz
wave but also includes the 90 kHz, 110 kHz, 190 kHz, ... and so on.
The accuracy of the state space means method (or small signal analysis) depends
on the suppression degree of the non-fundamental components. It is clear that the
lower bandwidth can produce stronger suppression of non-fundamental components,
and then the state space means method become more accuracy. When the bandwidth
beyond the 1/5 of the switching frequency, the mode of the stage space mean will
have the large difference with the actual situation.
Based on the above analysis, the bandwidth is set from 0.1 to 0.2 times the
switching frequency. The next step is to choose the compensation network type.
There are two types of compensation networks commonly used for buck converter
designs: Type II and Type III. Which compensation to choose depends on the output
capacitor and its ESR. The ESR and capacitor form the left zero.
Fz =− 1Cout ·RESR (5.53)
Zero can improve phase margin and amplitude. Different kinds of capacitors
have different ESRs, so the zero point will have a wide range. Table 5.3 shows
different compensation types. Depending on the capacitor, choose a corresponding
compensation type.
If the output capacitor is designed on-chip, type III compensation should be used.
Because both MIM caps and MOM caps have low ESR, they are similar to ceramic
capacitors.
Table 5.3: Different compensation types according to the ESR zero position
Compensation type The ESR zero point place Typical output capacitor
Type II(PI) FLC < FESR < F0 < Fs/2 Electrolytic, POS-Cap, SP-Cap
Type III-A (PID) FLC < F0 < FESR < Fs/2 POS-Cap, SP-Cap
Type III-B (PID) FLC < F0 < Fs/2 < FESR Ceramic
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Type II Compensation Network A good compensation system should have high
gain at low frequencies and low gain at high frequencies. The high gain at low
frequencies reduces the DC error between the output voltage and the designed
voltage. Low gain at high frequencies reduces high frequency noise. In addition
to this, the high frequency gain of the amplifier is also limited. The compensation
schematic is shown in Figure 5.32.
Fig. 5.32: Schematic of the compensation type II
The transfer function of the type II compensation H(s) is:
In open-loop gain, the low-frequency gain is VIN/Vosc, which is not enough to
make a small difference between the output voltage and the desired output voltage.
A common method of enhancing low frequency gain is the integrator. The integrator
can be implemented by a capacitor between the inverting terminal and the output
terminal of the error amplifier. The integrator forms a pole at the origin. The transfer
function of type II compensation H(s) is:
H(s) =
Ve
VOUT
(s) =− 1+R2 ·C2 · s
R1 · s · (C2 ·C1) ·
(
R2 ·
C2 ·C1
C2+C1
· s+1
) (5.54)
To get a clearer pole and zero, this equation can be rewritten as:
H(s) =− 1
R1 ·C1 ·
(
s+
1
R2 ·C2
)
s ·
(
s+
C1+C2
R2 ·C1 ·C2
) (5.55)
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This equation has two left poles and one left zero point. they are:
Fp1 = 0 (5.56)
Fp2 =−
C1+C2
R2 ·C1 ·C2 (5.57)
Fz1 =−
1
R2 ·C2 (5.58)
The amplitude and phase variation is shown in Figure 5.33.
Fig. 5.33: Amplitude and phase of the type II compensation
The first pole is at the origin and is introduced by the integrator. Although the
origin can greatly improve the low frequency gain, it also has a disadvantage. It will
move the phase -90◦ for all frequencies. Therefore, the compensation network needs
to provide a left zero to compensate for the loss of phase.
If the ESR zero point is high, it can not cancel one of the double poles. At the
same time, the zero should not be too low, otherwise the cross-section frequency will
be close to the second pole, which will also reduce the phase margin. So the zero
point must be set to suitable position for a larger phase margin.
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Typically, the zero point is set from 0.1 to 0.75 times the resonant frequency FLC.
Due to the zero point, the amplitude does not drop continuously with the slope of 20
dB, and the phase will rise by +90◦.
Then the double pole caused by the LC resonant frequency will work, which
causes the amplitude to drop sharply because the slope is -40 dB and the phase shifts
to -180◦. This is a bad situation. The double pole can be compensated by the ESR
zero point. Type II compensation is used when the ESR zero is at a relatively low
frequency. The ESR zero will cause the system to increase the slope of 20 dB and
increase the phase of 90◦.
Due to the ESR zero point, the amplitude will drop cross the unit line as the -20
dB slope with an acceptable phase margin. After that, the second pole will work. In
order to reduce the second pole effect, the second pole should be further away from
the crossover frequency.
The second pole has another upper limit. The limit is the pole should not exceed
the switching frequency FSW . The second pole plays another role to reduce the
high-frequency noise, especially the switch frequency noise. The second pole should
be kept at a certain distance from the switching frequency. As a compromise, half of
the switching frequency is used as the second pole.
The second pole can be expressed as:
Fp2 =−
C1+C2
R2 ·C1 ·C2 =−
C1
C2
+1
R2 ·C1 (5.59)
Compare the zero point with the second pole. Because of Fp2 ≫ Fz1 and C2 ≫C1,
the second pole can be simplified:
Fp2 ≈− 1R2 ·C1 (5.60)
When the error amplifier is ideal, the low frequency gain is infinite, but the actual
error amplifier has limited gain and bandwidth. Therefore, the low frequency gain
is limited by the error amplifier gain and is about 7 dB lower than its gain. The
actual error amplifier limits the loop gain, so the DC component of the output voltage
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deviates from the setting value. The output impedance, which can influence the load
regulation, cannot be further reduced.
Fig. 5.34: Compensated system amplitude bode plot using the type II compensation
The compensated system amplitude Bode plot can be shown in Figure 5.34. The
pink line is the compensation amplitude, the black one is the open-loop amplitude,
and the blue one is the compensated amplitude which crosses over the unit line as
-20 dB slope. The red dotted line is the open-loop error amplifier. As can be seen
from the Bode plot, system characters are limited by the error amplifier function.
Better performance can be designed when the error amplifier has a higher DC gain
and a larger bandwidth product.
The equation also shows that the resistor RBias does not appear in the transfer
function, that means RBias does not contribute to the loop gain. When VOUT is equals
to the reference voltage, RBias can be removed. If VOUT is larger than the reference
voltage, RBias is essential to set the output voltage. VOUT can be obtained according
to the following equation:
VOUT =VRe f · R1+RBiasRBias (5.61)
RBias =
R1 ·VRe f
VOUT −VRe f (5.62)
The whole closed-loop system is shown in Figure 5.35.
The closed-loop system transfer function is [44]:
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Fig. 5.35: Whole closed-loop schematic using the type II compensation
GAINLOOP =
1
R1 ·C1 ·
(
s+
1
R2 ·C2
)
s ·
(
s+
C1+C2
R2 ·C1 ·C2
)· VIN
∆VOSC
· 1+ s ·ESR ·COUT
1+ s · (ESR+DRC) ·COUT +S2 ·LOUT ·COUT
(5.63)
The different color portions of the closed loop equation correspond to the different
color portions of the schematic. RBias does not appear here because this resistor does
not contribute to loop gain. From the pole and zero analysis, it can be found that
the key point of using Type II compensation is the ESR zero. The ESR zero should
compensate for one of the two poles.
Type III Compensation Network Type III compensation is suitable for smaller
ESR values. There are two types of type III compensation: Type III-A and Type
III-B. The difference is the ESR zero point position. Both subtypes have the same
schematic and only the resistor and capacitor values are different. The type III
schematic is shown in Figure 5.36.
The transfer function of the type III compensation is:
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Fig. 5.36: Type III compensation schematic
H(s) =− R1+R3
R1 ·R3 ·C1 ·
(
s+
1
R2 ·C2
)
·
(
s+
1
(R1+R3) ·C3
)
s ·
(
s+
C1+C2
R2 ·C1 ·C2
)
·
(
s+
1
R3 ·C3
) (5.64)
Two zeros and three poles are given as below:
P1 = 0;P2 =− C1+C2R2 ·C1 ·C2 ;P3 =−
1
R3 ·C3 (5.65)
Z1 =− 1R2 ·C2 ;Z2 =−
1
(R1+R3) ·C3 (5.66)
The amplitude and phase Bode plot is shown in Figure 5.37.
First, analyze type III-A compensation. Like type II, the III-A origin pole caused
by C1 is used to increase the low frequency gain, which also reduces the phase
margin by 90◦. The first zero compensates for the origin pole and rolls back the
phase margin of 90◦. As with type II, the first zero choice has the same trade-off.
A higher first zero will make the system more stable and slower, and vice versa.
Considering the stability and speed, the first zero point is selected from 0.1 to 0.75
times the resonant frequency.
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Fig. 5.37: Type III compensation bode plot
The purpose of the second zero is to compensate for the double pole of the open-
loop function. The second zero causes the loop gain drop by -20 dB. The second
pole is used to cancel the ESR zero, in order to make the gain drop continuously by
-20 dB to unity gain. Beyond the unity gain, set the third pole to half the switching
frequency to reduce the switching frequency noise. The pole and zero distributions
in the open-loop and closed-loop functions are shown in Figure 5.38.
RBias also does not contribute to the loop gain. The whole closed-loop system of
type III-A is shown in Figure 5.39. Different colors represent different parts.
The corresponding closed-loop transfer function is:
GAINLOOP =
R1+R3
R1 ·R3 ·C1 ·
(
s+ 1R2·C2
)
·
(
s+ 1(R1+R3)·C3
)
s ·
(
s+ C1+C2R2·C1·C2
)
·
(
s+ 1R3·C3
) · VIN
∆VOSC
· 1+ s ·ESR ·COUT
1+ s · (ESR+DRC) ·COUT +S2 ·LOUT ·COUT
(5.67)
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Fig. 5.38: Compensated system amplitude bode plot using the type III-A and the poles zeros
distribution
The difference between types III-A and III-B is the ESR zero position. When
ESR zero is larger than half of the switching frequency, it is useless to cancel the
ESR zero point because it exceeds the unit frequency. So this situation will use one
pole less. At this time, type III-B will be adopted.
The first original pole acts the same as the other compensation structures, which
increases the low frequency gain. The first zero is also used to cancel the original
pole. The role of the second zero is different from the type III-A, and it does not
directly cancel one of the double zeros. It will work with the second pole to get a
better phase margin. The last pole is the same as the III-A compensation, which is
about half the switching frequency.
The second pole and second zero will constitute the lead compensator [45, 46].
Set the crossover frequency (closed-loop unit gain frequency) to F0, and set the
desired phase margin to θ , with:
Fz2 = F0 ·
√
1− sinθ
1+ sinθ
(5.68)
Fp2 = F0 ·
√
1+ sinθ
1− sinθ (5.69)
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Fig. 5.39: Whole closed-loop schematic using the type III-A compensation
Usually the θ is set to 70◦, which is the large practical phase-lead effect obtain-
able from the lead compensator. Fz1 is usually set to half of the Fz2. So the third pole
is set to half of the switching frequency.
This design is intended to use ceramic capacitors as output capacitors, which
are not only small, but also have low ESR resistance. A lower ESR resistor reduces
the voltage ripple. Type III is more suitable for this design. The feedback resistor
and capacitor can be calculated based on the current parameters selected which is as
follows.
Input =

Vin = 3.3 V ;
V out = 1.5 V ;
V re f = 0.6 V ;
Vramp,osc = 1.1 V ;
Lo = 68 µH;
Co = 1 µF ;
ESR(Co) = 200 mΩ;
Fs = 1 MHz;
Imax = 1 A;
(5.70)
Firstly, calculate the ESR zero frequency and the LC double pole resonant
frequency:
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FLC =
1
2π ·√Lo ·Co
=
1
2 ·3.14 ·√68 µH ·1 µF = 19.3 kHz (5.71)
FESR =
1
2π ·RESR ·Co =
1
2 ·3.14 ·200 mΩ ·1 µF = 795 kHz (5.72)
Fo is from 1/10 to 1/5 of the switching frequency. In this design it is set to 1/10
of switching frequency, which is 100 kHz. According to Table 5.3, the frequency
should satisfy this relationship:
FLC < Fo < Fs/2 < FESR (5.73)
Therefore, type III-B is more suitable for this design. When the phase margin is
set to approximately 70◦, the second pole and zero frequency are:
Fz2 = Fo ·
√
1− sin70°
1+ sin70°
= 167 kHz ·0.176 = 29.4 kHz (5.74)
Fp2 = Fo ·
√
1+ sin70°
1− sin70° = 167 kHz ·5.67 = 946 kHz (5.75)
Fz1 =
1
2
·Fz2 = 12 ·29.4 kHz = 14.7 kHz (5.76)
Fp3 =
1
2
·Fs = 12 ·1 MHz = 500 kHz (5.77)
Then the specific parameters can be calculated. There is a free choice for C3,
which is inversely proportioned to the resistance. In silicon designs, capacitor
typically require a larger area than resistors. Therefore, when they are inversely
proportion, it is better to choose a smaller capacitor and a larger resistor. This design
chooses the C3 = 20 pF . R3 can be obtained as follows:
R3 =
1
2π ·C3 ·Fp2 =
1
2 ·3.14 ·20 pF ·946 kHz = 8.4 kΩ (5.78)
The next step is to calculate R1. According to the second zero, there is:
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R1+R3 =
1
2π ·C3 ·Fz2 =
1
2 ·3.14 ·20 pF ·29.4 kHz = 270.9 kΩ (5.79)
R1 = 270.9 kΩ−8.4 kΩ= 262.5 kΩ (5.80)
RBias is equal to R3 ·2/3 in order to make the output twice the reference voltage.
At the loop unit gain frequency, the two zeros are lower than F0, and ω will play a
major roles. And the two poles are larger than F0, the constants will play a major
roles. So the loop gain can be simplified:
1≈ R1+R3
R1 ·R3 ·C1 ·
s0 · s0
s0 · C1+C2R2·C1·C2 ·
1
R3·C3
· VIN
∆VOSC
· 1
s20 ·Lo ·Co
(5.81)
When R1 is great larger than R3, and C2 is great larger than C1, there is:
R2 ·C3 = 2π ·F0 ·Co ·L0 · ∆VOSCVIN (5.82)
So to make Fo at desired position, R2 is:
R2 = 2π ·F0 ·Co ·L0 · ∆VOSCVIN ·
1
C3
= 2 ·3.14 ·100 kHz ·1 µF ·68 µH · 1.1 V
3.3 V
· 1
20 pF
= 712 kΩ
(5.83)
R2 and C2 makes up the first zero, so there is:
C2 =
1
2π ·R2 ·Fz1 =
1
2 ·3.14 ·712 kΩ ·14.7 kHz = 15.2 pF (5.84)
According to the last pole at 500 kHz, there is:
C1 ·C2
C1+C2
=
1
2π ·Fp3 ·R2 =
1
2 ·3.14 ·712 kΩ = 0.447 pF (5.85)
C1 =
C2 ·0.447 pF
C2−0.447 pF =
15.2 pF ·0.447 pF
15.2 pF−0.447 pF = 0.46 pF (5.86)
So the following parameters can be gotten:
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Output =

R1 = 262.5 kΩ;
R2 = 712 kΩ;
R3 = 8.4 kΩ;
C1 = 0.46 pF ;
C2 = 15.2 pF ;
C3 = 20 pF ;
(5.87)
Up to now, all key parameters have been calculated. Although the modulator
part, including the PWM comparator and the Ramp generator, has some complicated
circuits, it does not have complex calculation parameters. So this part will be
discussed in the next section.
5.3.3 Radiation-Aware Design
Similar to LDO and bandgap, the buck DC-DC radiation effects mainly comes from
the TID and SEL. Therefore, the radiation-aware methods mainly focuse on these
aspects.
In order to reduce the leakage current caused by the TID, most NMOS transistors
use guardrings. Due to the relatively thin thickness of polysilicon, the 65 nm CMOS
technology allows the circuit to withstand up to 100 krad(Si) TID, which is suitable
for most radiation applications, including BESIII experiments.
For SEL radiation, most of the spare space is filled by the substrate connector
and the nwell connector when laying out the layout. Another method is to properly
increase the transistor distance.
In this paper, the power transistors are off-chip. A complete simulation analysis
could not be completed. Based on the above design and analysis, the buck DC-DC
can work normally in the BESIII experiment.
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5.4 Simulation Results
In the last section, some key parameters are designed. At the same time, this section
will simulate the different parts of the buck converter. There are several circuits that
can be simulated. One is PWM generator simulation, one is dead time simulation,
the other is error amplifier and compensation circuit simulation, and the third is the
whole buck converter system simulation.
5.4.1 Simulation of the Modulator Architecture
The PWM generator consists of a comparator and a ramp generator. The comparator
should have a fast reflection speed and the comparator consists of a simple 7-transistor
amplifier and 4 inverters. It is shown in Figure 5.40. Since the power supply is 1.5
V , some interface transistors use 2.5 V I/O transistors. The schematic and layout of
the comparator are shown in Figure 5.40. The length and width are 43 µm and 15
µm, respectively.
Fig. 5.40: Comparator schematic and layout
The four inverters have two roles. One is to make the comparator have more
current drivers, and the other is to make the output voltage change abruptly. When
the transistors have less switching time, power consumption can be reduced. When
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only one inverter is used, it will cause the OPA to output a large capacitance, which
will make the system unstable. So here are four cascaded inverters, the latter being
larger than the previous one.
Another disadvantage of multi-inverters is that they delay the comparator. The
comparator delay time consists of three parts: the OPA bandwidth, the OPA slew
rate, and the inverter RC delay. In this design, the main part is the inverter RC delay,
and the total delay time is about 4 ns, as shown in Figure 5.41. The yellow line is the
input voltage and the red dotted line is the output voltage.
Fig. 5.41: Comparator delay time
Compared to the cycle time 1 µs, the 4 ns delay can be ignored.
Another important part of the PWM generator is the ramp generator, which uses
a small current to charge the capacitor for the requested slope. The ramp generator
architecture and layout are shown in Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43, respectively. The
layout is 155 µm length and 82 µm width.
Fig. 5.42: Architecture of the ramp
The 3.5 µA current source charges the 3.18 pF capacitor, and the narrow pulse
controls the switch NMOS M0. Every 1 µs the narrow pulse resets M1, which
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Fig. 5.43: Layout of the ramp
discharge the capacitor in a very short time. The current source architecture is the
same as that used in the previous LDO chapter. The difference is in changing the
output transistor ratio. There is one point should be noticed. The output PMOS has a
very short time to connect to ground after discharging the capacitor, so the output
pair transistors should use the 2.5 V transistor for safety.
Another key part is the narrow pulse generator, and the schematic is shown in
Figure 5.44.
Fig. 5.44: Narrow pulse generator schematic
When the capacitor voltage is below the reference voltage of 600 mV (from a
bandgap), the narrow pulse generator uses a current source to charge the C0 capacitor.
The comparator outputs a high voltage and the output inverter outputs a low voltage.
Then, when the current flowing into C0 is approximately 1 µs and the capacitor
voltage reaches the threshold, the comparator will output a low voltage. The output
inverter gives out a high voltage. At the same time, the low side inverter receives
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the comparator low voltage after a delay of approximately 10 ns. Then it changes it
to high voltage in order to turn on the NMOS C1, which discharge C0 quickly. The
simulation results for narrow and ramp waves are shown in Figure 5.45.
Fig. 5.45: Simulation result of the PWM wave generator
The green dotted line is the PWM signal; the red line is the narrow pulse signal;
the yellow dotted line is the error amplifier output signal and the purple dotted line
is the ramp signal. It can be seen that the cycle time is 1.005 µs with a deviation
of 0.005 µs. This can be acceptable. In the narrow pulse simulation, the narrow
pulse time is approximately 15 ns, which is slightly larger than the designed 10 ns.
The difference between 5 ns should come from the inverter time. The ramp signal
amplitude is 1.05 V , which is slightly less than the designed 1.1 V . The difference
should come from the parasitic capacitance.
All deviations are small and can be ignored. The simulation results of the PWM
generator show that the PWM part works well and meets the requirements of the
buck converter.
The next simulation circuit is the dead time controller. The dead time control
architecture has been discussed in the previous section. The layout of the dead time
controller is in Figure 5.46.
The layout of the dead time controller occupies the area 2667 µm2 (127 µm
length multiply 21 µm width). The effect of the dead time controller is shown in
Figure 5.47. Because the output PWM driver will connect to the voltage which is
higher than the core voltage (1.33 V ), it uses the 2.5 V I/O transistors. When 2.5 V
transistors connecting the pads, it must have enough distance each other in order to
avoid the latch-up problem.
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Fig. 5.46: Layout of the dead time controller
The layout of the dead time controller occupies the area 2667 µm2 (127 µm
length multiply 21 µm width). The effect of the dead time controller is shown in
Figure 5.47. Because the output PWM driver will be connected to a voltage higher
than the core voltage (1.33 V ), it uses 2.5 V I/O transistors. When 2.5 V transistors
connecting the pads, it must have enough distance between transistors to avoid
latch-up problems.
Fig. 5.47: Simulation result of the dead time controller
The red dotted line is the output voltage to control the PMOS, and the blue one
is to control the NMOS. The simulation result of the dead time controller shows
that the dead time is 20 ns, which is enough to turn on the NMOS/PMOS before
switching off the PMOS/NOMS.
5.4.2 Simulation of the Error Amplifier and Compensation
Here simulates the error amplifier open-loop bode, which limits the speed of the
buck converter. The error amplifier uses the same OPA architecture as used in the
one used in the bandgap with OPA. The error amplifier layout is shown in Figure
5.48, which is 67 µm length and 16 µm width.
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Fig. 5.48: Layout of the error amplifier
To have a better radiation aware, all key transistors use guard rings. The simula-
tion result of the error amplifier is shown in Figure 5.49.
Fig. 5.49: Open-loop bode plot of the OPA
When the crossover frequency is set to 100 kHz, the open-loop gain of the error
amplifier is 50 dB, which is large enough for the system closed-loop gain. When the
error amplifier does not influence the closed-loop compensation, simulating the error
amplifier with type III-B compensation is shown in Figure 5.50.
Fig. 5.50: Compensated error amplifier bode plot
The simulated Bode plot shows that due to lead compensation, the error amplifier
has a large phase margin of 220◦ at the required crossover frequency of 100 kHz.
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There is a slight deviation from the peak frequency because the lead pole Fp2 is
greater than the third pole. So Fp3 plays a role in the lead compensation.
The whole buck closed-loop transfer function has the following Bode plot, as
shown in Figure 5.51:
Fig. 5.51: Closed-loop bode plot of the buck converter
The Bode plot shows the crossover frequency of 78 kHz, which is different from
the set value of 100 kHz. At the same time, the phase margin increases from 70
degree to 90 degree. One of the reasons is parasitic capacitance and resistance, which
accelerates the amplitude drop. Therefore, the system achieves higher stability at the
cost of the lower speed.
When the output current is 1 A, the simulation result of the output voltage is
shown in Figure 5.52. The start-up time is about 100 µs.
Fig. 5.52: Output voltage simulation result of buck converter with 1 A load
The simulation result shows that the output voltage ripple is about 2.5 mV . The
buck converter can work normally. The whole layout of the buck converter is shown
in Figure 5.53.
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Fig. 5.53: Buck PWM generator and the compensation layout
The on-chip part is 360 µm length and 130 µm width. It requires 8 pins: the
1.5 V power supply, ground, input ramp, output ramp, voltage reference, feedback
voltage, the PWM for the PMOS and the PWM for the NMOS. The on-chip part
can work together with the off-chip part and output 1.5 V with an adjustable input
voltage from 2.5 V to 3.3 V .
Chapter 6
Test Setup and Characterization
Results
6.1 Chip for TSMC 65 nm Power Management IP
Blocks
6.1.1 Floor Plane of the Chip
Based on the simulation of the LDO, buck DC-DC converter and bandgap reference
circuit, one power management ASIC is made. The chip name is CHIPIX_LDO_BUCK
and it is supported by the CHIPIX65 project. The CHIPIX65 project is developed
for the LHC third generation pixel detector front-end.
The chip is implemented by TSMC 65 nm technology. It chooses the low power
process CLN65LP with 1P9M_6x1z1u, which has one poly layer and 9 metal (Cu)
layers. There is one thin metal layer (M1), six middle thickness metal layer (M2-M7),
and two thick metal layers (M8 and M9). The M9 (top metal) is the thickest metal
layer with the thickness of 3400 nm, which can bear 30.176 mA/µm. The chip size
is of 0.94 mm×0.94 mm.
The chip includes three kinds of LDOs, two kinds of bandgaps and one buck
converter. Three kinds of LDOs use different NMOS transistors. One use stan-
dard NMOS transistors (linear transistors) named LDO1, one uses H shape NMOS
transistors named LDO2, and the other uses Enclosed Layout Transistors (ELT)
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NMOS transistors named LDO3. The different NMOS transistors have different
level radiation-aware. One current source is also included for the LDO.
The chip also includes two kinds of bandgaps with different structure. One does
not use OPA named BG1 and the other uses OPA named BG2. Different structures
will also have different radiation-aware abilities. To improve the radiation-aware, the
both bandgaps use the diode-connected PMOS as the negative TC device.
The buck converter circuit is the last part in the chip. It is divided into two
parts. One part on chip can offer a PWM generator and an error amplifier with III-B
compensator. The other part, including power transistors, an output inductor and an
output capacitors, will be placed off chip for their large volume.
The layout of the whole chip is shown in Figure 6.1.
Fig. 6.1: Whole layout of the chip
Except for the area occupied by the pads, the valid area is just 705 µm × 705
µm. And limited by the pads, the middle area cannot be used for other functions.
So the space is filled by capacitors, which not only filters the input voltage, but
also takes full advantage of the silicon area. There are four kinds of capacitors
which can be used for filling: MOM cap, MIM cap, NMOS varactor and MOS cap.
Among of them, NMOS varactor, whose density depending on the voltage, has the
highest density of 5.4 f F/µm2 at the voltage 1.5 V . So it is selected for the filtering
capacitor. The structure is shown in Figure 6.2. Both N+ diffusions connect to the
N-Well. And the right part of the figure shows the capacitance behavior as a function
of the voltage applied at the NMOS varactor terminals.
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Fig. 6.2: Structure of the NMOS varactor capacitor and the C-V relationship
This capacitor is formed by a thin gate-oxide in Nwell. One terminal is the gate
and the other terminal is the two ends of the N+ implant. The N+ implants have ohm
level resistance contacting. In this design some parallel NMOS varactors can provide
a capacitance of 221 pF capacitance for LDO1 (the standard LDO), and LDO2 (the
H shape LDO), respectively. The other parallel ones can provide 215.8 pF to LDO3
(the ELT LDO) and the buck power supply voltage, respectively.
The technology is the CERN version of the TSMC 65 nm process, so the CERN
pad cells are selected firstly. However, since the upper limit of the CERN pads
voltage is 1.32 V , this is lower than the chip input voltage 1.5 V . Therefore, the
TSMC standard I/O pad cells from the tpan65lpnv2od3 library are selected, which
can bear up to 2.5 V . There are three kinds of 2.5 V I/O pads used: PVSS3A,
PVDD3A, and PDB3A. PVDD3A and PVSS3A are used for the power pads VDD
and GND, respectively. PDB3A is used for the signal pad. The three kinds of pads
size are 50 µm width and 120 µm length. PVSS3A is shown in Figure 6.3 as an
example.
Fig. 6.3: TSMC PVSS3A pad layout
PVSS3A has 11 fingers in metal two (M2), which are used for the signal and
power transferring. From the TSMC manual, the M2 current density is 1.8 mA/µm,
and the pad finger width is 2.37 µm. So the maximum transferring current is:
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Imax,pvss3a = 2.37 µm ·1.8 mA/µm ·11 = 46.9 mA (6.1)
The other two pads have different figures. PVDD3A and PDB3A have 20
and 4 fingers respectively, with the corresponding widths of 1.44 µm and 4.5 µm.
Therefore, using the same calculation method, the maximum currents of PVDD3A
and PDB3A are 51.8 mA and 32.4 mA, respectively. These upper limit current can
transfer normal signals, but cannot transmit the large power currents such as the
LDO input and output 600 mA.
The normal pads use different metal layers (M1 to M6). In this design, for the
large current transmission, the chip uses the metal eight (M8) and metal nine (M9,
the top layer metal). This new part will cover the original pads, as shown in Figure
6.4.
Fig. 6.4: Large current part layout covering the standard I/O pads
M8 and M9 can be connected together through some holes. Besides the electronic
transmission, these holes also have a certain mechanical strength. Therefore, the
holes are placed all the area between M8 and M9. When bonding the metal wires on
M9, the pressure can merge the metal wires with the top metal together. When some
places between the two metal layer lack the holes to support, the bonding operation
may have some problems.
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The M8 and M9 have the maximum current density 8 mA/µm and 30 mA/µm,
respectively. Using the same calculation method like the PVSS3A, the maximum
current is:
Imax,pad = (8+30) mA/µm ·70 µm = 2.66 A (6.2)
For a maximum LDO current of 600 mA, 2.66 A is sufficient for LDO applications.
A large current also generates a large amount of heat on the pads, which reduces
the reliability of the wire. Therefore, large current wires will use double pads to
improve reliability. In this design, some LDO input and output pads have the large
currents. Therefore, the LDO input (VDD) and the output (Vout) use doubles pads.
The ground pad (GND) of the internal LDO circuit requires very little current. But
when this chip supplies a large current to other chips, the return current will flow
back to the GND pads. Therefore, GND also requires double pads.
In this design, a new pad with M8 and M9 is required for high current circuits.
For the signal path, the original pads are sufficient. The new pads have a little weaker
anti-ESD protect effect than the original pads.
More pads can do more, but the distance between the two pads will be shorter.
Shortened distances make bonding more difficult or impossible. Therefore, in order
to easily bond the chip to the PCB, the distance is set to 18 µm. Thus every side of
the chip has 9 pads, and the four sides have 36 pads together. The pads distribution
is shown in Figure 6.5.
Different colors represent different devices. The light green part is LDO1; the
light yellow one is LDO2; the blue one is LDO3; the green one is buck converter;
the yellow one is the bandgap.
Every LDO needs 7 independent pads and together share one pad Vre f . Each
bandgap requires one output pad, and the two bandgaps share the same power supply
VDD (1.5 V ) and ground (GND). The buck converter requires 8 pads for inputs and
outputs. The two pads on the left are used for the anti-ESD protect ring.
The 7 pads of the LDO are dual VDD (VDD1,2,3), dual VOUT (VOUT1,2,3),
dual GND (GND1,2,3) and one adjustable pad (Vadj1,2,3). All of these pads are
near distribution in the power pads. The pad Vadj is used for regulate the output
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Fig. 6.5: Pads distribution of the chip
voltage, which connects the voltage divider out of the chip, which divides the VOUT
and GND.
The common pad Vref of the LDO is the pad 15 at the bottom of the chip, which
is close to the bandgap1 (BG1) output (pad 16) and bandagp2 (BG2) output (pad
14) to reduce the EMC interference. The off chip switch can be used to select the
bandgap or the outside voltage reference to be used. The bandgap power and ground
are the pad 19 and pad 18, respectively, which are close to the bandgaps to reduce
the IR drop.
The buck converter has 8 pads, and the voltage reference pad Vref BUCK (pad
17) is also close to BG1 and BG2, which reduces the EMC interference and the IR
drops. And there is also an off chip switch to select which bandgap or other reference
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voltage to use. The buck controller will output PWM signals on the PWM_UP and
WMP_DONW pads, which are located on the pad 4 and 5, respectively. These two
signals are relative signals. So the signal lines and the pads are put together. The
ramp signals RampIN BUCK and RampOUT BUCK are located on pad 21 and pad
20, respectively. The RampIN BUCK is used to test the ramp signal situation, and
the RampOUT BUCK is used to porvide the ramp signal to the comparator. The off
chip switch is used to select an internal ramp signal or other ramp signal, such as a
signal generator. So the two pads are put together. The buck converter internal circuit
power supply VDD_1.5VBUCK (pad 23) and ground GNDBUCK (pad 22) are also
placed together and close to the buck converter circuit for better EMC design. The
left VadjBUCK is used to obtain feedback signal from the off chip voltage divider.
The voltage divider can change the output voltage.
There are two left pads (pad 3 and 4) for the VDDE and GNDE, respectively.
The both pads are used for the anti-ESD rail clamp power supply and ground, which
can protect the pads from the ESD or other high voltage from outside.
In addition to the pad current limitation, another limiting path is the connection
between the LDO and the power pad. The limitation comes from limited power wire
widths and wire space. For example, the power connection is shown in Figure 6.6.
Fig. 6.6: Limited current by the power lines
Although the pad has sufficient width, the power line connecting to this pad has
three 12 µm width and one 6 µm width power line, which use M9. This power line
reduces the upper limit current from 2.66 A to 1.26 A. Nevertheless, it is enough for
the power current, and it just has not so much current margin.
6.1.2 Anti-ESD and I/O Design Strategy
When a chip is produced or tested on board, it is often subjected to different types
of electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage. Different environments produce different
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kinds of ESD. There are three main ESD effects: charging device model (CDM),
human body model (HBM) and machine model (MM). They are shown in Figure
6.7.
Fig. 6.7: ESD effects, the left for CDM, the middle for HBM, and the right for MM
The CDM charges come from the substrate through the internal circuit to the
pads in the manufacturing environment. For example the mechanical device handling
where devices slide down shipping tubes, and the test handlers that build up a charge
that’s subsequently discharged to ground.
The HBM charges come from the static electricity of human body. The human
body can produce even several thousands volt. When human touches the chip without
the anti-ESD device, the chip will be easily broken.
The MM charges come from the outside machine discharging, such as a rapid
transfer of energy from a charged conductor to the conductive leads of the chip. The
charged board assembly, charged cables, and the conduction arm of an automatic
tester can also become the charge sources.
The current effects of three ESD models are shown in Figure 6.8.
When the technology is sub-90 nm, there is a new model: the ball-bonding ESD
(BBD). The stress period of BBE (about 20 ns) is shorter than HBM and MM (about
several hundred ns), but longer than CDM (about several ns). And the ESD voltage
is much smaller (about 13 V ) than the other three ESD models. The BBE comes
from the charged wire through the pads and devices, which connect the pads and the
substrate.
Many anti-ESD protection devices only can be used to protect HBM and MM,
but not CDM. Because the normal ESD protection device is in the pads and there
is no direct current path between the internal circuit and the anti-ESD protection
device.
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Fig. 6.8: Simulation ESD currents of CDM, HBM, and MM models under the same outside
conditions
The pads are used for interacting with the externals, so all pads need the anti-
ESD protection to protect the internal circuit from ESD damage, which comes from
different surroundings.
There are two anti-ESD methods. One is to reduce the ESD charge and redis-
tribute the charge through the power rail, and the other is to use the snapback effect
to guide the charge to ground or the power supply. The anti-ESD network is shown
in Figure 6.9.
Fig. 6.9: Anti-ESD network of the chip
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The first method mainly uses the diode to connect ground and the power supply,
which makes any two pins have the current path through the power rail. When there
is the ESD charge on the pads, some charges are induced to the power rail ring
through the primary ESD1 and the second ESD2. These charges will be distributed
on the power rail ring, and the extra charges will flow through the power clamp back
to the VSS. Because of the limited resistor R2, most charges flow by the path 3 (the
thick blue dotted line) and a few charges use the path 4 (the thin blue dotted line).
The second method primarily uses the primary ESD2 and the second ESD2 to
induce the ESD charges flowing through the path 1 (the thick red dotted line) and
the path 2 (the thin red dotted line). For the same reason as the blue lines, most of
the ESD charges will flue out through the primary EDS2. The primary anti-ESD and
the second anti-ESD circuits can be implemented by the diode and the GGNOMS
with snapback voltage.
The second ESD1 and ESD2 are useful for the ESD CDM model. In this design,
the input power voltages are larger than the core voltage of 1.2V, so the power clamp
between AVDD and AVSS can be ignored. However, if the core power supply is
used, the power clamp is necessary. The anti-ESD network is realized in Figure 6.10.
Fig. 6.10: Anti-ESD design in the pads
Figure 6.10 includes the I/O voltage and core voltage analogue power domain.
The different power domains use the different pads. This design uses the left part
I/O voltage power domain.
To reduce latch-up, the resistance between the pads and the power supply or
ground should be less than 1 Ω. Besides the different power voltage, the different
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power domains have also different power rail rings, which connect all pads to the
power ring. For example, the I/O and core voltage analogue power domain have only
two voltage rings: VSS and TAVDD. The digital domain with the standard pads has
four voltage rings: VSS, VDD, VSSPST and VDDPST.
All domains have the same VSS because they share the same substrate. Different
domains are divided by the power cut analogue (PRCUTA) cell, which only allows
the VSS ring going through. The analogue PRCUTA cell cuts the analogue domains,
and the digital PRCUTA cell cuts the digital domains. The analogue and digital
domains are cut by the analogue PRCUTA cell.
In Figure 6.9 the diodes (between AVSS and VSS) and the diodes (between
TAVDD and AVSS) are realized by the PAVSS pad. The structure is shown in Figure
6.11.
Fig. 6.11: Structure of the PVSS3A pad
When the AVSS potential is above or below VSS of a diode voltage, the ESD
charge will be distributed to VSS through the bidirectional diode. AVSS also gives
the ground potential of the internal circuit.
The Power Clamp in Figure 6.9 is implemented by PVDD3A. Its structure is
shown in Figure 6.12. The outside gives this pad the TAVDD voltage, which is the
power rail ring. Through the parallel resistors R1 and R2, AVDD is offered to the
internal analogue macro circuits. The parallel resistance is very mall which is about
70 µΩ, so it will not influence the AVDD voltage.
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Fig. 6.12: Structure of the PVDD3A pad
M1 and M2 form an inverter. R0 and C0 form a low-pass filter with a time constant
on µs level, which delays the TAVDD signal. When no ESD happens, node 1 is at
high potential, so node 2 is at a low potential, which turns off the NMOS M3. When
the ESD charge is distributed to the power rail ring (TAVDD), the TAVDD potential
rises. Since the low-pass filter delays the TAVDD voltage variation, the voltage
crossing R0 will be larger. There will be more current flowing through M1 to node 2,
so node 2 voltage increases, which will turn on M3. ESD charging on TAVDD will
be uncharged by M3. So this circuit has a clamping function.
The primary ESD1 and ESD2 in Figure 6.9 are implemented by PDB3A. The
structure is shown in Figure 6.13.
Fig. 6.13: Structure of the PDB3A pad
Six parallel diodes can not only reduce the path resistance, but also enhance the
anti-static capability. It can bear 2 kV HBM ESD effect and has optimum design
for both ESD robustness and EM (current) capacity. Some diodes are connected in
series to reduce capacitance.
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The second ESD1 and ESD2 are used for the CDM effect on the signal pads,
implemented by internal circuitry instead of pads. It is shown in Figure 6.14.
Fig. 6.14: The second anti-ESD device
When the signal input and output pads are connected to the gate terminal, a series
resistor is required to protect the device. For PMOS, the resistor will connect to
power, and for NMOS the resistor will connect to ground. When the signal input and
output pads are connected to the drain terminal, it should have a second anti-ESD
protection. The circuit uses a parasitic lateral BJT to implement a sanpback clamp
through GGNMOS and GGPMOS. GGNMOS is shown in Figure 6.15 as an example,
and GGPMOS has the similar structure.
Fig. 6.15: Anti-ESD breakdown clamp of the GGNMOS
Normally, the gate of the GGNMOS is shorted to the source, so the drain current
is zero. When the ESD charges accumulate on the drain, the drain voltage increases.
iSub flows through Rsub and the triode will be turned on. At this time, the drain
voltage grows up to Vt1. Then an avalanche happens. The triode reaches the first
electric breakdown, and a lot of ESD charges will go to ground through GGNMOS.
There is an important point that the current cannot go to the second breakdown point
(Vt2). After the second point, GGNMOS will happen the heat breakdown, and cannot
recover. So GGNMOS should use the multiple figures structure, and the layout
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ensures that the current is distributed evenly, in order to avoid the currents focusing
on the few fingers, which will break GGNMOS. GGPMOS transistors have the same
anti-ESD principle with GGNMOS, but there is one different. In GGPMOS, the
current is formed by the holes not the electrons. The slower hole mobility makes
the reaction slow down. Therefore, the anti-ESD effect of GGPMOS is weaker than
GGNMOS.
The RPO layer is used for blocking the salicide layer. The salicide layer can
reduce the contact resistance. But the anti-ESD circuit needs the larger drain resis-
tance to trigger the snapback voltage easily. The internal transistors need the RPO
layer increase the drain terminal resistance in order to improve the anti-ESD effect.
Another method, which increases the drain terminal resistance, is to insert nwell
resistors into the drain terminal.
Based on the above principle, this design avoids to use RPO resistors and nwell
resistors. Because these resistors with RPO layer can be seen as the anti-ESD device,
and are easily broken by the static electricity.
6.2 Electrical Test Results
In order to test the chip, this section designs one test board. It is shown in Figure
6.16. This test board can test three kinds of LDOs, two kinds of bandgaps and one
buck type DC-DC respectively, and there is the fuses on the power input for safety.
The J2-J6 are the jumper switches, and they are used for choosing which part will
power on. To test the variable load, the triodes BC817 are chosen for the switches.
The signal generator can produce the square wave, which can drive the triode BC817.
The jumper J7-J9, J14 are used for connecting the transient load to the power output.
The adjustable potentiometers can be used for changing the static load. The bonding
board and the test board are shown in Figure 6.17.
The first figure is the bonding board, which uses the diameter 27 µm aluminum
wire connecting the pins and the PCB pads. The bonding wires length is from 1 mm
to 2 mm, and there is the thermal glue under the chip, which can fix the chip to PCB.
The second figure is the front view of the test board and the third figure is the back
view. The chip is on the back of the board. To protect the chip, there is one black
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Fig. 6.16: Power management chip test schematic
cover on the chip. The forth figure is the test surrounding, which includes the power,
the oscilloscope and so on.
6.2.1 LDO Electrical Tests
When testing three LDOs, BG1 is used for the reference voltage. Limited by test
conditions, load regulation, line regulation, minimum voltage supply, maximum
output current and transient recovery time are tested here.
Firstly, it tests the LDO load regulations. It connects the LDO output to a high-
power slide rheostat. Change the output resistance, and monitor the output current.
It can get the output voltage and the corresponding current. The results can be found
in Figure 6.18.
The blue lines are the test lines, and the red lines are the fitting lines. When the
output terminal has 30 mΩ, the orange lines are the simulation lines . The LDO1 and
LDO2 can get the post simulation result, but the LDO3 cannot get because of its lack
the simulation model. The LDO1 NMOS is the normal transistor from the TSMC
library. The LDO2 NMOS uses the H shape transistors, which can be changed on the
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Fig. 6.17: Bonding board and test board
normal transistor, so the normal simulation model can be used. The LDO3 NMOS
uses the ELT transistor, in which the S terminal surrounds the gate and the gate
surrounds the D terminal. The Cadence software cannot extract parasitic parameters
from ELT transistors, so ELT transistors circuit cannot do the post simulation. The
normal transistor, H shape transistor and the ELT transistor increase in order the
anti-radiation performance.
These three LDOs can compare different electrical properties. If there is an
opportunity, we can compare their different radiation-aware performance.
The fittings in Figure 6.18 shows that the LDO1, LDO2 and LDO3 have the load
regulation 40.5 mV/A, 57.5 mV/A and 64.7 mV/A, respectively. Comparing the
post simulation load regulation of 1.47 mV/A, there are large differences between
them. After analysis, the differences mainly come from the output line resistance.
The bonding wires give out the main contribution. The bonding wire resistance can
be seen in Figure 6.19. In this figure, the X-axis is the different kinds of aluminum
wire diameters, and the Y-axis is how much resistance for one meter corresponding
aluminum wire.
It can be seen that when using the 27 µm diameter aluminum wire, every cen-
timeter aluminum wire has 60 mΩ and the power pad wire is about one centimeter.
The power line uses the dual pads for safety, so the output lines have about 30 mΩ
resistance. Based on this, when doing the post simulation, it should add 30 mΩ on
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Fig. 6.18: LDO1 (top left), LDO2 (top right), LDO3 (lower) load regulations
the output. In this case, the LDO1 and LDO2’s load regulations are 47.2 mV/A and
53.0 mV/A, respectively, which have the deviations 14.2% and 8.5% with the test
values. These deviations are within the acceptable range.
From Figure 6.18, it can be seen that, when the output current is maximum 0.6
A, the output voltage is 1.17 V , which is slightly lower than 1.2 V . However, the
output voltage can be adjusted by an external resistor, so it has little influence to the
application. The test results and the post simulation with 30 mΩ can be seen in Table
6.1.
Table 6.1: LDO output load regulations table
LDO1 LDO2 LDO3
Post-simulation result 0.0472 V/A 0.0530 V/A
Test result 0.0405 V/A 0.0575 V/A 0.0647 V/A
Deviation 14.2% 8.5%
LDO3 load regulation is slightly larger than LDO1 and LDO2. The reason is
the LDO3 bonding wire is slightly larger, which results in a larger output resistance.
However, it cannot be verified because of the lack of post simulation model.
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Fig. 6.19: Bonding wire resistance (Logarithmic coordinates)
Then test the LDOs’s line regulations. When testing, the loads are set to 0.6 A.
Adjust the input voltage, and monitor the output voltage variation. The results can
be seen in Figure 6.20.
Fig. 6.20: LDO1 (top left), LDO2 (top right), LDO3 (lower) line regulations with the output
current 0.6 A
The blue lines are the test lines, and the red lines are the fitting lines for the line
regulation. The figures show that the LDO1 and LDO2 post simulation results are
almost the same with the test results. For the same reason, the LDO3 cannot be
compared. The three LDOs post simulation results and test results are shown in
Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.2: LDO output line regulations table (0.6 A)
LDO1 LDO2 LDO3
Post-simulation result 0.0117 V/V 0.0265 V/V
Test result 0.0691 V/V 0.0588 V/V 0.0496 V/V
Similar to the load regulation simulation results, the line regulation post simu-
lation also has 30 mΩ on the output, which comes from the bonding wires. So the
results are a little larger. In this case, the post simulation results have quite difference
from the test results, as shown in Table 6.3. At the same time, the minimum power
supply test results are almost the same with the post simulation results.
Table 6.3: LDO minimum power supply comparing table
LDO1 LDO2 LDO3
Post-simulation result 1.234 V 1.294 V
Test result 1.263 V 1.264 V 1.260 V
According to the data analysis, the large line regulation differences mainly come
from the IR drop of the PCB board. To verify this conclusion, test the line regulation
and do post simulation without any load.
The results can be seen in Figure 6.21. Because of the lack of LDO3 post
simulation, only the LDO1 and LDO2 comparison results are shown here.
Fig. 6.21: LDO1 (left), LDO2 (right) line regulations with no load
After analysis, the no load line regulation post simulation results are shown in
Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: LDO output line regulations table (0 A)
LDO1 LDO2 LDO3
Post-simulation result 0.0041 V/V 0.0074 V/V
Test result 0.0078 V/V 0.0134 V/V 0.0159 V/V
It can be seen that the difference between the post simulation and the test is small.
This result further verifies that the PCB board and the chip IR drop can greatly affect
line regulation. This is also why the three LDO test results are very different. At
large current, LDO1 has a larger difference, so it can be inferred that the LDO1 input
power line has a large IR drop, which reduces the LDO1 line regulation capability.
The next step is to test the transient recovery time. After the test, it can be found
that the three LDOs have similar test results. Therefore, only the LDO1 oscilloscope
measurement results are taken as an example here. It is shown in Figure 6.22. From
the result, it can be seen that the fast load recovery time is less than 800 ns, which
is 600 ns. Even though it is larger than the post simulation of 200 ns, it is a good
indicator of the load transients.
Fig. 6.22: LDO1 transient load recovery time simulation
When testing the transient recovery time, change the load current suddenly by 0.6
A, and monitor the output voltage. In Figure 6.22, the red line is the post simulation
result, and the blue line is the test result. The results show that the two lines are
basically the same. The test result is slightly worse than the post simulation result.
The main reason is the switching action of the load current variation is slowed by the
parasitic resistance and capacitance. The switching action is not fast enough, which
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can influence the output reaction speed. It can also be found that after the output
voltage is restored, the steady voltage is a little difference with the post simulation.
The difference comes from the load regulation caused by the output line resistance.
Limited by the test devices, the LDO’s other parameters such as the PSR cannot
be tested in current laboratory. From the current test results, some important parame-
ter test results are not much difference from the post simulation result, and they can
meet the demands of the front-end. From the horizontal comparisons between the
three LDOs, it can be found that when the PMOS is the same, the three different of
NMOS will have few influence on the LDO test results.
6.2.2 Bandgap Electrical Tests
The bandgap test items mainly focus on line regulation and the minimum supply
voltage. Due to the lack of a temperature change chamber, it cannot perform different
temperature tests.
When test the line regulation, the test measure is the same as the LDOs. The
results are shown in Figure 6.23.
Fig. 6.23: Bandgap line regulations, left is the bandgap without OPA, right is the bandgap
with OPA
BG1 is the bandgap without OPA, and BG2 is the bandgap with OPA. The blue
line is the test result, the red line is the fitting line, and the orange one is the post
simulation result. After the analysis, the post simulation and test results are shown
in Table 6.5.
Since the bandgap input and output currents are very small, the IR drops from
the parasitic resistance are also very small. From the figure, it can be seen that the
post simulation and the test result of the bandgap without OPA are similar, with a
deviation of less than 10%. The bandgap with OPA is better, with a deviation of
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Table 6.5: Bandgap line regulations comparison table
BG1 BG2
Post-simulation result 0.0144 V/V 0.0286 V/V
Test result 0.0160 V/V 0.0310 V/V
about 7.7%. However, when the input voltage is slowly increased, the bandgap with
OPA has a larger deviation. The preliminary judgment reason is the mismatch of the
MOS transistors and the resistors. This deviation dose not affect normal use, so both
of the bandgaps can be used as a reference voltage. The minimum input voltage is
shown in Figure 6.6.
Table 6.6: Bandgaps minimum input voltages table
BG1 BG2
Post-simulation result 0.879 V 1.10 V
Test result 0.856 V 1.05 V
In BG1, the minimum input voltage test result is almost the same as the simulation
result. In BG2, the simulation results are slightly larger than the test result, and
the reason is the same as the line regulation difference. The table also shows that
the bandgap without OPA is more suitable for low power supply, which can work
when the input voltage less than 0.9 V . Therefore, this bandgap has an advantage
in advanced technologies. The bandgap with OPA requires an input voltage larger
than 1 V , which is limited by the OPA structure. So it can be used in the about 1.2 V
technology. Specific to this design, both bandgaps can meet the LDO requirements.
The BG1 and BG2 start-up processes are shown in Figure 6.24.
Fig. 6.24: Bandgap start-up simulation and test results, left: the bandgap without OPA, right:
the bandgap with OPA
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The red line is the test result and the blue one is the post simulation. The figure
shows that the post simulation and the test results are almost identical. The post
simulation result is of 7-8 µs larger than the simulation result in Chapter 4. The
difference is, in this chapter post, simulation considering the PCB board output
filtering capacitors. The total capacitance is approximately 25 pF , which includes a
20 pF filter capacitance and a approximately 5 pF parasitic capacitance between the
output line and ground.
Table 6.7: Bandgap start-up time table
BG1 BG2
Post-simulation result 10 µs 7 µs
Test result 12 µs 8 µs
BG1 and BG2 have different start-up circuits. The BG1 start-up process has
some jitter. The reason is the start-up process has two switching actions (ON and
OFF), which can interfere with the output voltage. And BG2 has only one switch
on action, so the start-up process is more stable. But BG1 will cost less extra power
consumption, because the BG1 start-up circuit will switch off after the start-up.
Corresponding to this, the BG2 will always work, even if the circuit has started, so it
will consume more power. Both circuits have their pros and cons. For better start-up
process, it should use the BG2 start-up circuit, which will consume more power. For
less power consumption, it should use the BG1 start-up circuit at the cost of longer
start-up time with some jitter. For this design, there is not these limit, so both start-up
circuits can meet the requirements
6.2.3 BUCK Electrical Tests
For the buck type DC-DC, the test mainly focuses on the maximum output current,
the load regulation, the line regulation and the power efficiency.
The DC-DC load regulation test method is the same as the LDO and bandgap.
Change the output load and monitor the output voltage. Power efficiency measure-
ments are dependent on the ratio of output power to input power. The output power
can be obtained by multiplying the output voltage and the output current. The input
power comes from the power device. When the input voltage is 3.3 V , change the
output load to get the corresponding power efficiency, as shown in Table 6.8.
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The data in the table can be plotted in Figure 6.25. In this figure, the abscissa
represents the output current and the ordinate represents the power efficiency. When
the output current is 0.8 A, the power efficiency is up to 82.6%. When the load
is lighter, the power efficiency decreases. The power loss mainly comes from the
switching action. When the load is heavier, the power efficiency also decreases.
In this case, power loss mainly comes from the MOS transistors and inductance
resistance, while larger current will result in lower power efficiency. This figure
also shows that the output current can be larger than 1.5 A, which is larger than the
request of 1 A. To protect the chip, the test does not explore the maximum current
limit.
Table 6.8: DC-DC output load variation test table
RL(Ω) 1 1.25 1.5 1.88 2.3 2.5 3 3.75 5 7.5
Iin (A) 0.89 0.68 0.56 0.45 0.37 0.34 0.29 0.24 0.19 0.14
Vout (V ) 1.495 1.498 1.501 1.501 1.502 1.502 1.502 1.502 1.502 1.502
Iout (A) 1.49 1.19 1 0.80 0.65 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.20
Effect 75.8% 79.4% 81.2% 82.6% 81.2% 80.3% 78.4% 75.8% 71.9% 65.0%
Fig. 6.25: DC-DC power efficiency figure
From Table 6.8, it can also get the relationship between output current and output
voltage, which is load regulation. The result is shown in Figure 6.26. The load
regulation is about 5%.
After analysis, 5% is mainly from the output line resistance, similar to the LDO
load regulation.
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Fig. 6.26: DC-DC power load regulation
The DC-DC input voltage range is from 2.5 V to 3.3 V . The line regulation
can be obtained by the similar method of LDO and bandgap. The line regulation is
shown in Figure 6.27.
Fig. 6.27: DC-DC power line regulation
Because of the input IR drop problem, different input currents will result in
different line regulations. Therefore, this test uses a different input currents: 0 A,
0.18 A, 0.36 A, 0.55 A. As can be seen from the figure, the DC-DC line regulations
are 0.02%, 0.05%, 0.07%, 0.08%, respectively. The minimum supply voltages is 1.5
V , 1.7 V , 1.9 V , 2.0 V . The variation of the minimum supply voltage also comes
from the IR drops. The DC-DC output voltage ripple is about 20 mV , below the
request of 30 mV .
The DC-DC start-up simulation and test results are shown in Figure 6.28.
In this figure, when the load is about 0.4 A, the simulation and test results are
similar. The simulation start-up time is about 100 µs, and the test start-up time is
about 150 µs. The difference comes from the different switching action. The PCB
parasitic capacitance and resistance can delay the test start-up.
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Fig. 6.28: DC-DC power start-up simulation result (left) and test result (right)
Due to the limited equipment in the laboratory, some tests cannot be achieved,
including high frequency suppress situation. From the above test result, the designed
DC-DC converter can meet the power requirements. When one FEE power is
about 600 mW , the switch DC-DC converter can provide two FEE chips to operate.
Therefore, the buck switch DC-DC can supply TIGER (the CGEM-IT FEE).
After the above tests, three kinds of LDOs, two kinds of bandgaps, and one buck
type DC-DC can work together well under normal conditions. These blocks can
form one good power management, which can provide excellent power for front-end
circuits in high energy physics applications.
6.3 The Further Radiation Test
Based on the electrical test, the next step is the raditaion test. The main raidation
effects are TID and SEL, so the radiation test will focus on these two effects.
To the three kinds of LDOs, the radiation test can get the different NMOS anti-
radiation capability, especilly the H shape transistor. To the BESIII experiment, the
100 krad(Si) TID is enough, but one of the test aims is to get the maximum anti-
radiation ability, so the test will be doing till the three LDOs are broken. Through
the radiation-aware design, the expect TID indicator is 500 krad(Si).
To the both bandagps, the radiation test can evaluate the new bandgap structure
anti-radiation capability, and compare the different apparance of the two bandgaps
in radiation capability. The expect TID indicator is same as the LDOs.
To the buck DC-DC part, since only some circuits are on-chip, when doing
the raditaion test, it is necessary to protect the off-chip circuit including the power
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transitors, the filter capacitor and the inductor. The test result can only reflect partly
anti-radiation capability. The expect TID indicator is the same as the other blocks.
By expanding the space between transistors, and placing the substrate connectors
and nwell connectors, the LDO, bandgap and DC-DC have some anti-latch up
capability. The SEL test target for the blocks is 85 MeV -cm2/mg, which can bear
most radiation surroundings.
The radiation test will be planned to do in Padua where TID radiation testing can
be performed.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis covers the design and implementation of low-quiescent radiation-hard
IP cores and front-end amplifier design in deep sub-micron CMOS technologies for
high-energy physics applications.
A versatile power management chain based on CMOS IP cores is proposed, and
includes one switching DC-DC converter, three kinds of LDOs and two kinds of
bandgaps.
Two alternative low-quiescent bandgap schemes were developed and fabricated.
Both circuits produce a stable 600 mV output with a temperature coefficient of less
than 10 ppm between -30 ◦C to 130 ◦C.
The three LDOs use three kinds of layout structure: linear, H-shape and ELT
MOSFET. Extensive previous work demonstrated the ELT as the best candidate for
radiation-hardness, while an H-shape layout could be advantageous in terms of area
and matching. The three flavours of LDO provide a 1.2 V output, and a maximum
load current of 0.6 A. The transient recovery time is less than 1 µs.
A Buck DC-DC converter scales down the input voltage (2.5 V -3.3 V ) to 1.5
V with a voltage ripple of about 20 mV , a power efficiency larger than 70%, and a
maximum output current of 1 A.
The blocks are deployed and characterised as self-consistent CMOS IP cores,
but the test-chip can be used as complete power management chain for a compact
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front-end board design, handling an input voltage in the range (2.5 V -3.3 V ) and
generating a 1.2 V voltage with a maximum output current up to 0.6 A, featuring an
overall power efficiency of 60%.
A test chip including the developed IP cores was fabricated in a Muiti-project
Wafer run using a TSMC 65 nm technology, and the electrical test results of the
prototype are herein reported.
Experimental characterisation data for all circuits is coherent with post-layout
simulations including the pad-ring and stray inductance of the bond wires.
7.2 Outlook
The proposed power management IP cores provide a suitable set of specifications for
the use of this circuitry in state-of-the-art front-end electronics for HEP experiments.
While the design of the IP cores, in terms of voltage range and output current
capability, used specifications based on the future CGEM-IT on-detector electronics,
the prototype is suitable to be used for power and biasing of front-end electronics
modules using a power supply in the order of 1.0 V -1.2 V .
The radiation hardness of the developed IP cores is still to be assessed. Despite
the fact that the lower radiation dose expected a the specific application to the CGEM-
IT (10 krad(Si) / year), the comparison of the proposed transistor layouts under
higher TID would be a strong future asset for this work. A second shortcoming of
this thesis is the low power efficiency of the proposed Buck DC-DC converter.
Future research in this field should evaluate the possibility to implement a dis-
tributed power management and bias scheme on-chip. This solution, suitable to
be used with linear or matrix channel/pixel chips, would use an array of dedicated
bandgap and capless linear regulator on-chip. Based on the density, fill-factor and
target PSRR, the regional capless LDOs and bias circuits could be used on a chan-
nel/pixel level or as sectors. Besides allowing for faster transient times at the output
of the power regulator, this implementation would minimise on-chip hotspots or
temperature gradients, and compensate for local power variations due to IR-drop on
the supply metallisation.
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Appendix A
A Custom IC Dsign for the Readout
of the BESIII CGEM-IT Detector
A.1 The CGEM-IT Project
The CGEM-IT project is used in the BESIII experiment carried out at BEPC II. It is
shown in Figure A.1.
Fig. A.1: Layout of BEPC
The Beijing Electron-Positron Collider II (BEPC II) is a Chinese electron-
positron collider, a large particle accelerator, which is an update upgrade of the
former BEPC. BEPC was built on 1989, and the update started in 2004. The target
of BEPC II was a the luminosity 100 times better than BEPC. This target has been
realized on April 5, 2016, as shown in Figure A.2.
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Fig. A.2: The word record of BEPC II
The energy range of BEPC II mainly produces some high energy particles
including τ , J/ψ and its related particles, so BEPC II has another name "the factory
of τ , J/ψ ".
Along with the update of BEPC II, the main detector was also updated from BES
to BESIII. BESIII detects the high energy particles produced by the collisions of
high energy electron-positron. BESIII is shown in Figure A.3.
Fig. A.3: BESIII actual picture
BESIII consists of four main detectors: the Main Drift Chamber (MDC), the
Time Of Flight system (TOF), the Electro-Magnetic Calorimeter (EMC) and the
Muon Chamber (MUC). The different detectors are shown in Figure A.4.
The TOF purpose is to measure the flight time of charged particles for particle
identification (PID).
The EMC primary function is to precisely measure energies and positions of
electrons and photons.
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The MUC (muon counter) is a gaseous detector based on Resistive Plate Cham-
bers (RPCs).
The Main Drift Chamber is the innermost sub-detector of the BESIII detector. It
is one of the most important sub-detectors. Its main functions are:
• Precise momentum measurement. To achieve this, special cares should be
taken to minimize the effects of multiple Coulomb scattering in the design;
• Adequate dE/dx resolution for particle identification;
• Good reconstruction efficiency for short tracks from interaction point;
• Realization of charged particle trigger at level one;
• Maximum possible solid angle coverage for charged track measurement.
Fig. A.4: Detectors of BESIII
The MDC has 43 layers, which are divided into two trackers, and the trackers
share the same He based gas mixture. The inner tracker includes 8 stereo layers.
From inside to outside, the outer tracker includes the 12 axial layers, 16 stereo layers,
and 7 axial layers. The MDC is shown in Figure A.5.
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Fig. A.5: MDC architecture of BESIII
As time goes by, the MDC meets some problems: there is the significant anode
aging effect in the inner tracker, and the increased luminosity will speed up the anode
aging. The anode aging results in a lower efficiency, the aging rate is about 4% per
year. It is shown in Figure A.6.
Fig. A.6: Anode aging of the MDC (up to 2017)
In this situation, the inner tracker needs to be replaced in order to run up to
2022 or more. The Italian cooperation group proposed that a CGEM detector can be
used to replace the inner tracker. The CGEM (Cylindrical GEM) detector based on
GEM detectors, has been already used in the KLOE-2 experiment successfully. This
replace MDC project is the CGEM-IT which is the abbreviation of Cylindrical Gas
Electron Multipliers Inner Tracker.
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A.2 Readout System of the CGEM-IT
The CGEM-IT detector has three layers, and each layer is composed by a triple
cylindrical GEM. It is shown in Figure A.7.
Fig. A.7: Three layers architecture of CGEM-IT
In the CGEM-IT, it is impossible to read out every position signal separately at
the present technology level. To reduce the number of readout channel, this project
uses the two-dimensional readout method. The anode readout picture is shown in
Figure A.8.
The X strips are one dimensional, and the V strips are the other dimensional. The
two kind of strips form the α angle. The hit positions can be located by the two
direction strips. The goal of spatial resolution (the pitch) is 130 µm, so normally
the distance between microstrips is 130 µm. But in this case, there is also too many
channels to be read and it is difficult to read them. In this design, the CGEM-IT
can use a larger pitch to get the better space resolution. The specific methods are
described in the next section.
In the V and X directions, the pitches are 650 µm. This project uses the jagged
strip for improvement, which can reduce the inter strip capacitance about 30%. The
lower parasitic capacitance is useful to lower the cross talk and the ENC noise.
These strips can give a signal on the two sides of the CGEM. Due to diffusion,
the charge cloud collected on the readout board is larger than the strip width. So the
weighting method is used for calculating the exact track position in two dimensions.
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Fig. A.8: Two-dimensional readout method
The three layers respectively have different strip numbers and different angles, and
the details are shown in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Different layer strips numbers
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3
X strips 846 1281 1692
V strips 1176 2193 2838
Total strips 2022 3474 3530
Stereo angle 45.9 33.1 33.0
The total channels number is 10026. These channels will transfer the signal to
the two sides through the Anode flexible PCB. Take the second layer for an example,
which is shown in Figure A.9.
Fig. A.9: Anode PCB board of the second layer
The two PCB boards can output all signal from the second layer. The second
layer has together 3474 channels, each PCB board transfers 1737 channels. If every
readout terminal has the 128 channels read-out ability, each side needs 14 terminals
to read out. The installed readout terminal is shown in Figure A.10.
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Fig. A.10: Signal readout terminal cards of the second layer
The transition board provides interconnections to the anode strips and the GND,
provides support and fixing for the front-end electronics (FEE) board, and hosts
the ASIC input protection network. The FEE boards offer two 64 channels ASICs,
power supply and the input/output connectors.
Together all the three layers need 10026 channels, and every FEE board contains
128 channels (2×64channels). The whole signal readout system is shown in Figure
A.11.
Fig. A.11: Signal readout system of the CGEM-IT
The on-detector electronics (the FEE boards) get the signal with good S/N ratio,
and the off-detector electronics (the data readout boards and connection boards)
dispose the data further on the experiment platform, which needs at least 20 meters
long cables to connect.
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A.3 Detector Conditions and FEE Indicators
The detector function decides what kinds of parameters are needed by the front-end
ASIC. The main aim of the CGEM-IT is the spatial resolution σxy = 130 µm. To
get so high spatial resolution using the 650 µm pitch is a challenge. The CGEM-IT
uses the charge centroid and micro TPC together to reach the goal.
The charge centroid readout method, widely used, is based on the center-of-
gravity of the induced charge distribution. The working principle of the charge
centroid is shown in Figure A.12, and the position can be given using the following
equation:
Fig. A.12: Illustration of the charge centroid for path through tracks with magnetic field B
off
< X >=
ΣiXiqi
Σqi
(A.1)
The position resolution of the charge centroid method has been carried out by
Debbe, Radeka and O’Brien [47]:
σ =
√
(n−1) ·W ·ENC
∑ni=1 Qi
(A.2)
where W is the pitch width; n means the fired strips; Qi means charge collected by
the strip i; and ENC means the Equivalent Noise Charge [48]. According to this
equation, to get the 130 µm position resolution, if the input charge is 1 fC, and the
fired strips number is 3, the ENC should be less than:
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ENC ⩽ 1 fC ·130 µm√
(3−1) ·650 µm = 850 e (A.3)
This number is the whole system ENC noise, which includes all the front-end
noise and the ADC noise. When the system uses the 10-bit Wilkinson ADC, the
valid bits are about 9-bit which will correspond from 1 fC to 50 fC. So every step
means:
Chargestep =
50 fC
29
= 0.097 fC = 610 e (A.4)
The ENC noise results from the ADC is:
ENCADC =
Chargestep√
12
= 176 e (A.5)
The ENC left for the analogue front-end ENCFEE is:
ENCFEE =
√
ENC2−ENC2ADC = 832 e (A.6)
This charge centroid method is suitable for the charge Gaussian distribution.
When the particle crosses the GEM with a large incident angle, or there is a strong
magnetic field, the charge distribution will not exactly a Gaussian. The resolution of
the charge centroid will be worse. The situations are shown in Figure A.13.
Fig. A.13: Worse situations by the charge centroid
In these situations, the micro-TPC (µT PC) method is used [49]. In this case,
the drift gap can be seen as a micro time projection chamber and the position of
each primary ionization zi can be gotten by the drift velocity (about 30 µm/ns in the
MDC gas surrounding) of the electrons and the signal time on the strip.
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In order to minimize the error, the middle of the drift gap (5 mm) corresponding
xcharge position as a reference, which can be gotten by the charge centroid. The
relative position is:
∆x =
gap
2
−b
a
(A.7)
So the position x can be gotten:
x = xcharge+∆x (A.8)
The position resolution σx is:
σx =
√
σ2xcharge +σ
2
∆x (A.9)
σxcharge can be ignored, so the σx depends on the σ∆x:
σ∆x =
√√√√(σa
a
)2
+
(
σb
b
)2
(A.10)
The a and b can be gotten from fitting the sample points (normally from 5 points
to 10 points). When the incident angle is small, σa/a and σb/b both are larger, so
µT PC is more effective when the incident angle is larger.
When the charge centroid and the µT PC methods work together, there are the
effects shown in Figure A.14.
From this figure, the two methods are complementary. The resolution resulting
from µT PC mainly depends on the Front-end time resolution, the jitter. Through the
simulation and comparing with other similar CGEM detectors, when the front-end
jitter is about 5 ns, µT PC can have the desired resolution.
In addition, the CGEM-IT should cope with an event rate of 104 Hz/cm2.
Through the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and comparing with the MDC inner
tracker, the event rate of one strip is 14 kHz/strip. Considering 4 times safety margin,
the maximum event rate on one strip is about 60 kHz with the tolerable loss rate
5%@60 kHz.
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Fig. A.14: Combined resolution with different incident angles
The detector demands the data rate 60 kHz. This data rate and the tolerate loss
rate can determine the dead time of the front-end design. The system dead time
decides the loss rate, so the shorter the better. There are two methods to count the
dead time. One is accurate method, which use the event Poisson distribution:
P(N,∆T ) =
(n∆T )N
N!
e−n∆T (A.11)
According to the Poisson distribution, there is the following dead time versus the
event rate Figure A.15. When the tolerable pile up is 5%, the 60 kHz corresponds to
the dead time of 1 µs.
The other method to get the dead time is an approximate method. When one
event appear, the following dead time is Td . And then in this dead time, there will be
the Td ·60 Hz event lost. So the detection efficiency is:
Ratee f f i =
1
1+Td ·60 Hz (A.12)
The numerator is one event which has been detected, the denominator means in
the detecting time, how many useful events happen. When the loss rate is 5%, the
effective rate is 95%, so the dead time Td can be easy to decide. Here just considers
one event caused by the dead time, and ignores two, three or more events, which are
rare. So it is an approximate method.
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Fig. A.15: Dead time versus the rate for different pile-up probabilities
There is a parasitic capacitance between the strips and the ground, and because
of the different strip length (especially the V direction), the capacitance is different
accordingly. The jagged strip are used to reduce the parasitic capacitance of about
30%. Through simulation and measurement, the present max parasitic capacitance is
about 50 pF . Considering the aging margin and other unknown deviation, the safety
factor 2 has been used. So the expected c capacitance output the FEE is 100 pF .
The desired efficiency is about 98%, and the efficiency depends on the triple
GEM gains, which results from the high voltage. The relationship between the gain
and the efficiency is shown in Figure A.16. It can be seen that when the gain reaches
6000 times, the efficiency is about 97%, and the trend is flat. The higher gain needs
larger voltage, which can result in the higher discharge phenomenon. So the 6000
times not only keeps the high efficiency but also has a low discharge.
Besides this benefit, the gain of the CGEM influences the resolution by the charge
centroid method, as shown in Figure A.17. When the gain is about 6000, there is a
better spatial resolution. The gain can influence the total charge and the fired strip.
Here there is one point which should be noticed. When the gas detection effi-
ciency is 97% and the FEE dead time reducing detection efficiency of 5%, the whole
efficiency will drop to 92%. So there is the 6% gap with the desired efficiency 98%.
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Fig. A.16: Relationship between the gain and the efficiency
Fig. A.17: Relationship between the gain and the resolution
When one electron is ionized and enlarged by the CGEM, the anode will collect
about 6000 electrons, that corresponds to 1 fC, so the down limit output charge is
1 fC. The upper limit output charge is the all the ionized electrons flow into two
strip when the charged particle goes through the CGEM with the incident angle zero
degree.
Through the simulation count, the dE/dx integral in the drift distance (5 mm),
the ionized electrons can be gotten. From the simulation, there are about maximum
28.75 fC electrons for 5 mm ionization gap and 6000 gas gain [48] output to the
strip. Considering some charge margin, the maximum 50 fC will be output to one
strip. So the charge collected by one strip is from 1 fC to 50 fC.
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Last but not least, the power consumption is limited by the space and the cooling
capacity. Considering these conditions, every channel cannot exceed 10 mW power
consumption.
Based on what discussed above, the detector FEE has the following condition
parameters, referring to Table A.2.
Table A.2: Detector condition parameters for the FEE
Input charge 1-50 fC
Detector capacitance 100 pF
Power consumption 10 mW /channel
Event rate 60 kHz
The front-end electronic indicators depend on the detector feature. Based on the
detector conditions, the FEE must reach the following indicators in order to meet the
CGEM-IT physics demands, which are shown in Table A.3.
Table A.3: FEE demand indicators
Accept charge 1 fC-50 fC
Time resolution (jitter) <6 ns @1 fC
ENC < 830 e @100 pF
Integral nonlinearity < 1% @1 fC-50 fC
Dead time <1 µs
A.4 Front-End ASIC Design
According to the last section, one FEE board should host 128 channels. The classical
discrete components cannot finish so many channels in the limited space, so the
ASIC technology is the only choice. Considering the cost and the application in
China, the UMC 110 nm CMOS technology is used.
From the perspective of integration, the ASIC chip is better to have more channels.
But when one chip integrates too much channel, there will be the power management
problem, the heat dissipation problem, and so on. As a compromise, each ASIC chip
includes 64 channels, and the power consumption is less than 10 mW ·64= 640 mW .
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Among of the front-end architectures, introduced in Chapter 1, the TOT archi-
tecture and the sample-hold architecture can be suitable for this kind of request. It
needs good noise and time jitter performance.
The jitter has three main sources. One is the time walk. It happens when the
different signal amplitudes cross the same threshold. All the signals have the same
shape, so the larger signal has the greater slope and crosses the threshold earlier than
the small signal. This time difference is the time walk. Fortunately, the time walk
error can be corrected by the calibration.
Another jitter error comes from the detector signal. A typical triple GEM signal
is shown in Figure A.18. When the electron clouds of one batch come to the GEM
holes, they are not at the same time, so the GEM will output different timing signal
even if the whole charge is the same.
Fig. A.18: Typical triple GEM signal shape
Through the simulation and comparing with other similar detectors, the CGEM
outputs the signal as in Figure A.19.
The output don’t have the ion tail and have a similar shape, therefore they have a
good multi-track and time resolution. The signal duration time is from 30 ns to 50
ns: 30 ns to 40 ns the rising time, and 10 ns the falling time.
The third jitter source comes from the front-end noise, and it is also influenced
by the rising edge slope. An example of the rising edge with noise is shown in Figure
A.20. When the rising edges cross the threshold voltage, because of the noise, the
time of signal could be earlier or later than the truth signal. So the timing jitter will
be generated.
The jitter σt caused by the noise can be shown as follows:
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Fig. A.19: A CGEM output signal shape
Fig. A.20: Rising edge shape with noise
σt =
σV
dV
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
(A.13)
where t0 is the time when the signal crosses the threshold voltage; σV is the FEE
noise.
The timing jitter is given by the signal noise over the signal slope at the threshold.
The FEE bandwidth can be considered as the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter,
so the FEE noise power density spectrum (mainly the thermal noise, also the white
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Gaussian noise) will be proportional to the bandwidth. The FEE noise is proportional
to the square root of the bandwidth:
σV = A ·
√
FBW (A.14)
where A is the thermal noise coefficient determined by the FEE. The FEE bandwidth
and the signal rising time have the following relationship:
Trise ·FBW ≈ 0.35 (A.15)
So, the FEE noise will be inversely proportional to the square root of the rising
time.
σV ≈ A ·
√
0.35√
Trise
(A.16)
The signal slope is directly proportional to the bandwidth:
dV
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
= B ·FBW (A.17)
Where B is a constant, together with the equation (A.15), there is:
dV
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
≈ B · 0.35
Trise
(A.18)
Combining the equation (A.16) and (A.18), the jitter is:
σt =
σV
dV
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
≈ A
B ·0.35 ·
√
Trise (A.19)
This equation means the shorter Trise, the better the jitter, if the rising time is
only determined by the FEE. But actually, the detector also contribute the rising time.
The whole rising time Ttot is:
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Ttot =
√
T 2det +T
2
rise (A.20)
where Tdet is the detector rising time, which only influences the rising slope and does
not influence the FEE noise σV . So there is the following result:
σt ∝
√
T 2rise+T
2
det√
Trise
=
√
Trise+
T 2det
Trise
(A.21)
Differentiating this equation with respect to Trise, the minimum 2 ·Tdec can be
gotten when the Trise = Tdet . According to what has been discussed, the FEE should
output the timing information with small jitter and the energy information with small
noise. So it has the following design:
Firstly, the detector signal flows into one preamplifier. The preamplifier should
be a charge sensitive amplifier which has an excellent noise performance. Then the
preamplifier splits into two branches: one branch is to detect the energy information,
and the other is to detect the timing information. It is shown in Figure A.21.
Control
Logic
TDC
TDC
ADC
Sample and holdSlow shaping
Fast shaping
Charge
Output
T ime
Output
Hysteresis
Comparator
Hysteresis
Comparator
Triggering
PreAmplifier
Qin
Fig. A.21: FEE architecture with two outputs
The energy branch uses the slow shaping and is sampled by the ADC or the TDC;
the timing branch uses the fast shaping and is sampled by the TDC. At last these
timing and energy information is output to the control logic.
The timing branch should be designed with a rising time almost the same as the
detector rising time (about 40 ns), in order to minimize the jitter. That means the
bandwidth of the time shaper should be:
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FBWT =
0.35
Trise
=
0.35
40 ns
= 8.78 MHz (A.22)
where FBWT is the timing branch bandwidth. To not influence the fast signal passing
through, the preamplifier bandwidth should be larger than FBWT of 8.78 MHz. The
energy branch should have a lower frequency, which can result in the fewer white
noise, but the lower limit is determined by the event rate.
To satisfy the 60 kHz, the timing branch and the energy branch signal dead time
should be less than 1 µs, and the rising time should be less than 300 ns. So the
energy and timing branch lower limited frequency FLOW is:
FLOW =
0.35
Trise
=
0.35
300 ns
= 1.17 MHz (A.23)
A.4.1 Preamplifier Design
According to the analysis above, the CSA has been chosen as the preamplifier, which
is shown in Figure A.22. The CSA have a negative feedback circuit which consists
Fig. A.22: A CSA architecture used as the preamplifer
of the feedback resistor R f and capacitor C f . The closed-loop gain is:
Gainclose =
1+ sR f (C f +Cd)
1+ sR fC f
(A.24)
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where Cd includes the detector capacitance, the input transistor gate capacitance and
other parasitic capacitance between the input terminal and the ground. The Gainclose
means the closed-loop gain which has one pole and one zero points:
Pole : P1 =
1
R fC f
(A.25)
Zero : Z1 =
1
R f (C f +Cd)
(A.26)
Normally the amplifier is not the ideal OPA (OPerational Amplifier). When the
OPA has one low frequency pole and the crossing lope is −20dB/dec, the OPA can
be expressed as:
A(s) =−AOL ω0s+ω0 (A.27)
where AOL is the amplifier open-loop DC gain; ω0 = 2π f0, and f0 is the open-loop
cutoff frequency. The open-loop and closed-loop amplitude bode plots are shown in
Figure A.23.
Fig. A.23: CSA architecture bode plot
Between the open-loop gain and the closed-loop gain is the loop-gain. The
intersection point of the open-loop and the closed-loop FC is the CSA bandwidth
which influences the rise time. Figure A.23 shows that:
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Fc =
GBW
1+
Cd
C f
= GBW · C f
C f +Cd
(A.28)
where GBW is the Gain Bandwidth Product and also the open-loop system band-
width.
It can be seen that the feedback capacitor CF can influence the CSA bandwidth.
When CF is larger, FC will increase, then the cross point will further from the
first pole, and nearer to the second pole of the open-loop system. Therefore, the
phase margin will be fewer, and the CSA will become more unstable. Conversely,
the fewer CF makes the bandwidth narrower and the system more stable. So the
feedback capacitor should choose the suitable value which can maintain the essential
bandwidth. The wider bandwidth can result in losing the phase margin.
In this design, the detector rise time is about 40 ns, which corresponds to the
frequency:
Fdec ≈ 0.3540 ns = 8.75 MHz. (A.29)
The detector signal will go through the CSA, and then the timing branch shaper
will filter it further. At the end, make the FEE rising time about the same rise time 40
ns. So the CSA should have a wider bandwidth, which makes most of the detector
signal (less than 8.75 MHz) go through without loss. Considering some bandwidth
margin, it chooses the CSA rising time 20 ns, which corresponds to the frequency
17.5 MHz.
The bandwidth of the CSA is limited by the intrinsic frequency fT. The relation-
ship between the intrinsic frequency and the channel length L is shown in Figure
A.24[2].
The reference and figure shows that in CMOS processes with channel lengths
below 130 nm, the fT can easily exceed 100 GHz. So in the 110 nm technology, the
fT is beyond 100 GHz. it is achievable to set the CSA open-loop bandwidth 10 GHz.
In this situation, by the equation (A.28), the feedback capacitor can be counted:
C f =
Cd
GBW
Fc
−1
=
100 pF
10 GHz
17.5 MHz
−1
= 175 f F (A.30)
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Fig. A.24: The maximum intrinsic frequency fT versus the channel length L[2]
To get a better phase margin, set the feedback capacitor 150 fC. The MOM
capacitor is selected as the feedback capacitor which has the better matching.
According to the Miller theorem, the equivalent input capacitor of the feedback
capacitor is:
Cequi =C f ·AOL (A.31)
The equivalent capacitance and the input capacitance will receive the detector
charge together. In order to reduce the Cd influence, make the most of the charge
flow into the feedback capacitor. It should be:
Cd ≤ 1100 · (Cd +Cequi) =
1
100
· (Cd +C f ·AOL) (A.32)
AOL ≥ 100 ·Cd−CdC f =
99 ·Cd
C f
= 66000 (A.33)
So the open-loop gain of the CSA should be larger than the 66000 with the
bandwidth 10 GHz.
Based on Figure A.22, when the detector current ii flows into ui node, according
to the KCL (Kirchhoff’s Circuit Laws) and the amplifier feature, there are:
ii =
vi
1
sCd
+
vi− vo
1
1
R f
+ sC f
(A.34)
vo
vi
=−A(s) =−A0 −s0s− s0 =−A0
ω0
s+ω0
(A.35)
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From the above two equations, there is:
vo
vi
=−AR f 1sCdR f +(1+A)(1+ sC f R f ) (A.36)
When A is a function:
A = AOL
ω0
s+ω0
(A.37)
There is:
vo
ii
=
−AOLR fω0
s2(Cd +C f )R f + s(1+ω0CdR f +ω0(1+AOL)C f R f )+ω0(1+AOL)
(A.38)
Normally, the AOL is far greater than one, so this equation can be simplified to:
vo
ii
≈ −AOLR fω0
s2(Cd +C f )R f + s(1+ω0CdR f +ω0AOLC f R f )+ω0AOL
(A.39)
vo
ii
= T (s)≈ −R f
s2
(Cd +C f )R f
AOLω0
+ s
1+ω0R f (Cd +C f AOL)
AOLω0
+1
(A.40)
Rewrite the denominator into the following form, here suppose it has two widely
spaced real poles:
D(s) = (sτ f +1)(sτr +1) = s2τ f τr + s(τ f + τr)+1≈ s2τ f τr + sτ f +1 (A.41)
where suppose the τ f is much greater than the τr. Comparing the two formulas, there
is:
τ f =
1+ω0R f (Cd +C f AOL)
AOLω0
(A.42)
τ f τr =
(Cd +C f )R f
AOLω0
(A.43)
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Because the AOL is greater than one, and C f AOL is greater than Cd , there is:
τ f ≈ R fC f (A.44)
τr is:
τr =
τrτ f
τ f
=
(Cd +C f )R f
AOLω0
1+ω0R f (Cd +C f AOL)
AOLω0
=
(Cd +C f )R f
1+ω0R f (Cd +C f AOL)
≈ 1
ω0AOL
C f
C f +Cd
(A.45)
where ω0AOLC f /(C f +Cd) is the closed-loop bandwidth Fc multiply the 2π . In this
design, the open-loop bandwidth is set about 10 GHz, and the feedback capacitor C f
and detector capacitance Cd are 150 f F and 100 pF respectively. The τr is:
τr ≈ 1
10 GHz ·2π · 150 f F
150 f F +100 pF
= 10.63 ns (A.46)
If the feedback resistor is infinity, the transfer function T (s) is:
T (s) =
R f
(1+ sτ f )(1+ τr)
=
R f
(1+ sR fC f )(1+ τr)
=
1
sC f
· 1
1+ sτr
(A.47)
When the Dirac-delta with the total charge Qin input, using the Inverse Laplace
Transform, the output voltage is:
Vout(t) =
Qin
C f
(
1− e− tτr
)
(A.48)
The output voltage will rise up according to one constant τr, and the rising time
is about 2.2τr. Then the output voltage will be Qin/C f at the end.
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If the rising constant τr can be ignored, the transfer function T (s) is:
T (s) =
R f
1+ sR fC f
(A.49)
When a Dirac-delta with the total charge Qin is the input, using the Inverse
Laplace Transform, the output voltage is:
Vout(t) =
Qin
C f
e
− tτ f (A.50)
The output voltage will become Qin/C f immediately, and then the voltage will
recover to zero as a constant τ f .
If the feedback resistor R f is limited, and τr is not zero, when a Dirac-delta with
the total charge Qin is the input, using the Inverse Laplace Transform, the output
voltage is:
Vout(t) = Qin
R f
τr− τ f
(
e−
t
τr − e−
t
τ f
)
=
Qin
C f
τ f
τr− τ f
(
e−
t
τr − e−
t
τ f
)
(A.51)
Differentiating the above equation. It can get the peaking time Tp, at which the
output voltage Vout will reaches the maximum value:
dVout
dt
= 0→ 1
τ f
e
− Tpτ f =
1
τr
e−
Tp
τr → Tp = τ f τrτr− τ f ln
τr
τ f
(A.52)
Because of the limited feedback resistor, the peaking time Tp is larger than the
2.2τr. Substitute Tp into the first term of the bracket in the equation (A.56).
e−
Tp
τr = e
− 1τr
τ f τr
τr−τ f ln
τr
τ f =
(
eln
τ f
τr
) τ f
τr−τ f
=
(
τ f
τr
) τ f
τr−τ f
(A.53)
Similarly, the second item can be expressed as:
e
− Tpτ f =
(
τ f
τr
) τr
τr−τ f
(A.54)
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So the bracket of the equation (A.56) can be expressed as:
e−
Tp
τr − e−
Tp
τ f =
(
τ f
τr
) τ f
τr−τ f −
(
τ f
τr
) τr
τr−τ f
=
(
τ f
τr
) τr
τr−τ f
(τ f
τr
) τ f−τr
τr−τ f −1

=
(
τ f
τr
) τr
τr−τ f
(
τr
τ f
−1
)
=
τr− τ f
τ f
(
τ f
τr
) τr
τr−τ f
(A.55)
Put the equation (A.55) into the equation (A.56), there is:
Vout(Tp) =
Qin
C f
(
τ f
τr
) τr
τr−τ f
=
Qin
C f
(
τ f
τr
) 1
1− τ fτr (A.56)
From the equation, it can be seen that the larger τ f /τr makes the less difference
between the ideal value Qin/C f and the actual value. The difference value has one
special name "Ballistic Loss". The Ballistic loss can influence the linear degree, and
further influence the energy resolution. In this design, to reduce the Ballistic loss to
less than 5%, there is:
τ f
τr
≥ 100→ τ f ≥ 100τr → R fC f ≥ 100τr (A.57)
According to the above analysis, when τr = 10.63 ns, the feedback capacitor C f
is 150 f F . So R f is:
R f ≥ 100 · τrC f = 100 ·
10.63 ns
150 f F
= 7 MΩ (A.58)
Such large resistance cannot be realized by a real resistor in the COMS technol-
ogy. Because not only the large resistor occupies large silicon area, but also such
large resistor will generator large parasitic capacitance, which can make the system
unstable.
In this design, the large resistor is realized by transistors, as shown in Figure
A.25. The equivalent feedback resistor consists of the M0,M1,M2. The equivalent
feedback resistance value comes from voltage difference variation divided by current
variation in the two terminals. The equivalent resistance is calculated as follows.
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Fig. A.25: Feedback capacitor and equivalent resistor (M0,M1,M2) of the Charge Sensitive
Amplifier
When the CSA output Vo changes of δVo, this voltage will be changed into the
current by M0:
δ I0 = δVo ·gm0 (A.59)
The δ I0 will be transferred onto the M1/M2 gate voltage and then be changed
into δVM2g by the diode connection M2:
δVM2g = δ I0 · 1gm2 (A.60)
M1 changes δVM2g into the feedback current δ Ii:
δ Ii = δVM2g ·gm1 (A.61)
Combined the equation (A.59), (A.60) and (A.63), there are:
δ Ii = δVo ·gm0 · 1gm2 ·gm1 (A.62)
δVo
δ Ii
= R f =
gm2
gm1 ·gm0 (A.63)
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Setting M0,M1,M2 transconductance as 9.2 µS, 191 nS and 19 µS respectively,
R f turns to be:
R f =
gm2
gm1 ·gm0 =
19 µS
191 nS ·9.2 µS = 10.8 MΩ (A.64)
From this equation, R f is larger than 7 MΩ, which fulfils the requirement. The
current I f is used for biasing M1 and setting the CSA output baseline voltage Vbase.
The capacitors Cz1 and Cz2 are used for the differential function. The M0,M2,Mz1
constitutes the equivalent resistance Rz1; and M0,M2,Mz2 constitutes the equivalent
resistance Rz2. The Rz1 and Rz2 are used as the pole-zero cancellation. Using a
similar method of calculating the feedback resistance, it can set the transconductance
of Mz1 and Mz2 as the same 3.87 µS, and get Rz1 and Rz2 as about one twentieth the
feedback R f is 533 kΩ.
The intrinsic gain of the 110 nm technology is about 100, so to get the open-loop
gain of the CSA more than 66000, the cascode architecture and at least three levels
cascades must be used. Based on this situation, the architecture in Figure A.26 is
used.
Vin
R1
RcCc
Vout
V2
V1
Ib
Rb
VDD
GND
Vb
Vcas1
Vcas2
V3
M5M4
M3
M2
M1
M7 M8 M9M6
Mb
C1
C2
Fig. A.26: Transistor level design of the CSA
In the CSA architecture, the most important transistor is the input transistor.
Because the input transistor contributes normally about 50-70% ENC noise. In order
to minimize the noise, the transconductance must be enlarged. The current effect
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(transconductance over current) versus the inversion coefficient is shown in Figure
A.27.
Fig. A.27: Current effect versus the inversion coefficient[2]
It can be seen that in order to get a better current effect, to reduce the power
consumption, the lower inversion coefficient is necessary. When the IC = 0.1, gm/Ids
has a suitable margin effect. So here set IC = 0.1, and get gm/Ids about 23 and
γ=0.515.
The thermal noise of the input transistor will be the main contribution source.
The flick noise is proportional to the detector capacitance and has no relationship
with the signal peaking time. The detector capacitance is small and the flick noise
can reduce by enlarging the transistor width and length at the same proportion.
Comparing the thermal noise, the flick noise can be ignore. The thermal noise in the
FEE can be expressed [1]:
ENCi =
1
q
νnwCT
√
Nw
1
Tp
(A.65)
The Tp is limited by the pulse width. The dead time, which has been discussed,
is less than 1 µs. Considering some margin, here set the pulse width is about 800
ns. The relationship between Tp and the dead time is shown in Figure A.28 [1]. This
figure shows that when using the real poles, the ratio of order 3 is about 5. That
means the peaking time should be 800 ns/5 = 160 ns.
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Fig. A.28: Ratio between the pulse width and the peaking time for the shapers with different
orders
When the rise time Tp is 160 ns, CT = 100 pF , ENCi is about 50% ENC, that is
about:
ENCi = 50% ·ENC =
√
770 e ·770 e ·50% = 540 e (A.66)
The Nw is about 1, which can be checked in the book [1]. The equation (A.65)
can be changed into:
gm =
4kBT γ
ENC2i
C2T
Tp
Nw =
4 ·1.38 ·1023 J/K ·300 K ·0.515
(540 ·1.6−19 C)2 ·
(100 pF)2
160 ns
= 69 mS
(A.67)
So the input transistor should have 69 mS at least. When the current effect is
about 23, the input current needs at least 3 mA, which can consume about 3.6 mW .
The whole FEE power consumption can be controlled within 5 mW .
Through the simulation, the CSA open-loop gain curve is shown in Figure A.29.
The open-loop gain can reach 105 which fulfils the requirement of the lower limit
7× 104. The bandwidth is about 2 GHz, but the cross point slope is about -40
dB/dec. The parameters are counted according to the -20 dB/dec, so drawing an
extension line from the -20 dB/dec. The cross point is 15 GHz, which fulfils the
requirement of 10 GHz.
From what discussed above, the CSA preamplifier can fulfil the requirements of
the parameters.
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Fig. A.29: Open-loop gain and bandwidth of the CSA
The main pole is on the arrow point, about at 1 MHz. In Figure A.26, the main
pole is caused by the V3 node, where it has a large impedance rDS and large Miller
capacitance. The width ratio between M6 and M7 is also very important to the rise
time. Enlarging the ratio, then the M4,M7 current increase. The V3 impedance is
the parallel with the M4,M7 output resistance which is 1/(λ · Id). So when the V3
impedance decreases, the main pole increases. At the same time, the open-loop
gain depending on the ratio also increases. The bandwidth increases as well. The
closed-loop gain curve (the reciprocal of the feedback transfer function) will cross
the open-loop gain curve further than the original point. So it will be nearer to the
second open-loop pole. Vice versa, the phase margin will fewer, at the same time it
will also consume more power. Here there is a trade off: higher ratio, higher power
consumption, faster rise time, more unstable, or the contrary.
A.4.2 Shaper Design
Following the CSA, there are two shapers: the timing branch and the energy branch.
The two branches get the current from the CSA. The timing branch will shape or
filter the CSA output signal with the 40 ns rise time. The energy branch will shape
or filter the output CSA signal with 160 ns rise time. The timing branch with the
CSA is shown in Figure A.30.
The Cz is used to differentiate this CSA output and it changes the voltage signal
into a current signal. The Rz is used as the pole-zero cancellation. The R1C1 integrate
this current signal into a voltage signal, and Rc changes the voltage into a current
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Fig. A.30: Timing branch schematic with the CSA
again. At last R2C2 integrates the current signal the second time and changes it into
a voltage signal. The transfer function is:
Vout(s) = Iin(s)
R f
1+ sR fC f
1+ sCzRz
Rz
R1
1+ sR1C1
1
Rc
R2
1+ sR2C2
(A.68)
In last section, CzRz is set equal to R fC f , so the equation can be simple:
Vout(s)
Iin(s)
= T (s) =
R f
Rz
R1R2
Rc(1+ sR1C1)(1+ sR2C2)
(A.69)
This transfer function unit is ohm, and set R1C1 = τ1, R2C2 = τ2. It can be gotten
that the transfer function has two poles 1/τ1 and 1/τ2. Like the CSA transfer function
analysis, when a Dirac-delta conveying the total charge Qin input, the peaking time
is:
Tp,Time =
τ1τ2
τ2− τ1 ln
τ2
τ1
(A.70)
The peak voltage is:
Vout,peakT =
Qin
C1
R f
Rz
R2
Rc
(
τ1
τ2
) τ2
τ2−τ1
(A.71)
Setting the following parameters:
R1 = 100 kΩ,R2 = 20 kΩ,C1 =C2 = 1 pF,Rc = 20 kΩ,Qin = 1 fC (A.72)
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where τ1 = 100 ns, τ2 = 20 ns, and R f = 20Rz, which has been gotten in the last
section. Then Vout,peakT = 13.37 mV , which is almost the same as the simulation
value 12.8 mV/ fC. The peaking time is about Vout,peakT = 40 ns.
When the detector rise time is 40 ns, the CSA rise time is 23 ns, and the shaper
rise time is 40 ns, the final rise time is
√
(40 ns)2+(23 ns)2+(40 ns)2 = 61 ns,
which is almost the same as the simulation rise time of 70 ns. In this situation, the
jitter of the timing branch is 4.62 ns, which is less than the request value of 6 ns.
The energy branch does not need a the short peaking time, but the contrary needs
a longer peaking time within a limited value in order to collect most of the charge.
So the complex conjugate poles are more suitable for the energy branch shaper. The
architecture is shown in Figure A.31.
R3
R4 R5
 A  A
C3
C2 C4
VoutIin
C1
R1 R2
V1
Fig. A.31: Energy branch shaper schematic
Using the similar analysis method as the time shaper, the ENC of the energy
shaper is 650 e, and the gain is 12.2 mV/ fC. The peaking time is about 200 ns.
The last important part of the shaper is the baseline holder circuit, which can
keep the baseline stable at one desired voltage. The baseline circuit can be seen
as one high pass filter. The low-frequency variation can be filtered by the baseline
holder circuit, which is shown in the full front-end schematic in Figure A.32.
This figure shows the timing branch with baseline holder, and the energy branch
is similar with it. In the baseline holder, M0 can be seen as a current source, which
plays two roles. One role is to set the static current source of Mz, and the other is to
set the static voltage point at the output of A1.
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When the output of A1 is set 1.1 V , according to the difference between the 1.1
V and the input voltage of A1, Rsh can be counted. Then Csh can be gotten by τsh.
Fig. A.32: Full front-end chain with the baseline holder
The shaper is a high-pass filter and the baseline holder is a low-pass filter, so
they together make up a bandpass filter. The baseline holder main pole Pmain is at the
gate of M0, where has a large capacitance C2, which corresponds to the time constant
τp1. The second pole Psec node is at the gate of MSFN , which corresponds to the time
constant τp2.
There is a negative feedback between the baseline holder and the shaper. When
the output voltage rises, the inverse signal will output at the gate of MSFP. This
signal goes through two voltage follower and then goes to the gate of M0. At this
point, because of the large capacitance C2, the high-frequency signal will go to the
ground through C2. The low-frequency signal such as the baseline variation will
change M0 current. Because of the Mz current stable, the reduced M0 current reduces
the output of A1. Then further it makes Rc current fewer, which decrease the output
low-frequency signal.
The system stable (the baseline holder circuit and the shaper forming a negative
feedback system) depends on the loop phase margin. The open-loop gain from the
output of Mz to the output is:
gainopen,resist =
Rsh ·Rsh
Rc
· 1
(1+ sτsh)2
(A.73)
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Here the unit is Ω. The feedback also changes the output voltage into the input
current, the unit is Ω. The open-loop resistance gain is about R2sh/Rc, which is very
large. When a little current varies at the output of the Mz, the output low frequency
voltage will change a lot. So the baseline holder is introduced to improve this
situation. When the open-loop resistance gain is large, the closed-loop gain depends
on the feedback circuit.
gain f eedback,resist = Ad ·gm0 · 1
(1+ sτp1)(1+ sτp2)
(A.74)
The closed-loop resistance gain is:
gainclosed,resist =
gainopen,resist
1+gainopen,resist ·gain f eedback,resist ≈
1
gain f eedback,resist
=
(1+ sτp1)(1+ sτp2)
Ad ·gm0
(A.75)
Ad is the differential amplifier gain, and gm0 is the transconductance of M0. The
amplitude bode plot is shown in Figure A.33.
Fig. A.33: Amplitude bode plot of the baseline
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In Figure A.33, the loop gain is the open-loop gain minus the feedback gain
inverse. The feedback gain line crosses the open-loop gain at the point, which is the
unit gain of the loop gain, PC. To be sure of the unit gain, there is -20 dB/dec. PC
must be smaller than Psh. The dotted line of the 1/feedback gain is the limit of the
system stable. In this situation, the second pole P′2 must be larger than Psh. The limit
P′1 is:
P′1 =
Psh
R2sh/Rc
1/Ad ·gm0
(A.76)
Because of the slope of the 1/feedback gain as 20 dB/dec, when the amplitude
reduces X times, the frequency should reduce X time also in the same line. It can
draw one -20 dB/dec auxiliary blue line. The dotted black line will be symmetric
with the blue auxiliary line with Psh as the symmetry axis. Because of the same
bandwidth gain product, when the gain lower X times, the bandwidth larger X times.
So P′′1 is X times Psh, at the same time, P
′
1 is less X times than Psh.
When the low frequency pole moves from P′1 to P1, the bandpass frequency
moves from PC to Psh. The second pole must be larger than PC. When the 1/feedback
gain is more than PC, the loop gain becomes less than one. The closed-loop gain will
almost the same as the open-loop gain. So the red dotted line will be the same as
the open-loop gain. When the main pole is larger than P′1, not only the baseline has
some low-frequency oscillation, but also it reduces the output peak value.
Setting C2 = 5.2 pF can be realized by the Ncap device. The Ncap device has a
large capacitance density. The pole P1 is:
P1 =
1
2π ·C2 ·1/gm,s f n =
1
2π ·5.2 pF ·1/5.78 nS =
1100 rad/s
2π
= 177 Hz. (A.77)
The low frequency gain is:
gainlow =
1
Ad ·gm0 =
1
(60.6 µS · (429 kΩ//1.5 MΩ)) ·41.75 µS = 1.187 kΩ
(A.78)
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The open-loop gain is R1 ·R2/Rc = 100 kΩ. The PC is:
PC = P1 · 100 kΩ1.187 kΩ = 9860 Hz. (A.79)
because of the pole P1, the shift phase at the PC is:
φ =−tan−1
(
PC
P1
)
=−89◦ (A.80)
Using the similar method of P1, the second pole P2 is far greater than P1. So it
will not influence the stable. In this design, the baseline voltage is set 300 mV . The
baseline holder can control the output baseline voltage well.
